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Abstract 

This study examines the phonological processes found among dialect speakers of the Ogidi 

dialect of Igbo. The main objective of the study is to explore the phonological processes existing 

among the dialect speakers with a view to linking the distinctions to the differences that segments 

undergo in the Ogidi dialect. Using simple random sampling technique, data are elicited from the 

respondents through oral interview. The data reveal that there are phonological processes existing 

in the dialect. The work studies how some phonemes change to some other segments in specific 

environments. The work observes the fricative sounds obtainable in the dialect. The paper 

describes the assimilatory processes that are evident in the dialect. It observes that consonants are 

deleted at the initial and medial position. The paper studies vowel harmony that occurs at word 

initial, medial and final position.  It attempts to examine the nature of these phonological 

processes and tries to generate phonological rules, which underlie the study. These phonological 

processes are analysed using the generative phonological framework. The work recommends that 

differences at the suprasegmental level also need to be studied in other dialects.  It also suggests 

that further studies be carried out using other phonological theories especially optimality theory 

to account for the processes in other dialects. 

 

1.   Introduction 

 Phonology is the study of the sound pattern of a language. Phonology, from the mentalist-

generative perspective, is concerned with the connections between the abstract underlying 

representations of words and their surface representations that serve as instructions to the 

articulators (Halle, 2002).In the light of the foregoing, phonological processes are those changes 

which segments undergo to produce the various phonetic realisations of underlying phonological 

segments (Ifode, 1999). 

The Igbo language has many dialects which can differ in grammar, vocabulary and 

pronunciation in a given community. It equally varies from others. Nwaozuzu (2008), in her work 

on the dialects of Igbo, classifies Igbo dialects into the following eight major groups: West Niger, 

East Niger, East Central, Cross River, North Eastern, South Eastern, South Western, and 

Northern dialects. Ogidi (meaning pillar) is an Igbo town, the headquarters of Idemili North Local 

Government Area of Anambra State. It has an estimated population of 70,000 people based on the 

2006 census.  It has many villages which include; Ire, Abo, Ezi-Ogidi, Umuru, Uru, Ogidi-ani, 

Nkwelle Ogidi and Ikenga. The Ogidi is best known for its mid-July annual festival otherwise 

known as Nwafor Ogidi. Ogidi dialect of Igbo has shown changes in several linguistic aspects 

such as the phonemes. 
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In this work, attention will be focused on aspects of phonological processes within Ogidi 

dialect of Igbo. This shows that humans are very good at picking up differences in ways of 

speaking, and assigning meaning to them; however, no two speakers speak exactly the same.  

 In Ogidi dialect, some phonemes appear to be used interchangeably without interfering 

with the meaning of the words. The researcher wonders why this phonological process exists in a 

linguistic community. It is on this backdrop that this paper examines the realisation of 

phonological processes in Ogidi dialect and to know the causes and nature of such changes in the 

dialect. The work focuses on phonological processes in Ogidi dialect using generative phonology 

framework which captures notation in terms of which segments are represented and rules 

formulated. The scope of this work will include some phonological processes which are 

obtainable in the dialect. The objectives of the study describe the phonological processes 

exhibited among the dialect speakers of Ogidi: specifically, the objectives are: to show how 

fricatives are influenced in the process of phonological change in Ogidi, to examine the various 

types of assimilation process that are common in the dialect, to account for how deletion and 

vowel harmony are obtainable in the dialect. The work serves as a reference material to 

researchers who may wish to take up studies on phonological processes in Ogidi dialect. It is 

going to be valuable to linguists, and add to the number of works already available on Igbo 

dialects. 

 

2.   Literature Review 

This section is divided into four sub headings: The theoretical studies, the empirical 

studies, the summary of literature review and then the theoretical framework. 

 

2.1.   Theoretical Studies 

The theoretical study discusses the theories of phonology and other related issues which 

surround the topic under study.  

Minimal pairs are words in a particular language, which differ in only one phonological 

element, such as a phoneme and have distinct meanings. According to some scholars like 

Ladefoged (1975) and Hyman (1975), sounds are classified as separate phonemes if they are 

responsible for a difference in a minimal pair.  

The primary concern of generative phonology is the development of the rules that will 

deal with the pronounceability of segments. Phonological rules are the rules whether written or 

spoken that control how sounds change during oral communication.  

Autosegmental phonology was initially developed in response to the challenge of 

developing an adequate theory for tone. The theory was introduced by John Goldsmith in 1976.  

He states that the aim of autosegmental phonology is to deal with the consequences for generative 

phonology of multi-linear phonological analysis and representation. The major contribution of the 

theory is the formalisation of the notion earlier presented by scholars such as Leben (1973) that 

suprasegments such as tone should be analysed on a separate level from the segmental.  
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Prince and Smolensky (1993) introduced Optimality Theory (OT) as a framework for 

linguistic analysis. The main idea of OT is that the observed forms of language arise from the 

interaction between conflicting constraints. Kager (2004) sees OT as a theory of human language 

capacity. He argues that optimality theory is surface based in the sense that well formedness 

constraints evaluate the surface forms only. No structural conditions are placed on lexical forms. 

There are three basic components of the theory. GEN generates the list of possible outputs, or 

candidates, CON provides the criteria, violable constraints, used to decide between candidates, 

and EVAL chooses the optimal candidate. OT assumes that these components are universal.  

Assimilation is the most frequent and common of all the phonological processes found in 

the languages. Roach (2001) maintains that assimilation in connected speech is where we find a 

phoneme realised differently as a result of being near some other phoneme belonging to the 

neighbouring words. He asserts that assimilation is more likely to be found in rapid, casual 

speech and less likely in slow speech. He points out that we have assimilation of place, manner 

and voicing of consonants. On the other hand, Ifode (1999:145) views assimilation as a 

phonological process in which sounds become more similar to each other. She reveals that in 

assimilation, one sound causes another to change; this is known as the conditioning or 

assimilation sound, while the sound that is affected by the change is known as the assimilated 

sound. She further notes that in discussing assimilation, scholars usually take three things into 

consideration: the direction of assimilation, the extent of assimilation and the class of feature that 

is being assimilated.  

However, in some languages/dialects, segment modification brings about meaning 

distinction. In other words, the contrast between the ‘modified’ segments and their ‘plain’ 

counterparts results in a contrast in meaning. From the foregoing, it has been established that in 

actual speech, sounds that characterise speech have ways in which they affect each other. 

Therefore changes in dialects take place between the phonemic and phonetic level. These changes 

are referred to as phonological processes. The study however, deviates from other theories by 

describing generative phonology as an alternative account of sound structure and what an earlier 

theory has done. 

 

2.2.   Empirical Studies 

The empirical study reviews the literature of some scholars who have conducted relevant 

or related researches to this study.  

Oludare (2013) studies phonological variation in Akoid language family. He examines 

how phonological processes are produced by mechanical systematic sound changes, affecting the 

original sounds of the language and how these sound changes affect the language of different 

sectors of the speech community in different ways. The major finding of his research is the fact 

that the speech forms in question have undergone systematic changes over time. These changes 

have occasioned phonological process within the group. He claims that Arigidi has twenty 

phonemic consonants, whereas Owon has twenty-two. He adds that the difference in the number 
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of consonant phonemes coupled with different phonological processes, such as nasalisation, 

palatalisation, spirintisation, simplification of complex segments, vowel raising, changes in tonal 

pattern, have resulted in phonological process across the speech forms. The similarity between 

the work and the present study lies in the adoption of generative phonology as the theoretical 

framework. The difference is based on the fact that the study employs difference in Akoid 

language family while the present study looks at phonological differences of Ogidi dialect.  

Mbah and Okeke (2013) study phonological change in the Nkpor dialect. They explore 

on the phonological change of vowel raising and elision in the dialect. The major findings of their 

research is on the social factors responsible for a peculiar phonological phenomenon in the Nkpor 

dialect of Igbo known as vowel raising, which involves the deletion of the voiced palatal nasal 

/ɲ/, and the raising of the mid vowel /e/ to /i/ or /ɪ/ in obedience to the vowel harmony rule. They 

suggest that both the mid front vowel raising and voiced palatal nasal elision are being lost in 

Nkpor-Agu region of Nkpor plausibly as a consequence of contact with the commercial city of 

Onitsha. The paper is related to this work in the sense that in as much as both works are 

investigating different aspects of the Igbo language, they incorporate the generative theory as 

their framework. 

Yul-Ifode identifies assimilation as a natural process, which is not random but patterned. 

She points out that in Igbo, assimilation is nasalised (i.e., when vowels occur after the nasal 

consonant; the vowels take on the nasal quality of the consonant. For instance, /ímí /- [ímĭ’] 

‘nose’/nné/- [nnĕ]‘mother’. She posits that this type of assimilation could either be regressive or 

progressive assimilation depending on the dialect. Moreover, she equally points out that elision is 

the total loss of sound segment which involve vowels and consonants. She further adds that 

elision occurs at medial and final position. Elision at word initial position is not found in her 

studies. 

Mbah and Mbah (2010) identify vowel harmony as a process whereby vowels divide into 

sets in which only members of one set can co-occur with members of that set and never co-occur 

with members of other set. They add that vowel harmony in Igbo is based on pharyngealisation 

and it divides the vowels into dotted and undotted as posits by Emenanjo (1978). They point out 

that vowels produced with the pharynx enlarged are called expanded vowels, ie., Advanced 

Tongue Root (+ ATR) whereas vowels produced when the size of the pharynx is reduced are 

termed non expanded (+ATR). 

 

2.3.   Summary of Literature Review 

From the review of available literature, the theoretical and empirical studies have shown 

that phonological processes play a vital role in the structure of sound segments and the rules that 

govern the organisation of sounds in a language. 
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2.4.   Theoretical Framework 

Sound Pattern of English is the first systematic exposition of generative 

phonology,(Chomsky & Halle's1968). The goal of this theory is to make precise and explicit the 

ability of native speakers to produce and perceive utterances of a particular language. In 

generative phonology, the level of the phoneme is redefined to match the deeper level of 

abstraction in the most efficient conception of phonological processes. As Schane (1973) puts it, 

generative phonology is part of a model of language (more strictly, a model of linguistic 

competence) which proposes that underlying representations are converted into surface 

representation by the application of rules. Ikekeonwu (1996) adds that generative phonology 

appears in two levels of analysis, such as the surface level or systematic phonemic level and the 

underlying or systematic phonetic level. She points out that the two levels are related, that is, the 

surface level is derived from the underlying level through phonological rules. On the other hand, 

There are other phonological theories that could have been selected (such as the optimality theory 

but they are rejected for the fact that they would not bring out properly the purposes of this study.  

 

3.   Methodology 

The data for the study are collected mainly from native speakers of Ogidi. The area of 

study is Ogidi in Idemili North Local Government Area. Using simple random sampling method, 

forty indigenes of Ogidi from eight villages were randomly selected and interviewed. The 

researcher interviewed younger speakers of Ogidi who were between 18 to 50 years of age and 

older speakers of Ogidi ranging from 51 to 90 years and have lived permanently in Ogidi. The 

younger and older speakers were included to enable us to observe the pattern of phonological 

process in Ogidi dialect. Five respondents were selected from each village and they were asked to 

discuss issues on Nwafor Ogidi, ceremonies and occupation in Ogidi dialect. The interviews were 

recorded with the aid of a recording device. This yielded the data for our investigation. Formal 

phonological rules were used to explain the phonological processes. The data were phonemically 

transcribed. The items from the data are tone marked and glossed in English.  

 

4.   Data Presentation and Analysis 

The paper presents an aspect of phonological processes in Ogidi dialect of Igbo using 

generative phonology as its theoretical framework. There are thirty six (36) phonemes in Ogidi 

dialect. This shows that Ogidi dialect has twenty eight (28) consonants and eight (8) vowels.  

The phonological processes in Ogidi include the following: 

a.   Stridency 

b. Assimilation 

c. Deletion 

d. Vowel harmony 
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4.1. Stridency 

Stridency is a manner of articulation of fricative sounds. This comprises differences 

which influence the voiceless post-alveolar fricative [ʃ] so that it becomes the voiceless labio-

dental fricative [f].  

i. / ʃ/ > /f/ 

This is exemplified below; 

Example. 1 

 Variants Gloss  

1. áfìá 

áʃìá 

Market 

2. áfífìá 

áʃíʃìá 

Grass 

3. ífìé   

íʃìé  

Demand 

4. éfí  

éʃí 

Cow 

5.   èfìfìè   

èʃìʃìè 

Afternoon 

6.  ˊɔfìá  

 ˊɔʃìá 

Forest 

7. ὺfìá  

ὺʃìá   

Difficulty 

In reference to example (1 to 7), /ʃ/ and /f/ are seen in the dialect. The difference is 

possible if and only if the voiceless post alveolar fricative precedes a front vowel. The differences 

can be represented in the following phonological rule: 

Rule 1 

 

8. [ʃ]  → [f]  

 

 

 

  -ant  +high 

+ cor                 - voice + syll 

 

 

It is vital to note that both [ʃ]  and [f] are presently in use but the frequency of usage 

differs from the other. The phoneme /f/ is more in use than the phoneme / ʃ /. It is also worthy of 

note that [f] is not an allophone of [ʃ] in Ogidi; this is because they are different phonemes in the 

i 
a&e 
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dialect. For instance, [áʃá] ‘bird’ and [áfá] ‘name’ is an example where the two segments are used 

distinctively. Although in some cases, they may be used as free variants. 

ii. /ɤ/ > /w/ 

This is as a result of differences which influence the voiced velar fricative [ɤ] so that it becomes 

the voiced labialized velar approximant /w/. Below are some examples found in the analysis;  

 

Example 2: 

 Variants Gloss  

9. á
↓
wɔ  ̀  

á
↓
ɤɔ  ̀

Grey 

10. áwὺwɔ  ̀ 

áɤὺɤɔ  ̀

Cunning 

11. àwύ  

àɤύ 

Bathing 

12. òwú 

òɤú 

Thread 

13. éwú  

/éɤú/ 

Goat 

14. ìwú  

ìɤú 

Law 

 

The difference is possible if and only if the velar fricative occurs before the back vowels as 

shown below: 

 

Rule 2: 

The rule could be formulated thus: 

15. /ɤ / → [w] / -  

 

 

 

+ cont                        + voice                               + back 

 

 

 

4.2.   Analysis of Vowel Assimilation in Ogidi Dialect  

In the Ogidi dialect of Igbo, most words begin and end in vowels. Vowel assimilation is 

the process whereby two dissimilar vowels may become similar in quality. Thus, in assimilatory 

processes, segments take on features of neighboring segments. As assimilation is linguistic 

ɔ 
ʊ 
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universal, one has therefore, to find out cases of assimilation in Ogidi dialect of the Igbo 

language. Progressive assimilation is a situation whereby one speech influences another following 

it to make it look like itself. This can be illustrated as in A → B. The segment ‘A’ assimilates 

segment ‘B’. 

Example 3 

 

Input                  Assimilation               Transcription         Gloss 

16. ífé + à  → íféé -   / íféé/   ‘this thing’  

17. ébé+ à → ébéé -  /ébéé/   ‘this place’ 

18.  ǹké + à → ǹkéé -  / ῃkéé/   ‘this one’  

19. ùdí + à   → ùdíì -  / ὺdíì/   ‘this type’ 

20. ǹdí + à → ǹdíì -  /ǹdíì/    ‘this people’ 

The example shows that where there is the demonstrative /a/ the preceding vowel 

progressively assimilates it leaving its tonal reflex. The examples (16- 18) show that the front low 

vowel /a/ becomes the front mid vowel /e/. 

Rule 3a 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On the other hand, examples (19-20) show that the low front vowel /a/ becomes the high front 

vowels /i/. The rule could be formulated thus: 

Rule 3b 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The most frequent in Ogidi dialect is the regressive assimilation. Regressive assimilation 

is a phonological process whereby one speech sound that undergoes the change influences 

another sound preceding it. This can be illustrated as A ← B. The speech sound ‘B’ assimilates 

‘A’. 

 

 

 

 

+     mid 
 +   front 

+   ATR 

+     mid 

 +   front 

+   ATR 

+ low 
+ front 

+ ATR 

+     high 
 +   front 

-   ATR 

+     high 
 +   back 

-   ATR 

+ low 
+ front 

- ATR 
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Example 4 

 Input Assimilation      Transciption Gloss 

 

21. áshiá +ὸgìdí→ áshiὸόgìdí            /áʃiὸ
↓
ό
↓
g
↓
ídí/ ogidi market 

22. nwá+ὸtsú       → nwόόtsú                 /nwόόtsú/   child of outcast 

23. όnyé+ ɔ ŕià     → όnyɔˊɔ ŕià               /όɳɔˊɔ j́ià /  sick person 

24. ìté +  oˊgwú     → itˊɔˊogwú                /itˊɔɔgwύ /         pot full of medicine  

25. ùwé+ òchá      →       uwoˊoˊcha               / uwɔˊɔˊʧa/  white cloth 

 

 The examples (21-22) show that [ a ] in  áʃiá and nwá assimilates to [o] in Ogidi to 

become [áʃiὸ] and [nwό] respectively. Examples (23-25) involve the assimilation of the vowel  [e 

] in όɳé, ìté and ùwé by the following vowels /o/ and /ɔ/ to realize ɔ j́ià,  ɔgwú , and ɔˊʧa 

respectively. Here, / a & e/ becomes rounded in their environments before a back rounded vowel.  

 

Rule 4: 

The rule can be formalized thus:  

      

      

 

 

 

 

 

The phonological rule presupposes that the front unrounded vowel becomes a back rounded 

vowel. The rule implies that a + o → o and e + o → o, ie, /a/ becomes [o] and /e/ equally becomes 

[o]. The rule simply changes into the corresponding vowel /a/ and /e/ simultaneously there by 

resulting in the desired output /o/.  

 

4.3.   Deletion in Ogidi Dialect 

Deletion is a phonological process that entails complete loss of a sound segment. In Ogidi 

dialect, deletion affects both vowels and consonants. This deletion occurs when the consonant in 

the first syllable deletes in rapid speech leaving the second identical segment. Here, the original 

meaning of the utterance is retained irrespective of the fact that a consonantal phoneme has been 

deleted. 

Examples are shown below; 

Orthography  Input    Output  Gloss 

 

26. átsùtsứ  / átsὺtsύ/ → [áὺtsύ]  language 

27.  b be      / b be    /  →  [èùbè]  name of person 

+     back 

 +   high 
+   round 
 

+     back 

 +   high 

+   round 

+front 
-round 

-high 
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28. échichè  /eʧiʧè/  → [éiʧè]  thinking 

29. ìkừkừ  /ìkừkừ/  → [ìừkừ]  breeze 

30. ótùtù  /ótùtù/   →  [óùtù]  many 

In the above data, the first consonant of the syllable gets deleted in rapid speech. 

The following can be represented in the following rule; 

V C V C V > V V C V  

1  2  3  4  5  1  3  4  5 

 

4.4.   Vowel harmony 

This is the phonological process which permits only certain vowels or sets of vowels to 

co-occur in a word. The phonological process known as vowel harmony occurs in Ogidi dialect 

using (+ expanded pharynx) to characterize its vowels. 

SET 1 

PHONEME WORD INITIAL  MEDIAL  FINAL 

31. /a/  /ádzὺ/ ‘fish’   /abani/ ‘midnight’  / ˊɔʃìá/ ‘bush’ 

32. /i/  /ìchàfὺ/ ‘headtie’  /áʃíʃìá/ ‘grasses  /ásì/   ‘hatred’ 

33. /ͻ/  /ˊɔkpà/ ‘leg’   /ɔˋbɔˋgwὺ/ ‘duck’ /átsɔ /́ ‘saliva’  

34. /ʊ/  /ὺtsɔ /́ ‘sweetness’   /átύ
↓
lύ/‘ sheep’  /ɔˊ

↓
nύ/‘mouth’ 

 

SET II 

35. /e/  /éʃí/ ‘cow’    / kpélé/ ‘prayer’ /ílé/ ‘tongue’ 

36. /i/   /ídìd /  ‘earthworm’  /òsíkápá/ ‘rice’         /òshìmìlì/ ‘river 

37. /o/  /ófé/    ‘soup’   /òkóló/ ‘name’    /ógónógó/ ‘height’ 

38. /u/  /ừbé/    ‘pear’   /àkừp / ‘fan’  /ónừnừ/ ‘pit’ 

In Ogidi dialect, only vowels from the same set co-occur. This means that Set I vowels 

harmonize with each other while those in set II also goes together. It is worthy to note that vowel 

harmony in the dialect occur at word initial, medial and final position.  

 

5.    Summary of findings, conclusion and recommendation  
 The data shows that most of the set objectives of the study have been achieved. From the 

analysis above, the paper identified the number of phonemes in the dialect and concludes that 

Ogidi has thirty six phonemes: twenty eight consonants and eight vowels. The work highlighted 

the ways in which phonological processes such as stridency, assimilation, deletion process and 

vowel harmony occur in the Ogidi lect of Igbo.  

The work recommends that for a comprehensive study of phonological processes in the 

dialect, differences at the supra segmental level need also to be studied. It is therefore important 

to study how phonological differences can influence tone. It also suggests that further studies be 

carried out using other phonological theories especially, optimality theory to account for the 

differences in other dialects. 
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Abstract 

The arguments on the existence of written drama genre in Africa draw attention to this subject 

area. Hence, this study examines structure of incest as a taboo in selected plays of Onyekaqnwx. 

It is well known that literature is an artistic presentation of life and how it is lived (Epuchie, 

2008:124). It has three genres, namely prose, drama and poetry. The three genres have gone 

through criticism, time without number. The play aspect is also always put to action or life 

through dialogue. Both the story line, themes and characters of these plays are presented as they 

apply to Igbo world. The study concentrated on critical analysis of incest taboo as norm that 

prohibits practices of sexual relations between relatives. It also lends credence to the way the 

playwright. Onyekaqnwx treats incest and its varied forms, as well as its punishment. It further 

showcases that variations of incest, speak volume of Igbo people’s modern way of life. Through 

findings and review of existing literature on this topic, it is therefore suggested that people should 

not indulge in immoral acts considering the repercussions as exposed by the playwright. Finally, 

the study also cautions against individuals not playing their expected roles appropriately as the 

law of retributive justice takes its toll accordingly.  

 

Introduction  

In a lay man’s language, ‘incest’ could be defined as a sexual intercourse that exists 

between two people who are genetically related. It is also regarded as a serious taboo in almost 

every society, although cultures are not the same as to the extent to which marriages are allowed 

between relatives (Encarta, 2007). According to Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia (2005), the 

term incest. 

“may apply to sexual activities between individuals of close blood 

relationship, members of the same household; step relatives related 

by adoption or marriage; and members of the same clan or lineage. 

The incest taboo is and has been one of the most common of all 

cultural taboos, both in current nations and many past societie…” 

 

All human cultures have norms regarding who is considered suitable and unsuitable 

sexual or marriage partners, and usually certain close relatives are excluded as possible relations 

are permissible partners and which are not. In many cultures, certain types of blood cousin-

relations between clan-members are excluded, even when no traceable genealogical relations 
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exist, while member of other clans are permissible irrespective of the existence of blood ties. It is 

against this background that the dramatic works of Onyekaqnwx, will be employed in exposing 

incest as the dominant features in the plays under study.  

 

Literature Review 

Just like to all other societies of the world, to Igbo people, social order and peace are 

deemed essential and, as such held sacred. The solidarity of the society must be maintained so 

that disintegration and destruction in the society be shunned. There is always kinship relationship 

and everybody is related to everybody else. Hence, any offence against the community must yield 

a consequence that must affect not only the offender, but also the whole body of his relatives. 

Mbiti (1969:205) in stressing this says: 

There exist, therefore many laws, customs, set forms of behaviours, 

regulations, rules, observances and taboos constituting the moral code 

and ethics of a given community or society. Some of these are held sacred, 

and are believed to have been instated by God or national leaders. Any 

breach of this code or behaviour is considered evil, wrong or bad, for it is 

an injury or destruction to the accepted social order and peace. It must be 

punished by the corporate community of both the living and the departed 

and God may also inflict punishment and bring about justice. 

 

In the control of relationship in the Igbo world, the philosophical understanding 

concerning what constitutes evil lies on the principle of hierarchy. According to this principle, a 

person of a higher rank or status or even age cannot commit offence against a person of lower 

rank, status or age. What is considered evil is not because of its intrinsic nature, but by virtue of 

who does it to whom and from which or status. 

 

The Concept of Abomination  

In Igbo land, when anybody violates or goes contrary to the rules and norms of the gods, 

he is said to have committed “Nsq Ala” which is termed “Arx”. In other words, this must be 

expiated. It was on this particular case that Arinze (1970:34) comments as follows: 

Abomination in the first place embraces serious personal and moral 

crimes according to Igbo morality. Although, these are local variations, 

these acts are generally regarded as such: patricide, incest, stealing of 

yam and sheep, willful abortion, pregnancy within a year of the 

husband’s death suicides by hanging and the killing of sacred animals. 

Anybody that is found wanting, that is, committing any of the above listed abominations 

is brought to book. He or she must carry out some purificatory rites for atonement. 

The writer believes that what is obtainable in the house of rat, is also seen in squirrels’ 

house. Going by this Igbo adage. Igbo land is not an exception when it comes to this issues of 
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incest. The same thing is also seen in other places. For instance, according to Wikipedia, the free 

encyclopedia (2005)….. “in ancient  China, first cousins with the same surnames (i.e., those born 

to the father’s brother) were not permitted to marry, while those with different surnames (i.e 

maternal cousins and paternal cousins born to the father’s sister’s) were. According to the 

Biblical Book of Genesis, the Patriarch Abraham and his wife Sarah were half-siblings, both 

being children of Terah (Gen…, 20:12) .Moreso, the  fable of Oedipus, with a theme of 

inadvertent incest between a mother and son, ends in disaster and shows ancient taboos for 

incestuous actions by blinding himself in the “sequel” to Oedipus. Antigone, his four children 

were also punished for their parents having been incestuous. The data from the Wikipedia, also 

reveals that incest appears in the commonly accepted version of the birth of Adonis, when his 

mother, Myrriha had sex with her father Cinyras during a festival, under the disguise of a 

prostitute. 

 

Prevalence and Statistics. 

The Wikipedia further reveals that, incest between adults and those under the age of 

consent is considered a form of child sexual abuse that has been shown to be one of the most 

extreme forms of childhood abuse, often resulting in serious and long term psychological trauma, 

especially in the case of parental incest. 

Prevalence is difficult to generalize, but research has estimated 10-15% of the general 

population as having at least one such sexual contact with less than 2% involving intercourse or 

attempted intercourse. Among women, research has yie lded estimate as high as 20%. More so, 

father-daughter incest was for many years the most commonly reported and studied form of 

incest. 

 

Incest Defined Through Marriage 

Some cultures included relatives by marriage in incest prohibitions, these relationships 

are called affinity rather than consanguinity. For example, the question of the legality and 

morality of a widower who wished to marry his deceased wife’s sister was the subject of long and 

fierce debate in the United Kingdom in the 19
th

 century, involving among others, Matthew 

Boulton. In medieval Europe, standing as a godparent to a child also created a bond of affinity. 

But in other societies, a deceased spouse’s sibling was considered the legal person to marry, 

(Wikipedia, 2005) . 

The Hebrew Bible forbids a man from marrying his brother’s widow with exception that, 

if his brother died childless, the man is instead required to marry his brother’s widow so as to 

“raise up seed for him”(See Deuteronomy 25:5-6). 

Nonetheless, almost universally, sexual relations between parents and child and between 

sister and brother are forbidden. One exception to this occurred among the united states the status 

of the various states defines the degrees of blood relationship within which sexual relations and 
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marriage are strictly forbidden. These statutes also provide for the punishment of incest as a 

crime. Penalties range from a small fine to a long term of imprisonment (Encarta, 2007).  

The writer also in corroboration with Encarta, succinctly put it that, in Igbo land, such 

immoral act attracts retributive justice as well as open confrontation.  

 

Analysis of Texts under Study. 

In the entire Igbo society, the nature of the sin and the locality where the sin is committed 

spell the manner of steps to be taken for its removal. If a sin takes the form of defilement or 

uncleanliness, purification involves an outward cleansing or washing of the culprit by a priest in 

charge. Moreover, when the sin comes as abomination or crime against divinity, proprietary 

sacrifice is performed. This definitely will remove the sin. Example is the incidence of a house 

struck by lightning: when this happens, it is believed that the owner or a very close relation has 

sinned against a divinity. This must attract a propriatory sacrifices. 

 

Incest as seen in Qkx Ghara Ite (1994), Eriri Mara Ngwugwu (1985) and Nwata Rie Awq 
(1980). 

Onyekaqnwx (1994) points out that the world is becoming too materialistic. Many people 

have initiated themselves into many secret cults. In the cults, while some people are required to 

offer their various relatives for sacrifices, others engage in kidnapping and shedding of blood of 

innocent people for the purpose of acquiring unjustified wealth. For his immense passion for 

riches, Xkpaabi was tempted and he joined a secret cult “Oduma”. He made his determination 

clear when he made the following statement: 
Ebe q bx na a gagh[ eji mgbagbu wee ghara qgx ekwetala m [ba 

otu Oduma, ka m tqpee ya bx akpa qk[r[ka, ihe m tqtara ka m 

were. Olee Xbqch[ q ga-abx? (14). 

 

Since we cannot run away from war because of shooting. I have 

agreed to join Oduma society, let me unfold the okirika parcel, I 

will take whatever is inside. Which day will you hold the 

meeting? 

 

Ukpaabi eventually joined the secret cult and the cult demanded among other things that 

he should kill his pregnant wife and bring some parts of her body such as the eyes and the tongue 

to the society. New entrant were admonished thus. 

 

Nd[ a nabatara qhxx, geenx nt[ nke qma. Iwu nd[ a bx iwu xnx 

ga-edewer[r[ malite taa. Nke mbx, otu a bx qtx nzuzo. N’ihi ya, 

odigh[ ihe niile any[ mere ma q bx kwuo ebe a xnx ga-akqrq 

nwoke ma q bx nwaany[. Onye mere nke a chee aka ghqrq qnwu 
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ya. Nke abxq, matanx na q d[kwagh[ qpxpx xnx ga-esi n’otu a 

apx. Nke atq, ebe mkpa xnx bx inweta akx na xba, nsogbu ad[gh[ 

ya. Xnx ga-enweta ihe nd[ a nyafxnyafx. Ma q d[ ihe onye q bxla 

n’ime xnx aghagh[ ime n’ xzq [chx aja. Maaz[ Ibeneme, [ ga-

egbu d[qkpara g[ bepxta ire ya ma ghxtakwa anya ya abxq 

ch[tara Qduma. Nke a bx n’ihi na Oduma maara na q bx 

d[qkpara g[ ka [ hxkar[r[ n’ anya. Maaz[ Xkpaabi, I ga-egbu 

nwunye g[, beta ire ya ma ghxtakwa anya ya abxq ch[tara 

Oduma. Oduma maara na q bx nwunye g[ ka [ hxkar[r[ n’ anya. 

(p.22-23) 
 

The newly initiated members listen attentively. The following 

rules must be kept by you starting from today. First, this is a 

secret cult, and so you must not disclose anything done here to 

anybody. Whoever does that should be ready for his death. 

Second, you must remember that you must not disassociate 

yourself from this cult. Third, since you want to become very 

rich, there is no problem about that, you will become very rich, 

but each and every one of you is going to offer sacrifices to 

Oduma. Mr. Ibeneme, you are required by Oduma to kill your 

son and bring his tongue and eyes to Oduma, this is because 

Oduma knows that he is your favourite child. Mr. Ukpaabi, 

Oduma requires you to kill your pregnant wife and bring to him 

her tongue and eyes. Oduma knows too that you love your wife 
most (p. 22-23). 

To his greatest surprise and utmost disappointment, Ukpaabi did not experience any 

windfall of wealth even after supposed killing his pregnant wife. After a considerable period of 

perpetual hardship, he becomes frustrated and saw himself in a state of dilemma. He, therefore 

resigned from the cult. Worse still, this action worsened his condition, and he became a victim of 

adversities together with his household. This was because the cult members were seriously 

looking for his life for destruction Xkpaabi then, on the instruction of a diviner, took refuge in a 

country called Kakanda. Nevertheless, that was not the solution to his problem as his problems 

increased in leaps and bounds. At Kakanda,Ukpaabi was not aware that his former wife Ugodiya, 

and her son, Akachukwu were residing there. Xkpaabi had an encounter with Akachukwu whom 

he did not know was his son and as a hard-hearted person; he dealt ruthlessly with the poor boy. 

When he thought that the boy was dead, he threw him inside a bush. As Onyekaqnwx (1994) 

points out: 

(Ekeodu apxwa, Akachukwu arachachaa ube, ya na Xkpaabi na 
Dunu Okpokiri esoro pxwa. Dunu Okpokiri bx xzq Akachukwu 
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na-eso ya. Xkpaabi sote n’azu. Ka ha gakatara, Dunu atxgharia 
n’ike, chqq ka o jide Akachukwu. Mgbe Akachukwu hxrx ihe 
gaje ime, q txghar[a gbajekwube Xkpaabi nna enyi ya 
nwaany[.Xkpaabi wee ch[ta aka abxq we jigide ya n’akp[r[, o we 
daa. Ha chere na q nwxqla we buru ya txnye n’ qhia. Wee 
chighaa azx n’ xlq ha. Ka q gatxrx nwa oge, Akachukwu wee 
mata ebe q nq ma nwetakwa onwe ya nwantak[r[“ (p.5). 
 

(Ekeodu left, Akachukwu licked the pear and went with Xkpaabi 
and Dunu Okpokiri who was in front, while Akachukwu and 

Xkpaabi were behind. They walked for some time. Dunu quickly 
turned back and wanted to grip Akachukwu. When Akachukwu 
sensed what would happen, he turned to Xkpaabi the father of 
his girl friend for rescue. Xkpaabi then strangled him and he fell 
on the ground. They thought he was dead and threw him inside a 
nearby bush and left for home. But after a while, Akachukwu 
became conscious. (p. 5). 

 
Xkpaabi was murdered by the members of the cult, as destined by Oduma. They traced 

him to Kakanda and got rid of him as required by the rules of their secret cult. Onyekaqnwx 

(1994), carefully exhibited the true picture of the modern Igbo society. This is a society where all 

sorts of evils are committed all in a bid to acquire wealth, Xkpaabi , a husband whose wife was 

expecting a child had to kill her in order to become rich overnight. He hired assassins hence the 

dialogue between him and the Ogbuu’s. 

Ogbuu: Olekwanx ka [ ga-esi dupxtara any[ ya bx 
  Nwaany[, n’ebe any[ ga-anqrq wee chebiri? 

Xkpaabi: Nke a erijugh[ afq. Q d[ nwanne m nwoke 
  Bi n’ Amanda ma a gafee agx Abositeghete. 

Aga m ezi ya ozi q ga-aga izi nwanne m  nwoke 

Ahx. Ebe q bx na xnx ahxla ya; ma matakwa 

Onye q bx xnx ga-echebiri ya n’agx Abositeghete 

                O rute ebe ahx, xnx atqrq ya, kpuchie ya qnx 

Kpxrx ya baa b;ime qhia wee medos[a ihe. Naani   

Ihe xnx ji m xgwq ya bx ire ya na-mkpuru anya 

Ya abxq. Q bxrx na xnx egbuchaa ya, gbaanx mbq 
buru ozu ya lifuo, ma q bx kpqq ya qkx, n’ihi na 

m ga-akqrq xmxnna m na nd[ qgq m na o furu efu, 

Ka any[ wee malite chqwa ya. (p.31-32) 

Ogbuu: How are you going to bring the woman out for us, 
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  And where are we to wait for her? 

Xkpaabi This is no case, I have a brother living at Amanda after 

Abositeghete forest, I will send her on an errand to that my 

brother, since you all have seen and known her. 

 

You wait for her at Abositeghete forest and when she reached 

there, you kidnap her, close her mouth and take her into the 

bush and do the work. The only things I need from you are 

her tongue and eyes. After you might have killed her, try and 

bury the corpse or you burn her corpse, because i am going to 

lie to my kinsmen and her people that she got lost, so that we 

will start searching for her. (p. 31-32) 

In Igboland, what Xkpaabi did was an abomination and the only way to atone for his sin 

is through the performance of purification sacrifice. But instead of that, Xkpaabi became 

relentless in murderous acts and had the gut to kill a boy who was merely befriending his 

daughter. 

Xkpaabi starts experiencing his misfortune right from the time the Ogbuu’s he hired to 

assassinate his wife disappointed him as could be deduced from the comments they made to 

Ugodiya. As Onyekaqnwx (1994) points out: 

 
Ugodiya, any[ ekpebiela ka any[ hapx igbu g[, ma q d[ ihe 
kwes[r[ ka [ mata na ihe kwes[r[ ka I mee ugbua. Q bx di g[ 
gobiri any[ ka e gbuo g[ iji mejupxta nkwa o kwere nd[ otu 
nzuzo q bara ohxx. Q kwxrx any[ nnukwu xgwq maka ime nke a 
ma site n’qnqdx [ nq na ar[r[q [ r[qrq any[, any[ ga-ahapx g[ 
ugbua ma [ ga-esite ebe a na- abagh[ xlq gawa ala d[ anya site 
n’obodo niile d[ n’okirikiri a ebe a na-ad[gh[ onye sitere n’akxkx 
ebe a ga-ahx g[ anya wee ruchaa ihe kar[r[ afq ise. Ikwe any[ 
nkwa na [  ga-eme nke a, any[ ga-ahapx g[ ugbu a. { ga-amata  na 
q bxrx na [ hapx ime ihe any[ gwara g[ ugbu a, [ ga-arapxta any[, 
ma txnyekwa isi g[ na ya. (p. 39-40) 

 
Ugodiya, we have decided not to kill you. But there is something 
you ought to understand and do now. Your husband hired us to 
kill you in fulfillment of his promise to a secret cult in which he 
newly initiated himself. He paid us handsomely for this job. But 
owing to your condition and plea to us, we will release you now. 
But you must run away to a far place right now, without entering 
any house around this vicinity where nobody from this vicinity 
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will see you for a period of five or more years. If you promise to 
do this, we will leave you now. Remember that if you fail to 
comply with this, you are going to implicate us and as well lose 
your head. (p. 39-40) 
 

Thinking that he had achieved his desire, Xkpaabi took the body parts of another woman 

to the members of the cult and was anxiously anticipating wealth. To his greatest astonishment, 

Xkpaabi stayed a number of years without noticing any sign of wealth. His economic base was 

rather deteriorating. Xkpaabi expressed his worse economic condition when he says: 

O d[gh[ uru qbxla qbxba m bara otu Oduma baara m, kama o mere 
ka qnqdx m d[ njq kar[a ka q d[ na mbx. Ekpebiela m n’ obi m, aga 
m esi n’otu qjqq a pxq. Aga m apx ihe q gbatara. Ka m ]xq. (p. 41-
42). 
 

My joining this secret cult has not gained me anything instead 

my condition gets worsened. I have decided within me, I am 

going to resign from this bad society. I will resign, I will bear 

whatever implication it is going to have (p. 41-42). 

 

This therefore can be seen as a reward for Xkpaabi action as demonstrated by his 

impatience and the resultant heartless attitude towards his pregnant wife. From the discussion so 

far, it can be substantiated that no sinner goes unpunished. Xkpaabi’s life became more 

miserable. He got fed up with the cult; hence he terminated his membership as could be seen in 

the above excerpt. This action worsened his problem instead of ameliorating it as he violated the 

rules of the cult, for once one is initiated into a cult, there is no going back. That was one of the 

rules that was read out to Xkpaabi and his counterpart during their initiation.    

As Onyekaonwu  (1994) averse: 

Iwu nd[ a bx iwu  xnx ga-edewar[r[ malite taa. Nke mbx, otu a 

bx otu nzuzo, n’ihi ya, q d[gh[ ihe niile any[ mere ma q bx kwuo 

ebe a xnx ga-akqrq nwoke ma q bx nwaany[. Onye mere nke a 

chee aka ghqrq qnwx ya. Nke abxq matanx na q d[kwagh[ qpxpx 

xnx ga –esi n’otu a apxq. (p.22) 

 

These are the rules that must be kept by you, starting from today. 

Firstly, this is a secret cult. And so, you must not disclose to 

anybody whatever is done here. Whoever attempts this will die. 

Secondly, you should know that you must never terminate your 

membership (p.22) 
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Xkpaabi’s exile to Kakanda is for his dear life. Igbo belief system stipulates that the evil 

that men do lives with them. Another punishment for Xkpaabi was the act of his two children 

namely. Akachukwu and Ekeodu be-friending each other. In Igbo land this is termed an incest 

which attracts banishment to avoid the wrath of the gods and goddesses. 

Also the maltreatment given to Akachukwu by Xkpaabi his own father is equally 

regarded as a punishment to Xkpaabi. No father would under normal circumstances dare to 

terminate the life of his own son. But owing to his innocence and uprightness, Akachukwu was 

rescued by passengers- by when his father threw him into a bush after some heavy blow that 

rendered him unconscious. Akachukwu’s life was however restored. Onyekaqnwx (1980) also 

points out where Awqrq engages in extra-marital affairs, as a result, accuses his wife of 

attempting to poison him through food. This landed him into marrying his own daughter, 

Qd[nchefu, thereby commits incest. 

Nevertheless, the activities and events in Onyekaqnwx (1985) centred around all the 

immoral acts that are prevalent in the contemporary societies. The quest to achieve wealth spurs 

people to commit myriads of immoral acts in the present day Nigeria and Igboland in particular. 

In this play, instances of prostitution, incest, murder, bribery, kidnapping, stealing, materialism 

and injustice were exhibited. These form the theme/focus of many writes-ups today. 

Ochqganooko, the protagonist in the play was a troublesome being. He uses his power, 

money and fame to get whatever he desires whenever he feels like satisfying his inordinate 

ambition. Ochqganooko is therefore successful in committing a lot of atrocities. He snatched 

Ndubuisi’s wife, Uduakx, from him and plans to elope with her to overseas. This is evidenced in 

his dialogue with Uduakx : 

Nke a erijugh[ afq n’uche m, o d[gh[ ihe aga-eme ugbu a kar[a na 
mx ga-aga ozigbo kwuwe okwu visa g[ na pas[pqtx g[ ma hx na 
any[ hapxrx obodo a n’xtxtx xbqch[ ahx a kara agbamakwxkwq 
g[ (p.31). 

 

In my thought, this is no case, there is nothing to be done now 

other than that I will go immediately for your visa and passport 

and ensure that we leave this country the morning of Saturday 

when your wedding is fixed. (p.31). 

 

Incest is another abomination committed by Ochqganooko in the play. This is evidenced in his 

lamentation. 
Nke jqkar[r[ udele na njq ma sikar[a nkakwx n’isi bx [ gaa duru nwa m dinaa 
n’amagh[ ama. Q bx eziokwu na q d[gh[ onye qzq maara ya kar[a mx na 
Nneka (p.18). 
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The worst of it all is having sexual intercourse with my daughter 

unknowingly. It is true nobody knows about it except Nneka and me (p. 18). 

 

However, Ochqganooko never knew peace in his life as a result of all the evils he 

committed. He did not get a male child which he desired very seriously. To make things worse 

for himself, he threatens to marry another woman, should Uduakx, his wife give birth to another 

baby girl, instead of a boy. In addition, Uduaku experiences difficulties in getting pregnant. This 

can be deduced from Ochqganooko’s words to Uduakx, the wife as Onyekaqnwx (1985) points 

out: 

…. Q bx uche m ikwu okwu [lxbata nwaany[ qzq. Q bugh[ naan[ n’ ihi na 
ime na esiri g[ ike ka m ji eche nke a. kama isi ihe o jiri d[ m mkpa bx na q 

d[gh[ nwoke [ mxtara (p. 45-46). 
 

… it is my wish to tell you that I want to take another wife. It is not only for 

the reason that you experience difficulties in getting pregnant. The most 

important issue is that you have not given me a male child. (p.45-46). 

 

Onyekaqnwx’s  Eriri Mara Ngwugwu is a clear reflection of incest in Igbo culture. The 

play discusses the life and behaviour of Igbo people. It reveals that kidnapping, murder, stealing, 

incest, prostitution and bribery are not generally acceptable norms in Igbo society. Retributive 

justice was supernaturally meted out to the various culprits in the play. To this effect, the writer is 

going to examine various sub-themes of incest and their language of description and punishment.  

In Onyekaonwu (1985) Ochqganooko, the protagonist threatened his wife that he would 

marry a second wife if the pregnancy she was carrying did not produce a male child since she had 

already given birth to three daughters. Uduakx in order to sustain her marital relationship, vows 

to get a male child at all cost. She bribes a nurse who exchanges her female child with the male 

child of Okpala Okwuolisa’s wife during child birth.  

This poses a lot of problems for Ochqganooko. He is very much happy thinking himself 

as somebody who had got a male child. He did not in any way have a faint knowledge of what 

transpired between his wife and the nurse. Being unaware of that, Ochqganooko falls in love with 

his own daughter, Nneka. As friends, Onyekaqnwx  (1984) reports that Ochqganooko and Nneka 

had some sexual acts with each other as seen in the words of prophet over his dialogue with the 

nurse. 

Q d[ nnukwu ihe qjqq qzq agwa a [ kpara wetara, nke a bx na 
nna mx nke nwany[ agaala kpqrq ya dinaa n’amagh[ ama. (p. 
66). 
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There is a very bad thing caused again by this act of yours, the 

thing is that the father of this girl had sexual intercourse with 

her, without knowing that she is his daughter. (p.66) 

The sexual act between Ochqganooko and Nneka his daughter is incest in the Igbo 

culture. Moreso, the threat to his wife made her give out his daughter for a male child born by 

Qkpala Okwuolisa’s wife just to satisfy him. This is thus a punishment to Ochqganooko. 

 

Kidnapping, Murder and Stealing 

 Onyekaqnwx (1984) portrays Igbo society where people get wealth through indecent 

means. Yet, everybody wants his economic standard to automatically change for the better 

overnight. The end will justify the means. More so, in their bid to reach their targeted ends, they 

crave and make money through all sorts of dubious means. 

This type of thoughtless aspiration has, to an immeasurable extent, led people into 

kidnapping, murder and stealing.  Onyekaqnwx (1984) uses Oriakx Okwundu to point out 

Okwuike’s life in dialogue with her children. 

Mx na nna xnx na ebi n’udo tutu rue qnwa atq ejiri wee mxchaa 
Uduakx mgbe ahxzi, nwoke a maliteziri na-eme q pxq ma o 
richaa ihe anyas[ q d[gh[ alatazi we ruo na chi ofufo. Qtxtx mgbe 
q nqq abal[ abxq ma q bx atq n’xzq tutu q larute xlq ka ihe a 
mekataziri, amalitere m jxwa ya ajxjx gbasara ije ya. Ma q d[gh[ 
ihe o kwere kqqrq m.  Xdi nd[ mmadx m na ahxz[ ya na ha na 
xd[ ihe d[ iche iche q na-ebulata xlq ma q lqtawa mere ka m 
tinye anya na mmiri wee mata na q bx usu na eme n’qnya, ka  q 
bx mmadx. 
 
Ejiri m anya okenye ji achq ihe n’akpa wee chqgide  ya bx ihe 
dabara na mmiri tupu ruo mgbe m chqpxtara na q bx ohi ka q na 
–ezx. Nke izu ohi bx obere okwu. Achqpxtakwaziri m na nwoke 
a na-atq mmadx ma na azxtakwa xfqdx azxta. 

 
Na-egbxkwe, na agwq qgwx ego. Xbochi m huziri ihe ka m anya 
ele bx xbqch[ m gara na nnukwu ochie igbe d[ n’xlq any[ [chq 
ihe wee hx otu ngwugwu mx na-akpatagh[ isi ya na ya. Ka m 
tqpeere ngwugwu a, ahxrx m isi mmadu, ire mmadx, anya 
mmadx na mkp[s[aka mmadx (p. 5-7). 

Your father and I were living peacefully until the third month 

after the birth of Uduaku when this man started keeping late 

nights. That at times he did not come back till the next day. At 

times, he will not return till after two or three days. As this was 
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happening. I started asking him questions about this movement 

but he bluntly refused to tell me anything about it. The type of 

friends he kept, and the type of things he brought home it. The 

type of friends he kept, and the type of things he brought home 

spurred me to make a thorough investigation to find out what 

was actually the matter. As a mature person, I applied 

appropriate skills till I found out that he become a bandit. The 

matter of robbery is a minor issue. I also found out that this man 

engaged in kidnapping and buying of human beings. He was 

also killing people and taking away their various parts. The day 

I saw what I could not explain was the day I opened a big old 

box in our house to look for something and saw a parcel I could 

not describe. As I opened the parcel, I saw a human skull, 

tongue, eyes and fingers. (p.5-7). 

From the above excerpt, it could be understood that Okwuike suddenly started indulging 

in kidnapping, killing and stealing. He kidnapped and killed individuals and used their various 

parts for sacrifice to achieve his purposes. These acts are not acceptable in Igboland. However, 

Okwuike’s own wife reported him to the police and he was eventually convicted and sentenced to 

twenty years imprisonment. But, in the end, Okwuike kills his wife for having implicated him. 

Okwuike himself was in the long run, killed by his own son Okoto who revenges the dealth of his 

mother. This patricide committed by Okoto may be seen as the punishment meted out to Okwuike 

for all his horrible crime throughout his life time. 

 

Prostitution  

This is another social ill paramount in Onyekaqnwx’s Eriri Mara Ngwugwu to which 

justice was seen. Promiscuous sexual dealings are ubiquitously portrayed in the play as everyday 

occurrence in Igbo society. It is so rampant that it has also taken married women into captivity.  

However, it can be more traceable to the wealthy members of Igbo society. To this group, 

money is rather used as trap with which the beautiful females are captured. This character is 

portrayed in Ochqganooko who consistently acted in conformity with his name. As a troublesome 

man, Ochqganooko deliberately snatched Ndxbuisi’s wife, Uduakx from him. Onyekaqnwx 

points this out when he says: 
Echegh[ m na [ chqkqta ihe nd[ a ga-ebi tutu xbqch[ ahx. Qzq bx na achqrq m ka m mee 

nwoke ahx bx Ndxbuisi ewu (p. 31) 

I do not think that to get all these will be possible till that day. Moreover, I want to 

disgrace that man called Ndubuisi. (p. 31). 

Ochqganooko  makes this utterance to Uduakx when he was planning on how to elope 

with her. He uses his affluence, fame, adventure and power in changing  Uduakx’s mindset 

against her legally married husband. The irony of this is that the poor innocent  Ndubuisi, who 
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fixed a wedding with his wife in the church, discovered that his fellow man, Ochqganooko, had 

mercilessly taken over his wife and finally eloped with her to overseas. 

As a matter of fact, Ochqganooko marital life with Uduakx was not all that a success to 

him. In the first place, he had wished to bring up a family that will be a model. But the fact that 

he did not raise up the male children he desired may be attributed to his injustice against Ndubuisi 

for snatching his wife. Even after marrying    Uduakx , Ochqganooko, engaged deeply in extra-

marital affairs. Onyekaqnwx (1984) points this out through Nneka when she says: 

G[n[ ka shuga daadii nke a siri na mx na ya ji, onye ga-amxta 
qgbq m b[a q na –etunu m, na ata m spokeeji? “Ka m na alqta 
akwxkwq n’ehihie taa ka m zutere otu shuga daadii siri na aha 
ya bx Ochqganooko. Wee juchaa m onye m bx kqwachakwara m 
onye ya bx. Ihe tqziri m qch[ bx na q s[r[ na ya ga-ab[a n’ 
uhuruchi taa duru m ka any[ abxq pxq bie ndx gwoo gwoo (p. 
57-58)”. 
 
Why is this sugar daddy disturbing me, somebody that can beget 

my mate will be lusting after me, trying to befriend me. As I was 

coming back from school this afternoon, I met one sugar daddy 

who said his name is Ochqganooko. He asked me my name, and 

introduced himself to me. But what amused me is that, he said he 

would come this evening and take me out, so that we should both 

get ourselves enjoyed together (p.57-58). 

This type of behaviour is highly prohibited in Igboland. It normally leads one to a 

disaster. Ochqganooko unconsciously had some sexual acts with Nneka his own daughter and this 

was taken to be a punishment for being unfaithful to his wife and for all the threats given to her. 

He therefore committed incest which is an abomination in Igboland. 

There is also another social ill paramount in Onyekaqnwx (1980) to which justice was 

displayed. Awqrq having seen himself as a living tiger sees it as an insult and too degrading for 

him to marry a woman who forces herself on a man. He does all kinds of terrible things to his 

wife, Obiqma. He engages in extra-marital affairs, as a result, accuses his wife of attempting to 

poison him through food. This landed him into marrying his own daughter. Nwadike (1984:46) in 

his critique posits that the marriage between Awqrq and Obioma was as a result of the 
protagonists achievement in the wrestling bout. This is evidenced in Ekemma’s statement or 

caution to Obiqma. 

Obiqma. I bidokwe qgba ahq di aghad[ [lxta eke qgba. [ jxla Obi, chxo 
Chike gbanahx Oti, hapx Eke. Ugbu a Anene eluwela g[ ilu. 
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Obiqma, you have started again, one who rejects suitors will end up 

marrying a python. You have rejected Obi, sacked Chike, deserted Oti, 

abandoned Eke, now Anene is bitter to you. 

 

This even made people to make mockery of her. In the case of Awqrq also, he is famous 

and this intoxicates him. Also, he eats toad and rejects meat. Father and daughter’s blood then 

mixed together. The repercussion is that all manner of problem manifested in his family. If  

Awqrq according to Nwadike (1984:47) had remained the warrior he was, he would have known 

how to escape before it was late for him. He should not have accepted Obiqma, at the initial stage 

since there was no love.  

 

Materialism  

Igbo people at times lose their true sense of reasoning and judgment when it comes to 

material things. This character is portrayed by Uduakx who, owing to lust for wealth, was 

convinced by Qchqnganooko as a result, jilted her legally married husband and eloped with 

Ochqganooko. All that glitters is not gold, as the saying goes. Uduakx eventually realized this 

point in her marriage with Ochqganooko. In this extract she expresses her disappointment thus: 
Amatara m mgbe omume gi jiri gbanwe ebe m nq wee mara na [ 

chezqqla ka anyi abxq siri kpawa ya bx nkata, o wee ghqq ngigi. 

Ka m siri wee mevqq onwe m, wetara onwe m ajq aha na-agagh[ 

eme mgbacha n’xwa a. Wee gbasowe g[, ya ka I hapxrx b[a ugbu 

na –akq ihe ad[gh[ mma iji nt[ nx. [ s[ na q bx na mx amxtagh[ 

nwoke. Ha!, xmxnwoke, xmxnwoke, onye jiri xnx gwqrq ajx bu 

n’isi efu. (p.47). 

 

I know when your attitude to me changed then I realized that 

you have forgotten how we started living till today. How I 

disgraced myself and brought a perpetual bad name to myself 

and ran to you. And you started now to say, this ear aching 

thing. You said it is because I did not give birth to a male child. 

Oh! Men, whoever depends completely on you is with nothing. 

(p. 47). 

 

Uduakx never had male children needed by her husband and there stood the risk of 

sharing him with another woman. As a result, she engaged in child exchange with husband, the 

act became an open secret, it later got to the ears of Qchqnganooko who (spontaneously) sold, 

Uduakx, to kidnappers. 
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Bribery 

From the foregoing, the Igbo is basically corrupt, bribery has become the order of the 

day. Almost everybody is engaging in the practice of bribery. But justice is meted out either by 

the society or the supernatural powers to anybody that violated any of the natural and societal 

norms of which bribery is one. No evil act is left unpunished.  

In Onyekaqnwx (1985), the nurse took a bribe from Uduakx and exchanged her female 

child with the male child of Qkpala Okwuolisa’s wife soon after delivery. This can be deduced 

from the reaction of the nurse to Uduakx as Onyekaqnwx (1985) points out. 

 

O d[ mma ka any[ nwaa (q nara ya ego ahx). Any[ ga na-ekpe ekpere ka 
q d[ xmx nwany[ nd[ g[ na ha ga-amxkqta nwa txmadx nd[ na-esitegh[ 
n’ikpangwu a. (p. 51). 
 

Alright, let us try (she took the money from her). We will be praying so 

that there would be some women who are going to deliver the same time 

with you especially those that do not come from this Ikpangwu (p.51)  

 

Along the line, the nurse is sacked from her job because she slaps the governors wife. Not 

only that, she starts experiencing hardship and later decides to consult a diviner. The diviner 

made her realize that unless she reconciled the act of exchanging the children which she did quite 

a long time ago, her condition would continue to worsen. All these were the ways the nurse 

received her punishment for the evil she committed. So it can be said that she was morally and 

justifiably treated. 

In Onyekaqnwx (1980), the play easily reminds one of Great Expectation written by 

Charles dickens. The activities and events in the play take place in the land of Amangwu where a 

man called Obidike and his wife Nwamgbogo live. They have an only son, Awqrq the 

protagonist. It is a tragedy that captured two marriages. The marriages between Awqrq and his 

first wife, Obiqma and that of Awqrq and Qdinchefu. It is only the first marriage that will be 

briefly discussed here because, the major events in the second marriage are the off-shoot of the 

first marriage. Moreso, it is a play that is centred around all manner of vices, such as foolishness, 

lies, wickedness, suicide and incest. 

Awqrq the protagonist in the play is a great wrestler in the community. His outstanding 

performance in one of his wrestling matches catches the fancy of a young lady Obiqma. Obiqma 

who is already betrothed to Anene makes up her mind to jettison her betrothed and marry Awqrq 
at all cost. Traditionally, it is not the woman that seeks the hand of a man in marriage. No matter 

the depth of love a woman has for a man, custom demands that she keeps silent and waits until 

the man indicates an intention to marry her. 

But in the case of Obiqma, the reverse is the case. Blindfolded by her desire for Awqrq, 

she plans to go against this age-long marriage custom. She decides to run away from her parents 
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house to go and live with Awqrq . When Obiqma divulges and confides her secret plan to her 

friend, Ekemma, she warns her against it, thus:  
Nga q sqrq agbqghq ya kpxq ara. Ma otu ihe m ga-agwa g[ bx na 
qchq ihe ukwu ga-ezute agba enyi. Ma g[ bx nwa atxrx ga-epu 
mpi ekwo d[ kwa g[ arq (p. 42). 

 
Wherever it pleases a young lady let her develop breast. But one 
thing I must tell you is that he who takes an unknown path 

should be prepared for the unexpected. And you, the sheep that 
wants to develop horns, must have the shock-absorber on the 
neck. (p. 42). 

 
Ekemma’s warning falls on deaf ears and eventually runs to Awqrq for him to marry her. 

Okwukqgx, Qbioma’s father, baffled by the abnormal act and sensing the danger in it says: 

Gini ka a ga-akpq ihe nke a? Onye kqqrq ya na ohimiri na 
ehughachi azx na nwany[ na-agbakwuru nwoke ka q lxwa ya? Q 
bx ka nne ya siri mee wee mxta ya? Ya gawanx ya bx onye a na-
agwq ibi q na –eto afo ga ewetariri ihe q tqgbqrq n’ajq qhia (p. 
47). 
 
What will one term this? Who tells her that water flows uphill 
that a woman can run to a man for marriage? Is that the way 
her mother did and gave birth to her? Well, let her go, the fly 
that refused to listen to a piece of advice will go into the grave 
with the corpse. (p. 47). 
 

  Qbiqma who is already behaving as if her sense of reasoning was dead cannot d iscern 

the hand writing on the wall even when the man she runs to does not show any interest and love 

to her. Awqrq refuses to marry Qbiqma but his father insists that he marries her. In obedience to 

his father, he accepts to marry her against his wish. He Awqrq, indirectly indicates to everybody 

that he has no love for Qbiqma and that she is forcing herself on him. This, he shows in his 

response to Qbiqma’s father’s question as Qnyekaqnwx (1980) points out: 

Ebe qbx na Qbiqma ekwetago. Q bx ka m mee g[n[ karia ikwere 
nke m n’ ihi na onye kwere ihe Qn[cha kwuru q laa n’ oge (p. 
30). 
 
Since Qbiqma accepts to marry me, what else would I do rather 
than accept because consent brings peace. (p. 30) 
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The excerpt on how the marriage under discussion is contracted puts no one in doubt that 

the marriage has a very weak foundation. Love and understanding which are the bedrock of a 

marriage are far from this particular marriage. The result of this is hatred with passion and lack of 

trust. When the first fruit of the marriage (child) comes and it is a female Awqrq lets loose his 

anger towards his wife. He expresses himself thus: 

Nwa anx qhia [ na-ebechu. Taa ka q ga-ebiri mu na g[. [ na-
agbaso onye amagh[ ihe ka q lxwa g[. Ewu, leenx ka qnx d[ g[. O 
wee bxrx mx bx Awqrq nwa Obidike, Agx ndx ga-alx nwany[ 
mgbakwute: O bxgh[ m ka [ hxrx. Mkpi mbugowe ad[gh[ agba 
(p. 35). 

 
Fool, you have seen nothing yet… whatever I have with you will 
end today. You are running after a foolish person to marry 
you… idiot, look at you. And it is me, Awqrq the son of 
Obidike, the living tiger will marry a woman who forces herself 
on a man? It is not me that you see. A horse cannot be forced to 
drink from the stream. (p.35). 
 

Awqrq does all kinks of terrible things to his wife. He engages in extra-marital affairs and 
accuses his wife of poisoning his food. The reasons for all these are stated in the report 

Nwamgbogo gave her friend Qb[qma, concerning what Awqrq said: 

 

Na di g[ na-ekwu na ya agagh[ alxkwa g[ qzq, na [gbasoro ya 

agbaso, na o nweghi mgbe o jiri bxrx uche ya [lu g[ na [ gara [mx 

nwa mbx mxq nwanyi (p.37). 

 

Your husband is saying that he will not marry you again, that 

you ran after him to marry you, that it is not his wish to marry 

you and you gave him a female as your first child. (p. 37). 

 

To show the depth of hatred Awqrq has for Qbiqma, though he did not marry her in the 

normal and customary way, but to end his marriage with her, he goes it in an abominable way. He 

sells Qbiqma and his child into slavery. Qbiqma gets what she bargains for, you would say. 

Awqrq after 15 years as he earlier stated, remarried. But unfortunately for him, it was his 

daughter, Qd[nchefu, he sold into slavery, that became his second wife unknowingly to him 
thereby committing incest and abomination. Finally the heinous crime committed by Awqrq lands 

him into a problem that eventually claims his life. Nwadike’s (1984: 36) conclusion is that what 

one sows, one reaps. This is evidenced in the following dialogue. 

Nd[ Mmadx Qdinchefu lekwas[ ya anya fuu, we tie s[! Q bx nnemxq!  
Qbiqma etikwasi nke ya nwa mxq! Ada mxq! (p. 53). 
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Crowd: Qdinchefu gazed at her and shouted. She is my mother! She is 
my mother! Qbiqma as well shouted , my child! My daughter! 

(P. 53). 

Awqrq (Wee Kwuru Qtq Kpqqnkx):  Q bx g[n[ ka m na-ahx ihe a? q bx na nrq ka q bx 
n’ihe? Chi m egbuo m, efukwee mxq. Oji ngwere haa ngwere na 

q bxgh[ anx. M gagh[ eji anya m hx nti m! (ya agbabaa n’xlq ya 

were mma gbapxta wee magbuo onwe ya). (p. 53). 

Awqrq (stood and dried up):  What is it that am seeing: is it in the dream or physical 
realm? My God has killed me, I am lost. He who holds the 

lizards should leave it for it is not meat! (he rushed into his 

house took a knife and stabbed himself to death ). (p. 53). 

 

The incest is a plotting device to further the action of the play which hitherto would have 

ended if Awqrq had acted in consonance with the Igbo Philosophy of “Onye ajxjx anagh[ efu 

xzq” (Nwadike, 1984:37). 

 

Kidnapping  
Qnyekaqnwx(1980) endeavours to portray the Igbo way of life. Here, kidnapping is as a 

result of the hatred Awqrq has for Qbiqma. More so, Awqrq goes about telling people especially 
in public places that he, Awqrq does not love Qb[qma at all. The reasons he adduces include 

Qbiqma imposed marriage on him. To aggravate the already sour relationship, she gives birth to a 

baby girl rather than a baby boy. So he kidnapped and sold Qbiqma and his daughter into slavery. 

It was in a bid to reach his targeted aim and also quest to attain the highest level of power spurs 

him to commit such immoral acts. But this eventually did not favour him rather it claimed his life. 

There is no evidence of kidnapping in Qnyekaqnwu (1985) and (1994) respectively. 

 

Discussion of the Findings 
The result of the analysis shows that incest is a process that involves two characters who 

share the same blood biologically. Where the male characters are the architects of the incest, they 

suffered death as being in the case of Awqrq in Onyekaqnwu (1980), who treated that very well. 

Incest also is an abominable sin against Ala-earth deity. In Eriri Mara Ngwugwu, 

Ochqganooko was not part and parcel of child swopping. He is like any other Igbo man who will 

not want his lineage to close down. In Onyekaqnwx (1994), Ekeodu and Akachukwu, Xkpaabi’s 

children though from different mothers, enaged in platonic relationship. 
Their relationship was a kind of infatuation that was why the male character did not die. 

The playwright, Onyekaqnwu metes out different types of characters as well as punishment in his 

play. The plot of the playwright allows Awqrq in Onyekaqnwu (1980) to commit suicide but in 

the case of Ochqganooko Onyekaqnwx  (1985), the reverse is the case. Probably as earlier stated, 

he graded different punishment for different incest. 
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That is to say, he assigns punishment to characters based on the degree of their offence. 

The analysis also shows the need for one not to marry his own sister. As in the case iof Ekeodu 

and Akachukwu in Onyekaqnwx (1985). If Akachukwu should marry Ekeodu, he will not have a 

brother-in-law, if he marries another man’s sister and another man marries his sister, he will have 

at least two brother-in-laws, while if he marries his own sister, he will have none. With whom 

will he hunt, with whom will he farm, who will he visit? Ikeokwu (2008:90, 101) is of the 

opinion that, the Igbo crave for male children more than the female ones because family system 

revolves around the man who maintains the lineage. For instance, in Nwata Rie Awo, Awqrq not 

only accuses his wife, Qbiqma, of poisoning his food but also abducts and sells her with their 

daughter into slavery because she gives birth to a female child. Ochqganooko in Eriri Mara 
Ngwugwu, threatens to marry a second wife should Xduakq give birth to another girl child. 

Onyekaqnwx’s plays present characters whose personality and disposition are hunted by 

their past. Awqrq and his wife Qbiqma in Onyekaqnwx (1980), Ochqganooko and his wife 
Xdxakx in Onyekaqnwx (1985), and Xkpaabi in Onyekaqnwx (1994), are hunted by their past 

and this sets the tragic tone in each of the plays. The hunting of the past which characterizes the 

plays plots seem to be a technical device carefully introduced to enable the characters escape 

from group or individual antagonism. In the case of  (1980) and (1985) of Onyekaqnwx’s plays, 

Awqrq and Ochqnganooko out of recklessness respectively commit incest with their daughters. 

Thus, the plays re-echo the theme of revered dramatic works of Sophocles’ Oedipus Rex Ola 

Rotimi’s. The God’s Are Not to Blame. 

This is exactly what is obtainable in a narrative structure of incest as a taboo in selected 

plays of Onyekaqnwx. 

 

Conclusion 
The findings of the research show that incest is an abominable sin against Ala-earth deity 

as portrayed in the three plays under review, it could however expiated according to the 

prescriptions of the particular society involved. The Igbo people have a high moral standard and 

everybody must act in conformity with it. However, the law of retributive justice knocks at the 

door of anyone who commits one crime or the other. The playwright assigns punishment to 

characters based on the degree of their offence. 

The three plays disclose that murder, incest, prostitution, bribery, materialism, stealing 

and kidnapping are not acceptable in Igboland. The factors responsible for the committing of 

most of these crimes are not far-fetched. The premium placed on money is so high that the society 

does not mind its source. And also, the crave for male children more than the female ones 

because the family system revolves around the man who maintains the lineage. The yardstick 

with which success and prestige of a people is measured is their monetary capability. So, 

everything is in a mad rush for the good things of life, namely, flashy cars and comfortab le 

houses. Another possible cause of these is greed which has eaten deep into the very fabric of the 

Igbo people. 
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People engage in a rat-race, competing unhealthily with one another without a 

corresponding struggle. Moreover, impatience, pride, arrogance, desire to become rich over night 

and keeping bad friends are other factors that induce people to commit most of these immoral acts 

as could be realized from the life of Xkpaabi in (1994), Uduakx in (1985) and Awqrq in (1980) 

Onyekaqnwx’s plays respectively.   
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Abstract 

This research work is a comparative study of hyponyms of kinship terms in Igala and English. 

The work uses tree diagrams to analyse hyponyms of kinship terms in the two languages. The 

major objective of the study is to compare hyponyms of kinship terms in English and Igala with 

the aim of subjecting the differences and similarities to analysis, examining the causes and the 

pedagogic implications of such differences. The research design for this study is purely 

descriptive/ analytical; hence data for analysis were mainly gathered using appraisal tool. The 

findings of this research work show that there exist a good number of differences between 

hyponyms of kinship terms in English and Igala with a pocket of similarities between the two 

languages’ kinship systems. In Igala worldview of kinship, for instance, àtá (father) is an 

umbrella term for àtá (biological father) and o  m  ny  (one’s father’s brother: uncle)  and íye 

(mother) is a general term for one’s biological mother ‘íye’ and one’s aunt ‘òméh ’, but this kind 

of extension of meaning does not exist in English kinship system.The major cause of the 

differences between hyponyms of kinship terms in English and Igala can be traced to socio-

cultural peculiarities of the two races. Furthermore, the major pedagogic implication of the 

differences is that they provide better opportunities for teaching and learning of relevant semantic 

fields in Igala and English.  

 

1.1   Introduction 

Language is a tool through which a people’s ideas about the world around them are aired 

both naturally and socially. It means that whatever a particular people with a common ethno- 

linguistic background feel or experience about the world around them automatically becomes part 

of their way of life. It is imperative to note that the way Igala native speakers view the world 

around them may not exactly be the same as English native speakers’ world view. The way Igala 

native speakers view kinship terms, for instance, is to some extent different from the way English 

native speakers view them. This is borne out of the fact that the ethno-linguistic and socio-

cultural backgrounds of the two races differ.  

In addition, hyponymy, a sense relation, which is the theoretical focus of this study, refers 

to relation of inclusion; where the meaning of a particular word or term is included in the 

meaning of a more general word or term (Saeed, 2009). This means that there is an umbrella term 

(super-ordinate) under which other terms or words (hyponyms) are attached. This sense relation, 

hyponymy,  is  used  in  this  study to compare kinship terms in Igala and English. The general 
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objective of this study is to comparatively analyse hyponyms of kinship terms in English and 

Igala. Below are specific objectives: 

(i) to examine the differences between hyponyms of kinship terms in English and Igala 

(ii) to examine the similarities between hyponyms of kinship terms in English and Igala 

(iii) to find out the causes of the differences between the hyponyms of kinship terms in 

English and Igala  

(iv) to examine the pedagogic implications of the differences between the hyponyms of 

kinship terms in English and Igala in language learning.  

The research design adopted in this study is basically descriptive/ analytical. This is 

because the research does not involve any form of field work and statistical analysis. Data were 

gathered from the existing literature on hyponyms of kinship terms in English and Igala and  

analysed comparatively using tree diagrams. As a native speaker of Igala, data were also gathered 

based on the intuitive knowledge of the researcher complementing the existing literature. 

Analysing the data comparatively, the differences and similarities between hyponyms of kinship 

terms in English and Igala, and the pedagogic implication of the differences between the 

hyponyms of the kinship terms of the two languages were established.The work adopts tone 

marking patterns of high (′), low (`) and mid (unmarked), which are the basic tone marking 

patterns in Igala, according to Omachonu (2011). 

 

2.1   Review of related literature 

Kinship terms are a set of conventional terms used by a group of people or society to 

name relationship affiliations as applied to such people. That is why Sahlins (2013:62) sees 

kinship as a “mutuality of being” where “kinfolks are members of one another, intrinsic to each 

other’s identity and existence”. It is important to note that the worldview of kinship differs from 

one society to another society or from one race to another race. Worldview could be determined 

through ethno- science (Jones, 1972). It concerns itself with discovering the cognitive categories 

of people through the study of their language. It is also used, according to Hiebert (1983), to 

arrive at an emic view of culture. In the same vein, Haleblian (1979:28) says: “in human thinking 

…opposition is another valid method for the uncovering and discovering of people’s worldview”. 

This means that binary opposition helps people to know what other people like or dislike. This 

may further probe into what makes the distinction between the worldviews of two races and the 

reason why the distinction exists.  

According to Dummett (1975), a theory of sense is one of the component keys to 

understanding the meaning of an expression. Agbedo (2015:251) says “The sense of word reveals 

itself through the relation of meaning, which the word contracts with other words in the 

language”. The theories of sense relation include: synonymy, antonymy, polysemy/homonymy, 

complementarity, hyponymy etc.  

Hyponymy, which is the major sense relation emphasized in this study, is used as a 

theoretical framework creating enough background for data analysis. Hyponymy refers to a sense 
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relation of subordination that involves logical relationship of entailment. In this case, two or more 

words or entities are related in the sense that they can be classified under another umbrella term. 

The umbrella term is known as the super-ordinate term (see Palmer, 1976; Ullman, 1975; 

Anagbogu, Mbah and Eme, 2010; Agbedo, 2015). For example, 

 (1) Animal is a super-ordinate term for ‘cow, rat, cat, goat, dog’ etc. While (cow, rat, cat, goat 

and dog) are hyponyms of ‘animal’. Also, ‘cow, rat, cat, goat and dog’ are co-hyponyms to one 

another. 

 According to Cruse (1990), hyponymy is a sense relation of inclusion and exclusion. In 

agreement with Cruse (1990) above, Agbedo (2015:253) says: 

The semantic relation of hyponymy involves the logical relationship of entailment, i.e. 

the concise characterisation of the relation of ‘follow from’. In other words, the sense 

relation is based on the one-way entailment which holds between parallel sentence 

containing hyponym and super-ordinate. 

 From the above, it is evident that hyponymy as a sense relation can be referred to as semantic 

relation of inclusion. It is arguable, therefore, to say that the relationship of hyponymy between, 

for instance, 

 (2) Orange and fruit: is embedded in the truism that ‘it is an orange’ entails but, it is not entailed 

by ‘it is a fruit’.  

One sentence entails another means that if the first sentence is true, the second is logically true 

also. That is why Agbedo (2015:253) argues: 

 In this connection, if ‘it is a hen’ is true, then the truth of ‘it is a fowl’ necessarily 

follows  but if it is known only that ‘it is a fowl’ is true, then nothing can be inferred 

about the truth of ‘it is a hen’.  

Agbedo’s (2015) stand point is tenable because ‘hen’ alone is not fowl  there are other creatures 

which belong to the family of fowl. 

 Another important semantic relation relevant to this study is ‘prototype’. Prototype is a 

semantic relation which “helps to explain the best terms or examplars of a family or class” 

(Anagbogu et al, 2010:229). It follows, therefore, that two or more words or entities may belong 

to one umbrella term, but the prototype illustrates the super-ordinate or umbrella term more 

clearly. E.g.  

(3) Vegetable is an umbrella term for: garden egg, spinach, carrot, tomato etc., but spinach is, no 

doubt, more vegetable than all other hyponyms of vegetable mentioned above. 

 It is important to note specifically that the choice of hyponymy as a theoretical 

framework for this present study is premised on the fact that it enables us to find out where the 

meanings of two or more kinship terms in Igala and English are included in the meaning of a 

more general kinship term, comparing such kinship terms in Igala with those of English.  

In his study of sense relations in Igala, Ikani (2011:163) examines hyponyms of domestic 

animals in Igala, e.g. 
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(4)   un  -  r   (domestic animal) 

  un  -  r   (domestic animal) as observed by Ikani (2011:163), is a super-ordinate of - áju wẹ  (hen), 

e  wo  (goat), a  la  (sheep),  d gw   (duck) and  ko (pig).The findings of Ikani (2011) show that   un -

  r   (domestic animal) is a clear evidence or demonstration of sense relation of hyponymy in 

Igala.   

Also, Atadoga (2011: 82) in his study of Igala morphological processes, indicates some 

hyponyms of colour in Igala, e.g. 

 (5) Édúdú (black) 

In his analysis, Atadoga (2011:82) observes that Édúdú (black) is a super-ordinate of the 

following hyponyms – édúdú kìní (ebony black), édúdú fìó (very black) and édúdú kpàlì (pure 

black). Atadoga (2011) shows that there are elements of hyponyms of colour in Igala 

morphological processes. However, Ikani (2011) and Atadoga (2011) focus on hyponyms of 

domestic animals and colour respectively, while this present work focuses on hyponyms of 

kinship terms in English and Igala.  

Furthermore, Onoja (2014) compares Igala and English hyponyms showing similarities 

and differences between the hyponyms of colour, cooking, some flying creatures, harvest, insects, 

flower and house. Although Onoja (2014) has done a great job comparing Igala and English 

hyponyms as evident above, he does not put into consideration the hyponymy of kinship terms of 

the two languages. 

 In his study of lexical semantics of kinship terms in Igala, Atadoga (2018) examines 

hyponyms of kinship terms in Igala noting the semantic extensions in some of the Igala kinship 

terminologies. Atadoga (2018: 13-14) particularly gives the following examples of Igala kinship 

terms:Àkwo  rǎnyì (family), Éfù (kindred), Òyìkwo  -òyìkwo   (great grandparents), Òukwo   

(grandparents),  tá (father),  yé (mother), o   mà (child), o   màyé (sibling),  jú (grandchild),   màjí 

(great grandchild),   kpálá (great great grandchild)’,  nà (in-law), o   k  (husband), o   yà (wife) etc. 

 From the above examples of Igala kinship terms provided by Atadoga (2018), it is 

discovered that there are a lot of tone marking errors which include: ‘ kwo  rǎnyì’ (family) which 

should be tone marked ‘àkw  rányí’  ‘éf ’ (kindred) should be ‘ f ’; ‘òukwo  ’ (grandparent) 

should be ‘òukw  ’;‘o   mà’ (child) should be ‘  ma’; o   màyé (sibling) should be ‘  míyé’  ‘ájú’ 

(grandchild) should be ‘áju’ ‘o   k ’ (husband) should be ‘  k ’  ‘o   yà’ (wife) should be ‘  yà’. 

 Error of tone marking in Atadoga (2018) continues even in his analysis of hyponyms of 

kinship terms in Igala. These are evident in figures 1-7 of his work. The major implication of 

error of tone marking is that it alters the meanings of such lexical items, and even makes the 

words totally meaningless. The kinship term ‘ f ’ (kindred), for instance, is wrongly tone marked 

by Atadoga (2018) as ‘éf ’ which invariably means ‘belly’ or ‘inside’. Also, the kinship term 

‘  yà’ (wife) is wrongly tone marked as ‘o   yà’ by Atadoga (2018), and this renders the word 

meaningless because there is no word like ‘o   yà’ in Igala lexicon.  

Àkwo  rǎnyì (nuclear 

family   

nnnnnn((((((((((((((((((nu

clearfamily’ 

 

O  k  ‘husband’ O  yà 
‘wife’ 

O  mà ‘child’ 
Àkwo  rǎnyì (nuclear 

family   

nnnnnn((((((((((((((((((nu

clearfamily’ 

 

O  k  ‘husband’ O  yà 

‘wife’ 
O  mà ‘child’ 
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 The error of tone marking observed in Atadoga (2018) above notwithstanding, the work 

has been able to gather a good number of data on Igala kinship terms. In his findings, Atadoga 

(2018) discovers that there are a lot of hyponyms of kinship terms in Igala. For instance, ‘àtá 

(father) is a super-ordinate of one’s biological father and father’s male sibling ‘uncle’, and ‘íyé’ 

(mother) is a term relating to one’s biological mother and its extended meaning- mother’s sister 

‘aunt’. By implication, one’s uncle or aunt can be referred to as one’s father or mother in Igala as 

noted in Atadoga (2018).  

 However, Atadoga (2018) does not compare the kinship terms or hyponyms of kinship 

terms in Igala with any other language’s kinship terms including English. This present research 

work is, therefore, set to fill this gap.  

Furthermore, Mafela (2012) examines English and Tshivenda kinship terms. Tshivenda is 

one of the indigenous languages of South Africa “…that forms part of the south eastern zone of 

Bantu languages; it is one of the eleven official languages in the country” (Mafela, 2012:266). 

According to Mafela (2012), English kinship terms are strictly organised based on gender 

dimension- male terms in one group and female terms in another. But in Tshivenda, most kinship 

terms do not indicate gender. For instance, 

 (6) Nwana (son, daughter), makhulu (grandfather, grandmother) do not indicate gender. 

However, few kinship terms in Tshivenda indicate gender, e.g. 

 (7) Khotsi (father), mme (mother), malume (uncle), and makhadzi (aunt) (Mafela 2012:267). 

However, Mafela (2012) does not examine the implications between the differences in hyponyms 

of kinship terminologies in Tshivenda/English in relation to other languages including Igala.  

 

3.1      Hyponyms of kinship terms in English 

The English kinship terms examined here include: kindred, family, grandparent, parent, 

child, grandchild, sibling, descendant and in-law. Using tree diagrams, the hyponyms of the 

above English kinship terms are presented below: 

 

Fig.1 Kindred             kindred 

 

 

 

 

 

 

great uncles  uncles    great aunts      aunts            first cousins     second cousins  

  (Source: https://journals.openedition.org/lhomme/23550)  
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From figure 1 above, the kinship term kindred is an umbrella term for: great uncle,   uncle, great 

aunt, aunt, first cousin and second cousin. By extension, the term kindred is a more general term 

used to refer to people with a common genealogical tie.    

  

Fig. 2 Family:                        family 

 
  

                            Nuclear family                      Extended family 

 

 

 

 

father        mother     children      uncles    aunts   cousins  other extended relatives  

 (Source: https://journals.openedition.org/lhomme/23550)  

 

Figure 2 above shows that the English kinship term family is an umbrella term for nuclear family 

and extended family. By extension also, nuclear family is a super-ordinate term for father, mother 

and children, while extended family is a super-ordinate term for uncles, aunts, cousins and all 

other relatives. 

 

Fig. 3 Grandparent   grandparent 

 

 

 

 

    grandfather         grandmother 

    (Source: Mafela 2012:264) 

 

Fig. 4 Parent    parent 

 

 

 

 

   father     foster father   mother  foster mother 

    (Source: Mafela 2012:264) 

 

In Figures 3 and 4 above, it is evident that grandparent is a super-ordinate term for grandfather 

and grandmother, while parent is a super-ordinate term for father, foster father, mother and foster 

mother respectively. So, the meaning of father/foster father or mother/foster mother, for instance, 
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is included in the meaning of parent which is a more general term for both father/foster father 

and mother/foster mother. 

 

Fig. 5 Child         child 

 

 

 

           

            son              daughter 

    (Source: Mafela 2012:264) 

 

Fig. 6 Grandchild       grandchild 

 

 

 

        grandson          granddaughter 

    (Source: Mafela 2012:264) 

The meaning of son or daughter in Figure 5 above is included in the meaning of child which is an 

umbrella term for both son and daughter. Also, grandson and granddaughter in Figure 6 are 

hyponyms of grandchild. 

Fig. 7 Sibling            sibling 

 

 

 

 

         

    brother   step brother   sister    step sister 

    (Source: Mafela 2012:264) 

Fig. 8 Descendant   descendant 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         son            daughter          grandchild     great grandchild   great- great grandchild 

   (Source: https://journals.openedition.org/lhomme/23550)  
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Figure 7 above shows that sibling is a super-ordinate term for brother, step brother, sister and 

step sister, while brother, step brother, sister and step sister, on the other hand, are hyponyms of 

sibling. In the same vein, son, daughter, grandchild, great grandchild and great – great 

grandchild are hyponyms of descendant as seen in Figure 8 above. It, therefore, follows that 

descendant is a kinship term in English used to describe one’s lineage or generations  that is one’s 

children, grandchildren, great grandchildren, great – great grandchildren etc. 

Fig. 9 In-law               in-law 

 

 

 

 

 

 

father in-law    mother in-law   son in-law   daughter in-law  brother in-law  sister in-law 

  (Source: https://journals.openedition.org/lhomme/23550) 

 

 

The concept of in-law in English refers to relatives by marriage, particularly the parents and 

siblings of one’s husband or wife, husband of one’s daughter or wife of one’s son. It follows, 

therefore, that in-law is an umbrella term for father in-law, mother in-law, son in-law, daughter 

in-law, brother in-law and sister in-law. By implication, the meaning of father in-law, mother in-

law, son in-law, daughter in-law, brother in-law or sister in-law is included in the meaning of in-

law which is a more general term. 

 

3.2   Hyponyms of kinship terms in Igala 

 The hyponyms of the following kinship terms in Igala are analysed below. They are: 

 f  (kindred), àkw  rányí (family), òukwo    (grandparent), àtá (father),  ye (mother), o   ma (child), 

o   míye (sibling), áju (grandchild), àna (in-law), o   k  (husband), o   yà (wife) and  gb   (descendant). 

Fig. 10  f  (kindred)               f  

 

 

 

 

 

   àkw  r nyí o  m  ny   àkw  r nyí o  maye àkw  r nyí o   mo  m  ny  

 

 f  in Figure 10 above refers to people one has blood relationship with, especially members of 

families of distant relatives such as uncles’ children, siblings’ children or cousins and their 

children. So, ‘àkw  r nyí o  m  ny ’ (uncle’s family), ‘àkw  rányí o   míye’ (sibling’s family) and   

Àkwo  rǎnyì (nuclear 

family   

nnnnnn((((((((((((((((((nu

clearfamily’ 

 

O  k  ‘husband’ O  yà 
‘wife’ 

O  mà ‘child’ 
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‘àkw  r nyí o   mo  m  ny ’ (cousin’s family) are hyponyms of e f  which is a general term used to 

describe all of them. The implication of the above analogy is that, all members of one’s extended 

families are referred to as e f  (kindred). 

Fig. 11 àkw  r nyí (family)             àkw  rányí 

 

 

 

 

       

      àtá         íye       o   ma 

In Figure 11 above, àkw  r nyí (family; especially nuclear family) is an umbrella term used to 

refer to  t  (father), íye (mother) and o   ma (child) or  mo   ma (children).  

Fig. 12 òukwo    (grandparent)        òukwo     

 

 

 

 

 

     àt tá        àtíye       íyàtá          íyeye 

In Figure 12 above, òukwo    is a super-ordinate of àt tá (father’s father: grandfather), àtíye 

(mother’s father: grandfather) íyàtá (father’s mother: grandmother) and íyeye (mother’s mother: 

grandmother). On the other hand,  t t ,  t ye,  y t  and íyeye are hyponyms of òukwo   . Also, 

 t t ,  t ye,  y t  and íyeye are co-hyponyms to one another. 

Fig. 13 àtá (father)    àtá 

 

 

 

    àtá            o  m  ny  

 

Fig. 14 íye (mother)            íye 

 

 

 

           Íye        òméh  

 

In Figures 13 and 14 above, àtá (father) in Igala worldview is an umbrella term for àtá (biological 

father) and o  m  ny  (one’s father’s brother: uncle). And íye (mother) is a general term used to 

refer to one’s biological mother ‘íye’ and one’s aunt ‘òméh ’ respectively . This meaning extension 
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shows how strong is the bond between nuclear and extended family systems in Igala; hence the 

importance or strong recognition of genealogy in the Igala worldview of family relationship. 

Fig. 15 o   ma (child)           o   ma 

 

 

 

   o   m  n k  l    o   mónob l    o   mo   míye 

 

Figure 15 above shows that o   ma (child) is a super-ordinate of o   m  n k  l  (son), o   mónob l  

(daughter) and o   mo   míye (nephew/niece). By extension, one’s nephew/niece in Igala worldview 

can be addressed as one’s child so that son, daughter and nephew/niece are all hyponyms of child 

in Igala. 

Fig. 16 o   m ye (sibling)     o   míye  

 

 

 

 

 

               o   màtá (half sibling; father side) 

 o   míye (full sibling)         o   míye (half sibling  mother side)                      o   mo  m  ny  (cousin) 

 

In Figure 16 above, o   m ye is an umbrella term for o   míye (brother or sister: full sibling), o   míye 

(brother or sister: half sibling from mother side), o   màtá (brother or sister: half sibling from father 

side) and o   mo  m  ny  (cousin). By extension, when two or more Igala people live outside Igala 

kingdom, they address one another as o   m ye (mother’s child: brother or sister).  

Fig.17 áju (grandchild)                    áju 

 

 

 

             májí   ákpálá 

Áju (grandchild) in Figure 17 above is a super-ordinate term for ẹ m    (great grandchild) and 

ákpálá (great great grandchild).   m    (great grandchild) and ákpálá (great great grandchild) are, 

therefore, hyponyms of áju (grandchild).  
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Fig. 18 àna (in-law)     àna 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 àto   k   íyo   k        o   k  ma          o   míyo   yà o  m  nyo   yà   o   yo   ma    íyo   yà    àto   yà 

 

The hyponyms of àna (in-law) in Igala, as illustrated in Figure 18 above, are: àto   k  (groom’s 

father), íyo   k  (groom’s mother), o   k  ma (son in-law), o   míyo   yà (bride’s sibling), o  m  nyo   yà 

(bride’s uncle), o   yo   ma (daughter in-law), íyo   yà (bride’s mother) and àto   yà (bride’s father). It is 

evident from the foregoing that the kinship term àna (in-law) in Igala worldview is semantically 

extended beyond father in-law, mother in-law, son in-law, daughter in-law, brother in-law or 

sister in-law  it extends to groom’s or bride’s distant relatives. 

Fig. 19 o   k  (husband)                   o   k  

 

 

 

    o   k                   o   míyo   k  

 

Fig. 20 o   y  (wife)                                     o   yà 

 

 

 

                                           o   yà                      o   y  míye 

Figure 19 above shows that the kinship term o   k  (husband) is an umbrella term used for one’s 

husband ‘o   k ’ and one’s husband’s brother or sister ‘o   mayo   k ’. Also, Figure 20 shows that o   y  

(wife) is a super-ordinate term for o   y  (one’s wife) and o   y  míye (one’s brother’s wife). It follows, 

therefore, that the meanings of the concepts of o   k  (husband) and o   y  (wife) in Igala worldview 

of marriage go beyond one’s personal husband or wife. It is a strong belief in Igala marriage 

system that once a woman gets married into a family, she automatically becomes a ‘wife’ to all 

the members of the family. Every member of the family (male or female) also, addresses her as 

‘wife’ and the bride sees them as her ‘husbands’. 
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Fig. 21  gbẹ  (descendant)                gb   

 

 

 

 

        o   ma             áju             májí      ákpálá 

 

Figure 21 above shows that o   ma (child), áju (grandchild), ẹ m    (great grandchild) and ákpálá 

(great-great grandchild) are hyponyms of  gbẹ  (descendant). By implication, the meanings of 

o   ma (child), áju (grandchild), ẹ m    (great grandchild) and ákpálá (great-great grandchild) are 

included in the meaning of  gbẹ  (descendant), which is a general kinship term used to describe all 

of them. For more kinship terms in Igala, see Atadoga (2018: 13-17).  

 

4.1       Differences and similarities between hyponyms of kinship terms in English and Igala 

The differences and similarities between hyponyms of kinship terms in English and Igala 

are discussed below. 

 

4.1.1    Differences between hyponyms of kinship terms in English and Igala  

From the analysis of data in sections 3.1 and 3.2 above, it is evident that there exist a 

good number of differences between hyponyms of kinship terms in English and Igala. One of 

such differences is drawn from the fact that in English, one’s parent is either his father/foster 

father or mother/foster mother; this means that father/foster father and mother/foster mother are 

hyponyms of parent in English. But in Igala worldview of parent, one’s uncle can also be 

addressed as one’s father, especially one’s uncle under whom one grew up  and one’s aunt can be 

addressed as one’s mother, especially one’s maternal aunt. In English, however, one’s uncle or 

aunt is addressed as uncle or aunt no matter the level of intimacy. By implication, the hyponyms 

of parent in Igala include: àta (father), íye (mother), o  m  ny  (uncle) and òméh  (aunt). 

In the same vein, one’s nephew or niece can be addressed as one’s child, and that is why 

‘  m ’ (child) is a super-ordinate of child, nephew and niece, as in Fig. 15. But in English, ‘child’ 

is a super-ordinate term for – son and daughter excluding – nephew and niece which are on their 

own separate kin types in English. 

Also, the kinship term sibling in English is an umbrella term for brother and sister. But 

there is meaning extension to sibling in Igala, so that one’s cousin can also be addressed as 

sibling (o   míye). On a wider note, an Igala man sees any Igala native speaker as his brother or 

sister, especially when the two are far away from home to show the ethnocentric bond that exists 

among the people. 

The concept of in-law is another area where English and Igala sense relation of 

hyponymy differ significantly. In English, one’s in-law is one’s wife’s father/mother, or one’s 

husband’s father/mother (father or mother in-law), one’s son’s wife (daughter in-law), one’s 

Àkwo  rǎnyì (nuclear 

family   
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clearfamily’ 

 

O  k  ‘husband’ O  yà 
‘wife’ 

O  mà ‘child’ 
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daughter’s husband (son in-law), one’s husband’s or wife’s sibling (brother or sister in-law). But 

in Igala, the concept of in-law (àna) has a wider semantic scope  so that all the relatives to one’s 

spouse both close and distant are addressed as in-laws (compare Figures 9 and 18). 

Furthermore, there are differences between English and Igala worldviews of husband and 

wife. In English, husband is the man that a woman is married to; a married man, and wife is the 

woman that a man is married to; a married woman. Husband and wife, therefore, mean a man and 

a woman who are married to each other. But in Igala, a married woman o   y  (wife) addresses 

every member of her husband’s family (male or female) as o   k  (husband), and the members of 

such a family address her as o   y  (wife). So, the meaning of the concept of husband and wife in 

Igala goes beyond a man and a woman who are married to each other  because a married woman 

sees all members of her husband’s family as ‘husband’ (o   k ). 

It is important to note at this juncture, that the differences that exist between English and 

Igala kinship terms are indications of how differently English native speakers view kinship as 

compared to Igala native speakers’ views. The language one speaks helps one to form one’s 

worldview  it defines one’s experience for him. Haleblian (1979), for instance, says that human 

thinking  opposition thinking is a valid method for the uncovering and discovering of people’s 

worldview. This helps people to know what other people like or dislike. This could further 

illuminate what makes the distinction between two races and the reason(s) why the distinction 

exists.  

 

4.1.2    Similarities between hyponyms of kinship terms in English and Igala 

From the analysis of data gathered, there exist few similarities between hyponyms of 

kinship terms in English and Igala. The hyponyms of family (nuclear family), for instance, are 

similar in both English and Igala, as evident in Figures 1 and 10. Also, the hyponyms of the 

concepts of grandparent and grandchild are similar in the kinship systems of both English and 

Igala. In the same vein, the English worldview and the Igala worldview of descendant are similar, 

as illustrated in Figures 8 and 21. 

 

5.1       Summary of findings 

The findings of this research work show that there are a good number of differences 

between the hyponyms of kinship terms in English and Igala. The Igala worldviews of wife (o   yà), 

husband (o   k ), father (àtá), mother (íye), sibling (o   míye), child (  m ), in-law (àna) etc., are 

different from the English worldviews of such kinship terms. This is as a result of meaning 

extension of such kinship terms in Igala. One’s uncle (o  m  ny ) in Igala, for example, can be 

addressed as one’s father. 

It is also discovered that there exists few similarities between hyponyms of kinship terms 

in English and Igala. For instance, English and Igala worldviews of family (nuclear family), 

grandparent, grandchild and descendant are similar. So, the differences between English and 

Igala hyponyms of kinship terms outweigh the similarities. 
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It is important to note that the differences between the hyponyms of kinship terms in 

English and Igala are not unconnected to the fact that English and Igala are two different 

languages with different worldviews. So, it is observed that the major causes of the differences 

between the hyponyms of kinship terms in English and Igala are socio-cultural and ethno-

linguistic differences between the two races.  

Furthermore, the beauty of the differences between the hyponyms of kinship terms in 

English and Igala is that such differences redefine the peculiarity of socio-cultural values of each 

of the languages under study. However, one of the pedagogic implications of the existence of 

such differences between hyponyms of kinship terms in English and Igala is the difficulty either 

native speakers of English or Igala may face in learning and assimilating the socio-cultural 

believes and values of one another. 

 

5.2      Conclusion 

This paper has been able to compare hyponyms of kinship terms in English and Igala. 

The differences and similarities between the hyponyms of kinship terms in English and Igala, the 

causes of such differences and their pedagogic implications have been examined in this research 

work. It is important to note that there exist a good number of differences between hyponyms of 

kinship terms in English and Igala, with few similarities. Also, the major reason why such 

semantic differences occur between English and Igala is as a result of socio-cultural diversity. 

Hence, the difference between the kinship systems of the two languages under study show how 

unique is the socio-cultural heritage of each of them. In Igala, for instance, kinship is one of the 

strong institutions that redefine the people’s common existence and unity  where no matter the 

level of relationship one has with others (close or distant relationship), all are seen as one family, 

who are bond together with common socio-cultural norms and values shared by the people. This 

type of strong feeling of genealogy less exists in western culture; where kin relationship, 

especially distant relationship does not have a significant influence on individual that make up the 

lineage. This is so because in English culture or worldview of family, emphasis is laid more on 

nuclear family than extended family relationship. 
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Abstract 

This paper examines the sociolinguistic outcomes of the Igala-Igbo language contact situation. 

When two or more languages come in contact there is bound to be some level of influence (s) 

exerted by one of the languages on the other or vise versa. Language contact is usually 

characterized by certain linguistic phenomena which have certain influences on the native 

speakers’ realization and use of the secondary language. Data for the study was collected through 

unstructured oral interview, direct observation and participatory observation. The linguistic area 

of study is sociolinguistics, while the geographical areas of study are Ibaji, Igalamela/Odolu and 

Olomaboro Local Government Areas of Kogi State and Nsukka, Igbo-Eze North and Igbo-Eze 

South Local Government Areas of Enugu State. These areas are chosen because they are at 

borderline between Igala and Igbo speaking areas of Kogi and Enugu States. The population of 

the study is the Igala and Igbo native speakers in Eastern Senatorial District of Kogi State and 

Nsukka, Igbo-Eze North and Igbo-Eze South Local Government Areas of Enugu State. Ten 

respondents were randomly selected from the entire population mentioned above. The 

investigation reveals that Igala and Igbo contact is a product of common boundary, colonialism, 

trade, education, inter-marriages and civilization. The sociolinguistic implications of the contact 

as revealed by the study are bilingualism, code mixing, code-switching, and linguistic borrowing.  

 

1.   Introduction 

  Language contact is one of the major concepts in sociolinguistics via which the study of 

language, its users and the society in general is made possible. Igala and Igbo have been in 

contact with each other since pre-colonial era. The results of languages in contact differ according 

to several factors such as the length and intensity of contact between the groups, the kind of 

social, economic, religious and political relationship between them and the degree of similarity or 

otherwise between the languages in contact situation (Winford 2003:11). Situations of language 

contact can assume different dimensions with particular reference to historical situation, stable 

borders between language families, colonial expansion for political and economic reasons and 

migratory movement. The consequence of this is the presence in many speech communities of 

people of divergent linguistic backgrounds. Languages in contact situation like Igala and Igbo are 

no doubt undergoing certain experiences worth investigating in the face of the current global 

quest for the study and development of indigenous languages.  

Igala, according to Ukwede (1989) connotes the language spoken by a people as well as 

the ethnic group known by the name. It also refers to Igala land. In the words of Attah (2011) 
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Igala refers to the ethnic group called Igala, Igala land/kingdom and Igala language. The word 

Igala is a term used to designate Igala people, their language and their land (Igala kingdom).The 

Igala language is a dominant language spoken in Kogi State of Nigeria. According to FGN (2007) 

Igala is spoken by 52% of the population of the state while Okun, Ibira and other minor languages 

share the remaining 48% of the population. The domain of Igala spans across Ankpa, Bassa, 

Dekina, Ibaji, Idah, Igalamela/Odolu, Ofu, Olamaboro and Omala local government areas of the 

state. Omachonu (2011) outlines the following as dialects of the Igala language; Akpanya dialect 

with Igbo influence, Ankpa dialect with Idoma/Hausa influence, Dekina dialect with minimal 

external influence, Ibaji dialect with Igbo/Edo influence, Idah dialect with Edo influence and 

Ogwugwu dialect with Igbo and Idoma influence. 

In addition to the above mentioned dialects of the Igala language within the confines of 

Igala kingdom, varieties of Igala, according to Omachonu, are spoken in Ebu in Delta State, 

Olohi and Ifekwu in Edo State, Ogwurugwu, Ojo and Igah in Enugu State. Others are Odokpe, 

Nzam, Inoma, Ala, Igbedo, Onugwa, Ode, Igbokenyi and Ila in Anambara State. Similarly, Igala 

is spoken in Ajaokuta in Ajaokuta Local Government Area and Lokoja, the headquarters of Kogi 

state. 

The Igbo language on the other hand is one of the major languages in Nigeria. The 

population of the native speakers of Igbo is estimated at 40 million people predominantly resident 

in the Eastern Nigeria. The Igbo language belongs to the new Niger-Congo language family. It is 

spoken in Abia, Anambara, Ebonyi, Enugu and Imo States. A great number of Igbo speakers are 

found all over Nigeria (Ugwuona 2011:93).   

Usually when the speakers of two or more languages are in contact situation it is usually 

characterized by certain sociolinguistic phenomena, which could be positive or negative on the 

languages involved. This paper, therefore, addresses the sociolinguistic outcome of Igala-Igbo 

contact such as linguistic borrowing, code-mixing, code-switching and bilingualism.   

The purpose of this study is to examine the sociolinguistic consequences of the Igala and 

Igbo languages in contact situation. Secondly, the study sets out to investigate the degree of the 

linguistic influences of the contact on the two languages. 

The result of the study will enlighten users of Igala and Igbo on the degree of influence 

the contact has brought on their languages. Also it would stimulate further communication, 

minimize negative feelings and misconceptions if any, the speakers of the Igala and Igbo 

languages have towards one another. In addition, the study shall provide reference materials to 

scholars who may want to carry further investigation into the sociolinguistic outcomes of Igala-

Igbo languages contact.    

This study will be guided by the following research questions: what is the degree and 

direction of the influence arising from the contact?  To what extent is the influence of the Igala-

Igbo contact on the speech of the native speakers of Igala and Igbo? The Igala and Igbo contact is 

an age-long relationship which requires some kind of investigation in view of the present 

linguistic orientation in Nigeria. Even though studies have been done to some degree on the two 
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languages by their respective scholars, no in-depth study has been done on the implications of the 

contact between Igala and Igbo, therefore, the onus lies on the researcher to investigate the 

sociolinguistic outcomes of the contact between the two languages.  

 

2.   Literature review 

         In this section of the study we intend to review related literature and studies earlier 

carried out by some scholars and researchers in the field of language contact studies. This, we 

shall do by examining some theoretical and empirical studies.  

 

2.1   Theoretical studies  

Language contact is a term in practical sociolinguistic situation where people from 

different ethno linguistic backgrounds converge in a particular place for specific reasons to 

interact. Mackey and Ornstein (1979), describe language contact as a social phenomenon 

emanating from the meeting of peoples speaking different languages. They stress further that 

language contact includes the dominance of certain languages and their social functions, the 

location of language communities and their demographic, political and economic importance and 

the motives which push people to master another language in addition to their mother tongue. 

Similarly, Olaoye (2007), describes language contact as a situation where two or more languages 

coexist within the bound of one society or are kept in constant contact through political or 

economic interest.  

In any language contact situation one or more languages may be in use in a speech 

community. The features of the dominant language are normally transferred to the subordinate 

language at the phonological, lexical, grammatical and discourse levels. One major cause of 

language in contact is Interlingua identification with the languages in contact. Other factors 

include wars, conquest, religion, colonialism and slavery. Rahaman (1999) asserts that language 

contact can be classified into two types: proactive and retroactive. He describes proactive 

language contact as positive phenomenon that helps in the acquisition of the target language.  He 

states further that this is due to the presence of certain sounds in the learner’s mother tongue 

which will positively assist the learner in acquiring the target language. Retroactive language 

contact on the other hand, according to Rahaman, inhibits or retards the process of acquiring the 

target language. This is due to the presence of some sounds or letter in the target language which 

are not found in the learner’s mother tongue. 

           Contact linguistics, according to Winford (2003) deals with the interdisciplinary study of 

the ways in which languages influence one another when people speaking two or more languages 

interact. Winford states further that whenever people speaking different languages are in constant 

contact, there is bound to be a natural tendency for them to seek for means of evading the 

communicative barriers they encounter by looking for compromise between their languages. 

According to him, linguistic contact could result in a number of linguistic outcomes such as 

borrowing of vocabulary, creation of new languages, and other degrees of influence by one 
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language on the other which could be internal (linguistics) and external (social and psychological) 

factors. Winford (2003), observes that there are two major types of language contact: direct and 

indirect contact. He describes direct contact as when speakers of one language through invasion, 

immigration, etc. appear in the midst of speakers of another language. Indirect contact, according 

to him, is the type that happened through the media such as radio, television or the internet. 

             In his discourse on language contact phenomenon, Olaoye (2007:203), laments that, 

“wherever two or more languages come in contact a number of phenomena take place, such as 

borrowing, bilingualism, code-switching, code-mixing, reflexification, calquing, language 

domination and sometimes language shift and death.” Going by this assertion, no language in 

contact situation can remain organic and whole. In the similar vein, Fredric (2005:1), describes 

contact phenomena as behaviour produced by speakers as they relate and interact with the 

environmental factors such as linguistic input.  

  Bilingualism is a term in sociolinguistics which refers to individual’s ability in a 

language contact situation to speak two languages with almost equal competence in almost all 

situations or purposes. Olaoye (2007), describes bilingualism as the ability of the individual 

concern to be fully competent in two languages and he is also bicultural, that is, he belongs to two 

or more cultural groups of the languages he speaks. A bilingual therefore is one who can 

communicate very well in more than one language. Emenanjo (1990), categorizes bilingualism 

into two – coordinate and compound bilingualism. He describes coordinate bilingualism as a 

situation where two languages function independently and could be said to have two different 

backgrounds and linguistic features. A good example of coordinate bilingualism is Igala and 

English contact situation where a bilingual Igala is the one who has learned the two languages 

(Igala & English) at different points and times. Igala is acquired in its natural but at informal 

setting and over a long duration of periods while English on the other hand is learned in a 

structured, artificial and formal setting.  

          The compound bilingualism on the other hand has two codes that are available for one 

semantic reality. This is because the two languages exist to serve and express the same 

background and cultures. In this situation both languages are learned under the same 

circumstance. Examples of this are Akpanya and Ibaji dialects of Igala that coexist with Igbo in 

their respective domains and are learned under the same circumstances and used in the same 

situation. Igala and Igbo are acquired by the Igala and Igbo natives at the border communities 

between Anambara and Kogi States on one hand and between Enugu and kogi States on the other.  

The mentalist theory was propounded by Jean Piaget, Kurl Lewum and Serome Brune in 

1960. The theory posits that the child’s learning capacity is a function of his ability to formulate 

rules about language that he is exposed to. The mentalist theory opposes the behaviourists’ view 

that language acquisition and learning is through mere imitation and formulation of habits. The 

mentalists see language acquisition and learning as a complex phenomenon rather than mere 

formulation of habits, imitation, memorization and contextual generalization. Mentalist theory of 

language contact is related to this study because the speakers of Igala and Igbo can easily learn 
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the language of each other as a result of the existence of language acquisition device (LAD), 

which enhances the learning of the other’s language. 

Relational frame theory was developed by Hayes Barnes- Homes and Roche (2001). This 

theory, according to Hayes Barnes- Homes and Roche (2001) in Ibrahim (2012:36), provides a 

completely selectionist/learning account of the origin and development of language competence 

and complexity. The theory posits that children acquire language purely through interacting with 

the environment. The theory introduced the concept of functional contextualism in language 

learning which emphasizes the importance of predict ing and influencing psychological events, 

such as thoughts, feelings, and behaviours by focusing on manipulatable variables in their 

context. This theory is related to the study because the environmental factors influence the 

language contact between Igala and Igbo speaking areas of Kogi and Anambara and Enugu States 

of Nigeria.  

Language variation Theory, a brain child of Labov–Sankoff (2007), was introduced in 

1971. It is a branch of empirical linguistics known as Variation Theory which involves a 

combination of techniques from linguistics, sociology, anthropology and statistics. Its main focus 

is to investigate language use and structure in its natural context. Language Variation Theory’s 

point of view on language, according to Sankoff (2010), may be characterized by its 

preoccupation with accounting for grammatical structure in connected discourse and explaining 

the apparent instability therein of linguistic form – functions relation. This theory is related to this 

study because its important aspect will be used to explain the pattern of variation in a bilingual 

community as in the case of Igala and Igbo speakers at the border communities of the two 

languages. 

Convergence theory, in the words of Holmes (2008:242), is a situation in language 

contact when speakers adopt some of the pronunciation features of addressee. This means that 

each speaker’s speech converges or tilts towards the speech of one another. Convergence is most 

prevalent and apparent in the phonetic level. The sound pattern of the languages concern may 

develop to be more and more similar without noticeable influence in one direction.  

Non-convergent discourse (NCD) is a theory in which the participants do not 

accommodate on the language level which normally results in use of different languages available 

to them. According to the proponent of Non-convergent discourse, Reitze Jonkman, there are two 

motivations for people to engage in NCD: insufficient knowledge of the other participant’s 

language, with a good passive knowledge. This, according to Agbedo (2015:74), takes a long 

time for a person learning a foreign language to speak it fluently than to understand it when it is 

being spoken. The second motivation is ethnic marking: this has to do with the use of a preferred 

variety, so as to emphasize one’s leaning and affiliation to a particular cultural or ethnic group.     

Another theory worth considering is Systematic theory. Systematic theory, according to 

Garcia (2003), is a situation where all contact phenomena are systematic, and language contact 

and linguistic borrowing are no exception.  The determining factors, in respect to forms, are in the 

nature of the morphological systems in contact and how they relate to one another. Two 
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principles, according to Garcia, are proposed to determine the nature of the systematic and 

interaction: the principle of system compatibility (SSC), and the principle of system 

incompatibility (PSI). The two principles provide a consistent account of the possibilities and of 

borrowing. 

Directionality of language contact is a theory that encompasses various kinds of 

consequences of language contact events and the direction they follow. It equally takes into 

account the substratum, ad-stratum and super-stratum influence of linguistic borrowing. In the 

words of Higa (1979), no word borrowing takes place unless two cultures and their languages 

come in contact with each other and the directionality of word borrowing is understandably 

predictable. Word borrowing does not take place at random because its directionality and amount 

vary from place to place, and from one language to the other usually as a function of cultural, 

economic or military advancement or dominance. When two languages or more are in contact, 

one will be of higher standing than the other. In rare cases, both languages can be of equal status. 

If one is more advanced or dominant than the other, then the directionality of culture learning and 

subsequent borrowing is not mutual but from the dominant to the subordinate. 

Communication and Accommodation Theory is a theory of language contact that 

emphasises the adjustments that people make in the course of their communication process. This 

theory, according to Agbedo (2015: 72), evolved from speech adjustment theory, which 

demonstrates the value of psychological concepts to understand the dynamics of speech. The 

theory, Agbedo notes, encompasses more fields such as non-verbal and gestures. Communication 

and Accommodation Theory emphasises the human tendency to adjust their behaviour in the 

course of interaction so as to control the social differences between the interactants. The theory 

has two kinds of accommodation process which are: convergence and divergence. Convergence is 

a means by which people attempt to adapt the other person’s communication behaviour to reduce 

the social differences while in Divergence, the process opposes the method of adaptation and 

emphasises the social difference and nonverbal differences between the interlocutors.            

 

2.2   Empirical studies 

In this subsection of the study a review of the related empirical works are done. Higa 

(1979), does a study on sociolinguistic aspects of word borrowing and discovers that word 

borrowing appears to be simple and most often random linguistic and sociolinguistics principles. 

He notes that word borrowing is a cultural behaviour that its processes and outcomes reflect the 

basic aspects and characteristics of the cultures of both the source and the target languages. Higa 

(1979), also discovers that in contact with other languages and cultures, American hardly borrow 

from another language especially when the contact takes place in America. American will rather 

compel the immigrants to learn American language for about twelve (12) months so that the 

immigrants will be fully integrated and accepted in their midst. In contrast to the present study, 

bilingualism America is restricted to immigrants’ communities whose members are expected to 
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learn English on arrival but in the current study there is mutual learning of Igala and Igbo in their 

contact.   

 Holmes (2008), conducts a linguistic geography of Africa and observes that various 

forms of human contacts produce creoles and pidgin as well as varieties identified as 

‘international languages’, that is, those that exhibit global copying or grammatical replication. He 

observes further that population movement, which brought about language contact, are very 

important dimension of the study of language evolution. He also notes that language contact have 

a wide range of implications for the language involved, which may affect virtually any 

component of language structure. The study is related to the current study in the sense that the 

two studies attempt to show how contact-induced influence manifest itself in the transfer of 

linguistic material from one language to the other.  

In another study, Mijinyawa and Nahum (2010), investigate the effects of English and 

Hausa contact. In this work, they discover that effects of the contact on the two languages 

include: diglosia, bilingualism, code-switching, pidgin, and interference. They discover that 

Hausa borrowed a number of words from English. The borrowed items include : 

             brodi from bread 

             fanka from fan 

             Kaman from company 

             Gwamnati from government  

Okorji and Omachonu (2007), work on the influence of Igbo on Ibaji dialect of Igala and 

remark that the geographical position of Igala in the centre of Nigeria has naturally brought it into 

contact with so many languages in Nigeria. They gave examples of some borrowed lexical items 

from Igbo into Igala thus:   

     Igbo                           Ibaji                        Gloss 

     nkità                           ùkità                       ‘dogs’ 

      dimkpà                        idimkpà                   ‘strong man’ 

      nkàtà                             kàtà                      ‘basket’  

This study, even though, deals with the subject matter of language contact, focuses on the 

influence of Igbo on Igala while the present study examines the influence of the two languages 

(Igala and Igbo) on each other.   

Okorji and Atadoga (2006), conduct research work entitled sociolinguistic implications of 

languages in contact and give a general overview of Igala in contact with so many languages in 

Nigeria and conclude that the contact has helped Igala to enrich its lexicon by borrowing from 

languages around it. The study is related to the present one because they deal with the language 

contact phenomena. However, the current study departs a great deal because it investigates deeper 

the implication arising from Igala in contact with Igbo 
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2.3   Summary of literature review 

The review of literature is divided into three segments- definition of the term language 

contact, theories of language contact and empirical studies. Following the definition of the term 

language contact is a review of the sociolinguistic outcome of language contact. The review of 

language contact is followed by the theoretical review. Here theories of language contact such as 

Behaviourism Theory, The Mentalist Theory, Relational Frame Theory and language Variation 

Theory (LVT) are reviewed. Other theories examined in this paper include; Convergence Theory, 

Systematic Theory, Directionality Theory and Communication and accommodation Theory.    

Finally, a review of related empirical works is done. It is observed from the available 

literature to the researcher that, aside Ibrahim (2012), Okorji and atadoga (2006) and Okorji and 

Omachonu (2007) not much was done in relation to Igala in contact situation, therefore, the need 

for the present study. 

 

3.   Methodology 

The research design for this work is descriptive survey. This kind of design, according to 

Tony-Okeme and Alhassan (2016), helps the researcher to find out the up-to-date opinion of the 

target population on the subject matter being investigated. The content area is sociolinguistics, 

specifically, language contact situation. The population of the study is Igala and Igbo native 

speakers in Eastern Senatorial District of Kogi State and Nsukka, Igbo-Eze North and Igbo-Eze 

South Local Governments of Enugu State. Ten native speakers of Igala and Igbo were 

purposively selected and interviewed. The instrument employed for data collection was 

unstructured oral interview and participatory observation. The researcher interacted with the 

people in their locations and elicited information through recording of their speeches.  

 

4.   Data Presentation and analysis 

         This section of the study is divided into two segments, the first segment deals with data 

presentation while the second is concerned with the analysis of the data.  

1        Source language (SL) Igbo 

i. Personal names borrowed from Igbo into Igala  

ii. Other linguistic items borrowed from Igbo into Igala  

2 Target language (TL) Igala 

i. Personal names borrowed from Igala into Igbo  

ii. Other linguistic items borrowed from Igala into Igbo 

In this study, the Igala and Igbo languages serve as both the source and the target 

languages. This is because the two languages benefit from each other in terms of giving and 

receiving of items as the case may be.     
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4.1      Sociolinguistic implications of Igala-Igbo contact 

4.1.1  Lexical borrowing 

           As a result of the contact the two languages have borrowed a number of lexical items from 

each other. Examples of words borrowed from Igbo into Igala include: Personal names;  

Igbo (SL)                       Igala (TL)                            Gloss                                           

Nwaz                              ùnwùjo                                  ‘name of person’ 

Nwabunwannem       Nwabunwanem/ mach maye   ‘name of person’ 

Chukwuma                   Chukwuma/o   jo   ma                 ‘God knows’               

An cha                     Àn chá                             ‘white land’  

Nwany cha              ùnwày chá                       ‘A fair lady’  

Ejike                          Éjíké                                 ‘name of person’ 

Ada                dà                                    ‘name of person’ 

okorodudu                    òkòlód d                           ‘name of person’ 

 

Other linguistic items borrowed from Igbo into Igala  

 Igbo (SL)                   Igala (TL)                            Gloss 

Égbé                             égbè/àkpálà                      ‘gun/riffle’ 

Uka                               ùkà/àládì                           ‘church’ 

Egushi                           Ègwùchì/ápí                     ‘melon’     

Ọkpa                              o   kpà/ìjàgbo                        ‘food from Barbara nut’   

Nkita                               kìta                                 ‘dog’ 

Odogwu                        òdògwú                             ‘strong man’ 

abada                    àbàdà                            ‘wrapper’ 

abananya          àbànnyà                      ‘an inferior cloth’  

abandiegwu’                  o   bàlàdégw                     ‘armed robber’ 

 

Personal names borrowed from Igala into Igbo 

Igala (SL)                  Igbo (TL)                            Gloss 

Ùyo                                 Uy                                      ‘Joy/Happiness’ 

Ácho   gbà                      As gwa                               ‘Elder brother/sister’ 

Átámà                          Atama                                  ‘priest’ 

Àme                                Am                                      ‘name’ 

 gàdá                          Agada                                    ‘name’ 

Èjìmà                           Ejima                                      ‘twins’ 

 

Other linguistic items borrowed from Igala into Igbo 

 Igala (SL)               Igbo (TL)                           Gloss 

o   kpàkpà                     Ọkpakpa                              ‘straight’ 

o   kpàbi                        Ọkpabi                                 ‘foot path’ 
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Àkàtàkpà                    Akatakpa                              ‘A kind of masquerade’ 

o   kà (cereal)               Ọka (corn)                              ‘cereal’  

Ógíchì                          ogilishi                                 ‘boundary tree’ 

 

4.1.2  Types of code-switching and their manifestations in Igala-Igbo contact situation                  

Code-Switching refers to a situation in which speakers use a mixture of distinct language 

varieties as discourse progresses. Code-switching is a daily phenomenon as people are involved 

in discussion. Since most of the people at the border communities of Igala and Igbo are bilinguals 

of one sort or the other they draw from their linguistic repertoires during conversation. Code 

switching is a common phenomenon in the conversation among Igala/Igbo speakers. The 

situation normally determines the code or the language of discourse between or among Igala 

speakers. For example, it is a common feature as the conversation progresses to switch from Igala 

to Igbo depending on the people involved in the conversation. A good example is a priest of idol 

called Inyanwu (god of sun) in Igala making incantation suddenly changes the medium of 

communication from Igala to Igbo thus:  

Igbo:Inyanwu, biko!    biko!    bia ooh,   bia ooh,  bia were  ji.  

        Anyanwu, please, please, come oh, come oh, come, take cola. 

Igala:Opeta agalaga,  otiga  l nya.  

       Strong defence, powerful unbeatable  

 ‘Inyanwu, please! please! Come oh, come oh, come and take cola nut, strong defence, 

unbeatable, the powerful one’. 

 

4.1.3  Code- mixing 

        Speaker 1: Na nyi uka ku wa ‘I am going to church to come’. Uka is an Igbo word for 

church while ‘Na nyi…ku wa’ in Igala means ‘I am going…to come’.   

       Speaker 2: l  k’é wa ‘go to come’ 

       Buyer: Ego one   ta eyi ? ‘how much do you sell this?’. ‘Ego one’ in Igbo means ‘how 

much?’  while …  ta eyi in Igala means ‘you sell this?’    

       Seller: Wote  jìkà kà. ‘bring N200’. Wote is an Igbo word for bring while  jìkà kà in Igala 

refers to N200.  

       First speaker: I na nu  la k’u na ka yi? I na nu is an Igbo phrase which maens ‘Do you hear? 

While ‘ la k’u na ka yi’ means what I am saying?’ 

       Second speaker: Na gb . ‘I do hear’  

       First speaker: Inwe o   j  ùchù? Inwe is an Igbo word for ‘is there’  while o   j  ùchù refers to 

‘pounded yam’ in Igala. 

       Second speaker: Mban, o   j  ùchù d  n. Mban is an Igbo word for no while o   j  ùchù d  n is an 

Igala clause for ‘there is no pounded yam’  
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5.   Summary of findings      

One of the outcomes of language contact is linguistic borrowing. Linguistic borrowing is 

a term relating to western technology and culture which have become part of the vocabulary of 

the world languages. Igala and Igbo, as a result of their contact with each other have borrowed 

and have domesticated most of the borrowed items in their lexicon as seen in 4.1.1. Code-

switching is a daily phenomenon as people are involved in discussion on daily basis. Since most 

of the world communities are bilingual of one sort or the other they draw from their linguistic 

repertoires during conversation. Code switching is a common phenomenon in the conversation 

among Igala and Igbo natives at the border communities. The situation normally determines the 

code or the language of discourse between or among Igala and Igbo speakers. For example, it is a 

common feature as the conversation progresses to switch from Igala to Igbo or vice versa 

depending on the people involved in the conversation.  

 In this study, we discussed the sociolinguistic outcomes of Igala and Igbo contact and 

found out that the Igala and Igbo natives at border communities between Enugu and Kogi states 

on one hand and between Anambara and Kogi on the other have borrowed significantly from 

each items like personal names and other linguistic items and have domesticated most of them in 

their linguistic repertoires. The dialects of Igala mostly influenced by the contact include: 

Akpanya, Ibaji, and Ogwugwu dialects of Igala, while Igbo native speakers from Igbo-Eze North 

and Igbo-Eze South Local government areas of Enugu State are also influenced by the Igala-Igbo 

contact. Igala and Igbo are acquired by the Igala and Igbo natives at the border communities 

between Anambara and Kogi States on one hand and between Enugu and Kogi States on the 

other. Average Igala and Igbo natives in these areas perform to some extent in the two languages 

(Igala & Igbo). In this case the two languages (Igala & Igbo) are acquired under the same 

circumstance and used in the same situation. Finally, the contact has helped to enrich and boost 

lexical and vocabulary items of the Igala and Igbo languages. 

 

6.   Conclusion 

From the discussion so far, it is apparent that there are some sociolinguistic phenomena 

resulting from Igala and Igbo contact situation. The outcomes of the contact, if properly 

understood by the native speakers of the languages of our investigation, could bring about mutual 

co-existence in the face of the current ethnic rivalry and tribal sentiments that is plaguing and 

threatening Nigeria’s corporate existence as a nation. Secondly, language contact or contact 

linguistics could be entrenched into Nigeria secondary school curr iculum to enable the younger 

Nigerian generation appreciate our linguistic diversities and the benefits derivable from it.  
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Abstract  

This study examines Igbo pacification folktales in Mbediọgụ and Nza na obu. The values of folk 

tales in traditional African and Igbo societies cannot be overemphasized. The problem of the 

study rests on the fact that in spite of their importance in the vital role of social integration, Igbo 

folktales have seem to become less significant in contemporary African societies. In the past, 

folktales were used to teach morals, ways of life, what were cherished and what were 

undesirable and same transmitted to the next generation.When we talk about societal core 

values and their education, folktales become instrument of socialization which promote peace, 

unity and love as ingredients of pacification.Most of these ugly experiences have been 

attributed to loss of vitality in folktale sessions, which are no longer transmitted from 

generation to generation. On the contrary, it is against this background that the researcher 

wants to examine some of the pacification features inherent in Igbo folktales that could be used 

to teach peace, unity and love in both the school and home environments where children and 

adults alike occur. The specific objective of the study therefore is to examine Igbo pacification 

tales in Mbediọgụ and Nza na obu. The study is anchored on psychoanalytic theory and 

contextualism. The research design for this study is survey method while the method used for 

data analysis is drawn from the tales excerpts that highlight pacification features. From the 

analysis, it has been established that Igbo pacification folktales are ready tools for conflict 

resolution at home, school and the society at large. The study identified features of pacification 

that could be used to restore peace in conflict situations. They include; dialogue, visitation, 

violence/force, love, folksongs, patience/mildness, self respect and self control. The study 

suggests that interested students of oral literature should go further to look at pacification in 

other genres of oral literature as a way of conflict resolution. This will avail the children and 

adult alike the opportunities to learn more about folktales as mechanism for social integration 

and conflict management. 

  

1.   Introduction 

 Folktales are traditional oral narratives which belong to a particular culture or social 

group. This seems to be the reason why Levi (1963) observed that human beings are social 

animals who have a basic need to “belong”. He further posits that human beings are social 

animals who need constant interaction in order to realize the individual or group objectives. 
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Human beings cannot live in isolation. Individual desires to communicate their experiences and 

to allow others share in their views about life. This is perhaps why Emenyonu (1987:1) noted 

that oral literature “has a definite purpose to instruct the young in the principles of right and 

wrong in the society”. This supports Ogbalu (2012:1) assertaion that: 

Folktales, stem from man’s desire to communicate his experiences to others, to let others share 

his views about life, to direct members of the society, to satirise deviant characters in the 

society and to instill the spirit of love for the community amongst members of the society.  

Folktales are used as a means of educating, entertaining, unity, satrising and directing members 

of the society that own and use them. This comfirmed Nwaozuzu (2006) that the widespread 

human tendency to teach, entertain and satrise by indirect means seems to be the root of the 

evolution of folktales.  

 Folktales potray some elements of truth about lives of social groups where they are 

used. This is why people in real life react to these folktales as if they are real life stories in real 

life situations. Amali (1986) observed that Igbo folktales also help to show how a society views 

itself and also conveys its notions of justice, rights and social obligations of its citizens.  

 This very important genre of traditional literature plays a significant role in promoting 

peace, unity and love among the Igbo society.  

Unfortunately, the significance and applicability of the principles of Igbo foltakes in 

contemporary times have not be emphasised by previous studies. It is therefore this gap that led 

to the present study which aim at examining some Igbo pacification tales in Mbediọgụ and Nza 

na obu. Specifically, the study tends to examine, the content of the tales and to point out the 

special information that show the conflicts and also highlight flash points of the crises and 

features of pacification as evidenced in these folktales.  

 The research design for this study is survey design. Survey design according to Nworgu 

(2015) is a study that aims at collecting few data, and describing in a systematic way, the 

features and characteristics of a given population. The design is appropriate for this study 

because this study is based on analysis and describing of the content of pacification tales.  This 

method allows for selection of two folktales from Mbediọgụ and Nza na obu. The method 

involves establishing information on these two folktales which are Igbo pacification 

folktales.With these, the researcher came up with valid results of the analysis.  

 

2.    Literature Review 

       This section is organized under the following sub-headings. Conceptual framework, 

theoretical studies, empirical studies and theoretical framework.   
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2.1   Conceptual Framework  

2.1.1.   Folktale  

 The vital and significance of Igbo folktales is easily evident in the varying dialectical 

terminologies with which it associated with. These include ifo, akụkọ ifo, ilu, ihwe, ufe, ita etc. 

Nwachukwu (2016) states that the Igbo folktales enjoy this popularity for more than one reason. 

It has an entertainment value, it serves a didatic mode for child rearing, and it is a memorable 

artistic genre. Okpewho (1983) states that folktales in speech contexts serves anecdotal – 

sometimes even proverbial – purposes, he maintains that their sources point to the folk 

narrative tradition. Ifionu (1988) suggests the term akụkọ na ifo for folktales: He suggests that 

akụkọ should be stories and ifo is folk songs – “bearing their own stories without any prose 

setting”. Okoh (1988) laments that “the elements of narrative texture most frequently discarded 

is the songs”, and he suggests that the foremost features of African tales is the prepondernance 

in theme of songs”. He maintains that the songs ensure a rapport be tween the storyteller and 

his audiences. These ascertaions give Igbo folktales popularity among Igbo people. Most 

importantly, the Igbo folktale especially the pacification tales seeks to maintain some form of 

balance and harmony between individual desires and social norms in conflict situations.  

 

2.1.2   Pacification  

 A number of ideas have been given for the term pacification. Pacification according to 

Wales (2017) comes from Latin word pacificare meaning “to make peace, pacify from pacificus 

meaning to bring to a condition of calmness. These suggests to submission. Crystal (1995) 

suggests that pacification is the act of making peace between two countries or groups. He 

further states that pacification is the restoration of public tranquility. For him a pacifist is 

someone who is against fighting. Booker (2003) says that pacification was a name given to the 

British policy of subduing resistance in Nigeria. He maintains that pacification is essentially 

another name for indirect rule. Adeleke (2015) argues that pacification and indirect rule were 

two ways which British colonial rulers used to achieve their aim in Nigeria during colonial period. 

Falola (2009) says that pacification involved a lot of violence, to subdue the resistance of the 

natives. He maintains that pacification was a system where individuals who caused trouble 

could be identified; arrested and punished.Therefore, for the purpose of this study, we are going 

to look at pacification as an attempt to create or maintain peace. Pacification from all these 

ideas could be seen as a common occurrence in life situations. It is a means of restoring peace, 

unity and love in conflict situations. Pacification advocates for positive and negative means of 

restoring peace in conflict situation. Therefore in the context of this sudy pacification involves 

restoring peace - peace could be restored by brutal force or by dialogue. It could lead to peace 

or quarrel but at the end the situation will be restoration of public tranquility.    
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2.2   Theoretical Studies  

 In this section, two schools of thought were used to analyse this study. These include 

psychoanalytic theory and contextualism theory.   

 

2.2.1   The Psychoanalytic Theory  

 The psychoanalytic theory as a thought in psychology was propounded by Sigmund 

Freud in the late 19th century. According to Jim (2015) (ed.) the psychoanalytic theory is an 

essential tool of abnormal psychology that seeks to understand the unconscious aspe ct of the 

mind.  According Jim (2015) (ed.) Freud work has made it possible for us to extend our thinking 

involving concepts as desire, belief and phantasy and in a way which there is good reason to 

take as least partly sound. He made mention of eight proposals of psychoanalytic theory theory 

which Freud seeks to understand. These include:  

Symbolic mapping – development of the mind that every mental life can be seen as informed by 

something like metaphor or symbolism, intentional action as prompted caused by desire – 

satisfied and therefore the operation of desires is partly regulated by experience of belief, that is 

by form of representation of the situation in which desire is satisfied.  

 Symbolic representational pacification – This aspect of psychoananlysis involves providing 

representational pacification for desires relating to a situation long past.  

 Symbolic mapping in conceptual metaphor – thoughts and action about present situation is 

likely to be derived from motives related to past situations in which the present is unconsciously 

mapped.  

 Psychoanalytic feelings about symbolic mapping complement those of the conceptual 

metaphor and link them with concrete thinking.  

Metaphoric representation and the mind-body problem: the problem of other minds and the 

problem of consciousness. The use of the metaphor of mind as a container thus seems integral 

to our way of thinkng about life.  

 

2.2.2   Contextualism  

Contextualism is a brand of polygenesis. It claims that particular historical period give 

rise to particular types of oral literature. Contextualism is a collection of views in philosophy 

which emphasise the context in which action, ulterance expression occurs: It maintains that in 

some important respect, the action, utterance or expression can only be understood relative to 

the context. It is also a method of literary evaluation and interpretation practiced chiefly in the 

mid-twentieth century that emphasizes close examination of a text with minimum regard for the 

biographical or historical circumstances in which it was produced.Contextualists like   De-Rose 

(1992,  2009),  Feltz & Zarpentine (2010), Schaffer & Knobe (2011) hold that philosophical 
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controversial concepts such as “meaning P”, knowing that “P”, “having a reason to A”,and 

possibly even “being true” or “being right” only have meaning relative to a specified context. Its 

major epistemic tenet, no matter what account of knowledge it is wedded to,is that knowledge 

attributions are context-sensitive.That is,we attribute knowledge to someone or something,and 

the context in which we use the term “knowledge” determines the standards to which 

“knowledge”is being attributed (or denied).Even if we apply it to everyday conversational 

contexts, the contextualist maintains that most of our claims to ‘know’ things are true despite 

the skeptic’s attempt to know little or nothing.What contextualism entails is that in one context, 

an utterance of knowledge attribution can be true,and with a context with higher standards for 

knowledge,the same statement can be false.                                                                                                                                                          

Our context here relates to Igbo pacification folktales which is definable within the Igbo 

context of conflict resolution and conflict management. Therefore, Igbo pacification folktales in 

varied Igbo contexts are oral performances that could be used to restore peace, unity and love 

in conflict situations.  

 

2.3   Empirical Studies  

This section reviews related works on folktales and pacification.  

Amali (1986) carried out research on the impact of storytelling practice among Gbagyi 

people of Nigeria. He observed that folktales are employed for interpreting and analysing their 

cultural values, as well as playing the function of promoting and instilling moral discipline among 

the youths for the purpose of building moral uprightness and standard. 

Ikeokwu, (2000) carried out a study on functionalism and the pedagogy of Igbo folktales. 

The study discovers that folktale is an art form that sets out the manifest not only language 

creativity of a people, but also people’s mores, values and norms. It maintains that folktale is 

pedagogical and that it is the moral lessons in a folktale is what makes it pedagogical: It further 

defines a functional literature as literature that is of the society and by the society and for the 

society that emanates it. It concluded the findings by suggesting inclusion of folktale in our 

school curriculum as a way of achieving social commitment in the overall socio-political 

education of the growing child is important. This study is peadagoical in nature while the 

present study is about pacification.  

 Nwaozuzu (2006) carried a study in folktales. This study tried to study the image of a 

child as a innocence and credulity in Igbo folktales. The findings of the study revealed that: the 

widespread of human tendency to teach, entertain and satrise by indirect means seems to be at 

the root of the evolution of folktales. It maintains that Igbo folktale is used to educate both the 

young and the aged. It further avers that Igbo folktales contain folk’s skeptical views about life 

which are based on their observation of people’s behaviour in the society. It concluded by 
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saying that Igbo folktale directs members of the society on the right action to take in case of 

emergency and that it provide them a common line of  action. The area of divergenece in the 

present study is that this is based on conxtexualism   while the former was based on 

functionalism.  

 Nwaozuzu (2007) explores the image of women in Igbo folktales. The study adopted 

expository research design. The study revealed that Igbo women in Ibo folktales are either a 

villain or victim. It also found out that folktales serves as window through which social norms 

and values are mirrored. It maintains that Igbo people’s folktales are woven around their world 

view, experiences, expectations and achievements.   

Amali (2014) carried out study on functions of folktales as a process of educating children in the 

21st century. A case study of Idoma folktales, the study analyzes the various folktale types in 

Idoma land, the meanings and the functions derivable from the tales. The study reveals that 

folktales are an integral part of traditional African society that various functions should form 

part of the educational tools in the training process of the child in the traditional settings, and 

can also be applied in modern educational processes.  

To sum it up, pacification is an attempt to create or maintain peace. It is an attempt of   

appeasing a hostile country through diplomacy or even just by settling an argument.  

 

2.4   Theoretical Framework  

 The study is hinged on two theories –contextualism theory of philosophy which 

emphasis that the context in which action, ulterance or expression can only be understood 

relative to the context. This Mbah and Mbah (2007) supported by saying that every historical 

period demands a particular type of oral literature. They maintained that in a varied Igbo 

context there are derived oral literary performances that are aesthetic and entertaining.  

 The second approach adopted by this study is the psychoanalytic theory by Sigmund 

Freud in 19th century. Thus, instead of concetating on Freud theory of 19th century, Jim (2015) 

two proposals from Freud theory were adopted. These proposals include the symbolic mapping 

and symbolic representational pacification. These approaches gave cognizance to the features 

of pacification of the Igbo folktales in Mbediọgụ and Nza na obu. The key elements of these 

approaches are - 

1) Extending our thinking involving concepts as desire, belief and phantasy and in a way 

which there is good reason to take at least partly sound.  

2) Aspects of psychoanalysis that involve providing representational pacification for desires 

relating to a situation long last.  

3) The idea that much everyday mental life can be seen as informed by something like 

metaphor or symbolism. These theories are best suited in the present study because 
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they have the intrinsic capacities of reminding one of the necessities to adhere to laws, 

customs and values of a given societies                                                             
 

 

3.   Data Presentation, Analysis and Discussion 
 In this section, the researcher analyses the content of the tales and the specific 

information that highlighted the crises and she pointed out pacification features in Mbediọgụ 

and Nza na obu.   

 

3.1   Folktale 1: Mbekwu na Nkita Jere Mgba (Mbediọgụ folktale pages 69-73).  

The title Mbe na Nkịta jere mgba. (The Tortoise and the Dog went for a wrestling contest).  

 The tale was a conflict story and at the same times a pacification tale. The tale was used 

to showcase the conflict among the animals because of famine in their land and also how they 

applied some principles to solve the problem.   

Here dialogue by way of meeting to ascertain the truth and questioning as an aspect of 

psychoanalysis prompted by desire of pacification were used to restore peace. Dialogue and 

questioning here are intentional action to pacifiy situation of hunger.  

This was shown thus: 
Ụganị  ahụ dị  ka Ọ dịrị  ma mgbe dum ka nkị ta  na-

enwe anụ. Ọ na-eri  wee na-amakwa abụba. Ụmụ 

anụmanụ we na-asị ya, “Nkị ta , gwa anyị , ihe I na-eri? 

 

     The problem of famine was s till very intense in          

      the land of the animals but in the midst of that  

      famine, the Dog was growing fat.      

      There was confusion especially with respect to   

      the tortoise. The animals asked Dog tell us what   

      you have been eating/what you eat.   
 

Here dialogue by way of meeting to ascertain the truth and questioning as an aspect of 

psychoanalysis were used to restore peace in the land of the animal.  

The implication is that in one’s life, when you get confused about things one can ask questions. 

When you ask questions atimes you will get solutions to your problems and peace will be 

restored in your life in a conflict situation. Tortoise did and it got solution to its problem.  

Another feature of pacification here is visitation. The visistation of the Dog to the Tortiose is 

symbolic representational pacification. Visitation here is intentional action by the Dog. The 

visistation was prompted by desire – the desire was regulated by experience of famine which 

needs to be satisfied. 

This was highlited thus:  
Mgbe nwata ahụ batara be Nkịta, onye ya anụ, Ọ na-eri.  

 

         When the  baby tortoise came into Dog’s  

          place, the Dog gave the baby tortoise the  

          meat, it use to eat.  
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The problem of hunger by the tortoise was addressed when it visited its friend, the Dog. 

Through visitation, its problem was solved.  The implication of this is that you do not solve your 

problem by standing at a place. The tortoise shifted from one place to another place while 

looking for solution to its problem.  

The tortoise shifted ground and its problem of hunger was solved. When you have a problem 

you continue to look for solution until you get it solved.   

In this story the problem of hunger was also resolved by the tortoise through the use of tricks.  

Trickery is another feature of pacification. Trickery here is an aspect of psychoanalysis in the 

context of famine. Tricks are what the Tortioise used to solve its experience of hunger. It is an 

intentional action to satisfy its desire.  

This except of the story shows it thus: 

Mgbe m ti ri  aka “ogwe jiko, Ị  ghafue ọkụ Ị  gụtara , 

kwaba akwa n’olu a  ga -anụ, mụ onwe m ga-abasi 

mba ike” mbe achụrụ ya  gbabaa be nki ta , sị  “Nye 

m ihe ọkụ, Ị nweghị  isi na mmadụ. Mgbe Mbe, 

rutere be nkị ta  Ọ hụ ka , Ọ na-erị  anụ, hụ kwa ndị 

Ọ kwụbara  n’ Ọkụ. Obi  wee tọọ ya  ụtọ n’ihi  na  Ọ 

chọtala ihe Ọ na-achọ. 

           When I clap my two hands, together, make  sure 

     You quench the fi re you collected from the dog’s house             

     that will make me to chase you  back to dog’s  

     house. I  will ask you that you are a fool, I  will raise  

     my voice. Then you will run back to dog’s  house. I    

     will come there myself. When the tortoise did these,  

     on reaching the dog’s house, it saw plenty of  

     meat on the fi re and i t was  rest assured that it  has  

     gotten what he wanted.  
 

 The implication of this story is that at times for you to get what you want, you have to 

use tricks. One has to use his (I.Q) intelligent quotient very well. In the society these days, for 

one to survive, he/she must be as wise as a tortoise. The tortoise used its wisdom to solve its 

problem of hunger. 

Here braveity/bravery/courage was features of pacification. Braveity, bravery courage was 

aspects of pschoanalysis used by tortoise in the context of femine. Braveity is the development 

of the mind that every mental life can be seen as informed by something. Here the tortoise 

braveity is intentional action as prompted caused by desire. Here the tortoise curiosity was 

pacified by its braveity.     
 

This is the information that highlighted the feaure of these pacifications. 

Ọ bụ mgba ka na-eje n’obodo ewu. Iwu dị  ebe 

ahụ  bụ nkea; Onye jide ibe ya n’ala, Ọ kpụrụ ya 

laba na be ya were ya ghee fai fai. “Matakwa na 

ha jide gị , ha ga-akpụrụ gị ,  laa, ụbọchị  ahụ isi  gị 

aba n’ite ofe ha” 

      It is wrestling that I use to get all  this meat.             

      The wrestling is in the land of the goat.        

      wrestling competition has rules. If you are   

      defeated you will  not come back. You will  be  

      meat for your opponent. That day marks the  

      end of your l ife.  

 

Another information that highlighted curiosity is bravery as features of pacification  are:  
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“Dalu, dejie, ya bụrụ echi  n’ihe na okokporo a ga-

alunye nwunye, sịrị  ka Ọ bụrụ taa  na echi. Uche 

echela  gị  maka m. Ụbọchị  ahụ mgba dị  mma, 

udele enwude apịa, ma mgba adịghị  mma apịa 

enwude udele. 

      Thank you, let i t be tomorrow because the   young  man  

       who wants to marry will always  say let be today and  

       tomorrow. Do not worry about me. When the wrestling  

       became well, the vulture will defeat i ts opponent but  

       when the reverse is the case no problem.   

 

Tortoise further became more brave as it equally remembered its friends words thus: 
N’ihi na nkịta ekwuola na mgba dị ka nwunye onye ọri. 

Ụbọchi ụfọdụ ya n’olu anụ, ụbọchi ụfọdụ ya n’olu akwa. 

Ọ kasie onwe ya obi s ị, isi dike elighi n’ala o koro na mkpọ 

aja, ihe nwoke mere, ibe ya ga-eme ya.  

 

       Because the dog has said before that wrestling is like a  

       thief’s wife, sometimes she will be happy another times  

       she will cry. This statement by the dog is a source of  

       encouragement for the tortoise and it concluded  that  

       what a man does, another can do it better.   

 

The implication of this is that determination support bravery - Whatever one wants to do, 

he/she must be convinced within him/herself. Any task you want to carry you will be ready to 

take anything that comes out of it. Nobody should be afraid of taking risks.  

Another feature of pacification in this folktale is violence. Violence here is an aspect of 

psychoanalysis. It is an intentional action as prompted caused by desire. It is also symbolic 

representational pacification. The tortoise used violence and collected what belong to the Dog.  

This was highlighted in the story as thus:  

O rue ka  ha  pụtara  na  mmiri , Mbe wee si Nkita : 

biko nyezia  m nti  Ewu m. Mbe wee bido sogbube 

nkita  rinne. N’ihi  nke a  nki ta  nyere ya  nti  ewu 

abụa nke ya, ma Ọ jụrụ ha niile si  “gini  bụ ihe ga-

atụ gi  na  anya?” Ọ si  ya , “A si  onye nwe ihe, na  Ọ 

bughi  ya  nwe, ichụ ụchụ alaa: ka  okwu a  wee dị 

mma, nkita  wee chiri ewu niile Ọ jidere na  mgba 

chinye ya.  

       When Tortoise and the Dog were going home after the  

       wrestling, Tortoise used tricks and force to take what  

       belongs  to Dog and they  became dog’s  own. Tortoise  

       after using tricks  to get what i t wants from Dog and it  

       discovered  that the tricks is not yielding fruits , i t used  

       force and got what i t wanted from the Dog. 

  

 

Force as a feature of pacification - The implication is that not in every situation that one as an 

individual will use peace to get what one wants. At times one uses force to get what one wants. 

It is not in every situation that peace movement will work to bring peace. Atimes you use war to 

restore peace in the society. For example in the story Tortoise used tricks to get what it wanted 

from the dog but it discovered that this movement was not working at last it used force and got 

what he wanted.  
 

  

3.2 Folktake 2: Nwanyị na-akpọ di ya Onyenu 

In the theme – Nwanyi na-akpọ dị ya onyenu-Nza na ọbu pp (6-7). The woman that calls her 

husband derogatory name – “That person” 
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This is a conflict resolution tale. The conflict situation is the name calling. Ọnụọha was not happy 

with his wife Ada for calling him this name – “that person” Ọnụọha considered it as an 

abomination in the land for a woman to call her husband “that person”.   

The information that highlights the crisis in the tale is: 

Echiche na-egbu kwa nwoke ahụ n’ ihi  na  ihe nke 

nwunye ya  na-eme bụ arụ n’ala ahụ. 

        Ọnuọha’s mind was not at rest because   

        what the wife was  doing is an  

        abomination 

 

Another conflict situation in this story is that Ọnụọha had a wife before and the wife had left 

him, before he married Ada. He was afraid that Ada may likely live him if he had confronted her 

directly in this problem he was having with her.  
Egwu anaghị ekwe nwoke a bara nwunye ya 

mba maka ihe a n’ihi na ọ na-atụ ujọ na nwunye 

ya ga-agbalaga otu nke ọ nwere mbụ siri gbapụ 

n’aka ya 

       Ọnuọha was afraid of raising his voice at   

       his wife becuae of the experiences he had 

       with his first wife who packed out of        

       Ọnuọha’s house out of misunderstanding.       
 

Pacification feature here is.  

Going to the river goddess. Going to the river godess was a divine intervention as an aspect of 

psychoanalysis. It is symbolic representational pacification. It is also intentional action as 

prompted by desire of pacification. Here Ọnuọha action is partly regulated by the experiences of 

belief. Ọnuọha believed that it is an abormination in the land for a woman to call his husband 

“that man”. Therefore to stop it, Ọnuọha had to go to river goddess to stop it.   

The story highlighted it thus: 

Otu Ụbọchị  nwoke a  abia  sị  na  ya  ga -ejisi ike kwusị  ihe a 

– o nwere otu mmiri  oma Ọnụọha na nwunye ya  na -

agafe mgbe Ọ bụla  ma ha pụba ina  ikuku n’ ehihie. 

Ọnụọha gakwuru mmiri  rịo ya  ka  ọ jide nwunye ya  ma ha 

gafebe ya; ka  ọ ghara  ihapụ ya  rue mgbe ọ kpọrọ ya  aha 

Ọnụọha. 

       One day Ọnụọha picked courage to s top this     

       thing the wife is  doing and went to a  river that  

       they used to pass every afternoon for their  

       recreation and ask the river to help him to        

       solve this problem. Ọnụọha asked the River to   

       hold Ada hostage and should not allow Ada to             

       be free until Ada calls him Ọnụọha. 
 

Another feature of pacification used by Ọnuọha in this story is love which manifested itself in 

form of – Avoidance of threats and positive views about Ada, patience/mildness and songs. 

This was highlighted as thus:  

Mmiri ọma hapụrụ m nwunye m…. nwunye nke m 

Mmiri ọma hapụrụ m nwunye m…. nwunye nke m 

Ada nweze ọma…………….……..nwunye nke m 

Mmiri biko biko………………….nwunye nke m  

 

   Good river, leave my wife for me ….my own wife.  

   Good river, leave my wife for me… my own wife. 

   Ada the beauti ful princess ………………my own wife  

   River please please………………....my own wife 
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Mgbe mmiri toro, rue n’olu nwanyi a, o tie si: 

Ọnụọha di m………………….Igharalam ala, I gharala m 

Ọnụọha di ọma……………….Igharalam ala , I  gharala m 

Mmiri eburu m laa……………Igharalam ala, I gharala m 

O lee ka ma ji ri mejọọ gi……Igharalam ala, I gharala m 

Ọnụọha my husband……. have you abandoned me  

Ọnụọha my own husband … have you abandoned me 

The River has swallowed me.... have you abandoned 

me 

How did I  offend you…….. have you abandoned me 
 

In order to solve this problem, Ọnụọha cultivated the habit of patience and mildness. 

Ọnụọha was faithful under trials. Ọnụọha displayed extraordinary love for his wife Ada. Ọnụọha 

resisted the urge to insult Ada. He avoided hurtful accusations but in a calm manner went to 

nearby river which they passed all the time and asked the goddess to help him to sort out the 

problem he had with his wife. Ọnụọha did not express his emotions by being violent. Ọnụọha 

considered what to say, how to say it and the appropriate time to say it. The Implication is that 

no two people are completely alike but with each other being supportive and developing 

positive view of each other the family will stand.  

 

4.   Findings  

 These Mbediọgụ and Nza na obu Igbo pacficiation folktales reveal that Igbo pacification 

folktales are the folktales that could be used to bring or restore peace or tranquility in a conflict 

situation. The stories have various hidden features that could be used to restore peace at home, 

schools and in the society at large. These features include; dialogue, visitation, braveity/bravery/ 

courage, violence, force, going to river goddess, love, folk song, patience/mildness, self respect 

and self control and positive views about others. The problems handled in the folktales are 

problems in the real world in functionality it is the experiences in the real life that are being 

addressed in these tales. It reveals that these features could be applied in real life and the 

problems will be resolved from the evidences available in the folktales, I and II. The researcher 

discovered that in the stories, there are two types of peace: peace which is achieved by force 

and peace which is achieved through negotiation and dialogue.    
 

 

5.0   Summary and Conclusion 

5.1   Summary   

 The above observations show that Mbediọgụ and Nza na obu, folktales go beyond mere 

entertainment. They are instruments or vehicles through which Igbo people’s traditions are 

carried from one generation to another. They are like the bible which the Igbo people should 

read from time to time because they embody values which Igbo people cherish and vices which 

they condemn. In them one can discover salient functions of educating children and adults that 

are misguided by the social media to be good citizens of Igbo society. The researcher suggests 
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that the interested students in this area of study may go further to look at pacification in other 

genre of oral literature.   

 

5.2   Conclusion  

 Some Igbo folktales as seen in Mbediọgụ and Nza na obu folktales could be used to 

restore peace in conflict situations. It has been established that Igbo pacification folktales are 

ready tools for conflict resolution in schools, at home and society at large. In the above 

discussion it is evidential that Igbo folktales can fit into the context of conflict resolution. Igbo 

folktales serve as tool through which peace, unity and love can be restored in conflict situations.  

 The researcher hereby encourage all to use pacficiaton folktales at home, school and 

the whole soceity to reduce the present crises in our present society.   
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Abstract  

This paper addresses the issue of polysemous lexemes in Igala language. It discusses polysemy in 
Igala with the view to drawing attention to the differences between polysemy and homonymy 
as the two are sometimes interchangeably used and wrongly employed by some scholars, non-
linguists and learners. Data were collected through the instruments of observation and oral 
interview from some selected Igala native speakers. This paper uses the descriptive method of 
data analysis and reviews a couple of related theories of meaning.  Part of the findings of this 
research reveals that there are existences of nominal and verbal polysemic lexemes in Igala and 
the verbal polysemy are determined by the noun or object complements in the sentence where 
they are used. It concludes that a concise study as this will help in comprehending polysemic 
lexemes as well as helping Igala lexicographers in compiling meanings of words in the language. 
It also recommends further studies on this aspect of semantics of Igala language. 
 

1.   Introduction  

The branch of language that has to do with the study of meaning (Semantics) has often 

been considered to be abstract in nature because of the challenges involved in trying to  pin a 

word or phrase to a particular meaning. Again, the issue of meaning being denotative, 

connotative and contextual has equally made scholars to be conscious of the use of words to 

avoid ambiguity.  According to Agbedo (2015), attempts to determine meanings have given rise 

to bewildering array of approaches. The meaning of meaning appears difficult to pin down as it 

is capable of portraying another meaning in different contexts (Cruse, 1991, 2008, Anagbogu, 

Mbah & Eme 2010). For instance, the expression: 1. Gbé élà mi dé? (Where is my meat? or 

where is the meat meant for me?), may constitute ambiguity in Igala language where élà (meat) 

could mean the speaker’s flesh and meat or edible meat of animal. Hence, the word élà (meat) 

becomes a polysemous word. Polysemy is a word or phrase with multiple related senses. 

Ambiguity between related senses is known as polysemy ( Beretta, Fiorentino and Poeppel 

2005). 

As polysemy characterises human language, the importance of comprehension of words 

via sense and meaning relations cannot be overemphasized. But serious concern needs to be 

shown by linguists where examples of such polysemous words appear to be confusing if 

compared to homonymy ‘a phenomenon of multiple ambiguities of phonological words where 
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two or more words have the same form with unrelated meanings’ (Kempson 1977). For 

instance, Idakwoji (2015) identifies élà as in animal and as a foolish person. These meanings can 

serve as examples of homonymy.  He did not consider éla as meaning meat. By this, élà means 

animal and meat. In this case, it becomes polysemous.  

Though lots of works have been done on Igala studies, it has been observed critically 

that what obtains are mostly in the areas of phonetics, phonology, morphology and syntax. 

However, the very aspect of Linguistics and Semantics seems to be neglected by scholars 

probably because of the general notion that meaning is slippery, elusive and not easy to come 

by. (Atadoga 2013). One could, therefore, agree that meaning is controversial in nature. Since 

language grows, attempt to comprehend the meanings of lexemes in language may not be out 

of place.  It is observed that words found in English dictionaries have several meanings attached 

to them and that no native speaker of any language can claim to know all the words and their 

various meanings. Similarly, the Igala language has not been subjected to rigorous linguistic 

investigation in the area of Semantics to provide relevant literature for the language. In this 

light, the researchers have observed that there are inadequate scholarly works on polysemic 

lexemes in Igala language. It is against this background that this paper investigates cases of 

polysemy in  Igala language. The paper avers that works done on the existence of polysemous 

lexemes in the language before now were based on “Levels of meaning relations in the Igala” 

(Ikani 2011 and Atadoga 2013).  These earlier studies may not have adequately captured the 

case of polysemous lexemes in Igala. The reason may be that their objectives were not specific 

on polysemous lexemes.  Again, attempts have not been made to classify polysemous lexemes 

in Igala as norminal or verbal for easy identification and comprehension.  

The literature available on Igala polysemous words were mostly attempts to capture 

only sense and meaning rather than creating and making available  the various related senses 

found in the words themselves. This paper is a conscious attempt to do a thorough study of the 

aspect of sense and meaning relations on polysemy with emphasis on Igala language. Hence, the 

paper sets to investigate the existence of polysemy in Igala language with special attention on 

Igala polysemous nouns and verbs.  It equally attempts to critique some earlier examples of 

polysemy conceived by some scholars in this area of the study. For instance, Ikani (2011) who 

researched into this area only made available the different types /meanings and sense relations.  

For the above reasons, the following questions are asked to help guide the research 

objectives this study: (1) How do we address the issue of polysemous lexemes in Igala?,  (2) How 

appropriate are the earlier identified polysemous lexemes in Igala studies? The answers to these 

research questions will provide solutions to the problems identified in this study. The current 

study is specifically on polysemy as an aspect of sense relation with particular emphasis on Igala 

language.  There are other sense relations or what Murphy (2008) called Semantic relations like 
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synonymy, hyponymy, hyponymy, antonymy among others but this study is on polysemy. It 

attempts to address issue of polysemy which, apart from being considered as lexical ambiguity, 

may also be confused with homonymy in Igala language. An explicit study of Igala polysemy may 

serve as reference material to lexicographers who may try to summarize for each word the way 

lexeme is used in the sort of sentences in which it is found. This paper may equally trigger 

further studies in lexical semantics.  

Descriptive approach is used in this paper. Data were drawn based on the researcher’s 

observations of what constitute polysemous words in Igala language. The approach allows the 

researchers to explain the observed lexical items as they relate to polysemy and homonymy and 

how they are consciously and   unconsciously used by the native speakers. Some selected native 

speakers are interviewed on the observed polysemous words in the language. 

 

2.0.   Literature review 

This paper reviews related and relevant literature that will aid a clear perception of the 

study. It is divided into the following subtitles: theoretical studies, empirical studies and 

summary of literature review. 

 

2.1    Theoretical studies 

This section presents an overview of the theories that have dominated the discussion of 

polysemy. According to Kalakattawi (2005), Polysemy could be defined morphologically as the 

phenomenon that a word acquires new usages which, over time, are likely to become more like 

new meanings. And it could be defined semantically as the phenomenon that a word has several 

different meanings which are closely related to each other. Polysemy (/pə l̍ɪsᵻmi/ or /ˈpɒlᵻsiːmi/; 

from Greek: πολυ-, poly-, "many" and σῆμα, sêma, "sign") is defined as the capacity for a sign 

(such as a word, phrase, or symbol) to have multiple meanings (that is, multiple semes or 

sememes and thus multiple senses), usually related by contiguity of meaning within a semantic 

field ( Finch 2000, Crystal 2005,Mathew 2007, Jamet 2008). The polysemic words are more 

complex than homonymous ones because of the figurative usages in polysemy  (Igwe 2012) . In 

the words of Raukko (2006):  

Polysemy is a non-straightforward case, despite its name: a hasty 

assumption would be that as there are “many senses” (polus + sēmeion 

/ πολυσηµεία), increasing polysemy should involve increasing 

complexity. This is only one part of the story. The problem has to do 

with the many perspectives on polysemy: we can look at it from the 

point of view of the word (that is polysemous), of the many meanings 

(that are assigned to a word), of meaning in general (incorporating that 
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meaning needs to be expressed), or from the viewpoint of the lexicon 

(relating, e.g., to the number of words in a lexicon). 

 

Palmer (1981) observes the difficulty in distinguishing whether two meanings are the 

same. Anderson (1957) in Igwe (2012) draws attention to the relevance of polysemy.  According 

to him “all languages have built-in characteristic which allow changes in meaning to occur.  This 

allows expansion of meaning or semantic widening and that without polysemy, there would be 

no metaphor”. 

The Referential theory holds that the meaning of an expression is the object or entity 

which the expression stands for. In other words, such Igala words as éwó (goat), ábia (dog), 

Ìgédé (key) have tangible referents that can be pointed out as entities in the external world and 

this linguistic expression, according to Ogbonna (2008), relates the entities. She said that there 

is only an indirect link (through thought) between expressions and their referents. He observed 

the limitations of this theory which according to him certain expressions or lexemes (eg to, that, 

and among others) do not have referents and polysemous words may not always have definite 

referents. The approach does not account for all meanings because not all names have physical 

objects that they refer to (Anagbogu, Mbah & Eme 2010). 

The Image theory attempts to reduce the meaning of lexeme to a question of the image 

the word calls forth in the speaker’s mind when it is mentioned. It is otherwise called the 

mentalist theory; it upholds the view that word invokes the mind of the speaker/ hearer. The 

limitation of this theory is that mental images are always vague in nature and may be subjective. 

Again such words like Ìbè (idea), kpáì (and) ójó mì (my God) among others may be difficult to be 

reduced to the level of image. 

 The Behavourist theory holds the view that words function in the matter of calling out 

responses exactly as the objects for which the words are viewed (Anagbogu, Mbah & Eme 

2010). According to Ikani (2011) the theory attempts to look into the process of communication 

in order to explain the nature of meaning in language. The meaning of a linguistic form is the 

situation in which the speaker utters it and the response which is called forth in the hearer. He 

also explains that this is analysed into three constituent parts by Bloomfied 1933 as: A- speaker 

stimulus. B-utterance (speaker’s response and hearer’s stimulus).  C- Hearer response. The 

theory according to Ejele (2003) has been criticized for encouraging mechanistic approach  to 

analysis and giving no room for initiative and native speaker’s intuition. 

The use theory propounded by Wittgeinsten (1953) emphasises that the meaning of any 

expression is in the context which it is used. In other words, the meaning of a word depends on 

its use in a language. This theory was popularized by Firth who asserts that the most vital fact 

about language is its social function. In his view, every utterance is actualized in a culturally 
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determined context or situation and the meaning of an utterance is the totality of the features 

in it that can be singled out as giving input to the maintenance of the “patterns of life” in the 

society in which the speaker lives (Ikani 2011). The thrust of this theory is that the meaning of an 

expression depends solely on the context where it is used. In this case, meaning is entirely left to 

be determined by use and context. This, of course, constitutes one of the problems of this 

theory. In the words of Anagbogu, Mbah & Eme (2010), there is a clear difference be tween what 

something refers to and what it functions as. According to them, the use theory is not fault free. 

 The verificationist theory, according to Ejele (2003) in Ogbonna (2008) has philosophical 

basis, which asserts that to say that an expression is meaningful is to say that there are some 

conditions of experience that the expression is true. Its argument is  that the meaning of any 

expression depends on the verifiability of the propositions it contains. The theory emphasises 

meanings of longer expression in a sentence. One of the problems of this theory as noted by 

Ejele, is that it lacks ability to “draw a principled distinction between statements that are 

unverifiable because they are meaningless”. 

 The truth- conditional theory like the verificationist theory, attempts to determine 

sentence meaning. It asserts that the meaning of an expression lies in the contribution it makes 

to the truth conditions of the proposition containing it. Thus, expressions (words, phrases and 

sentences) can be true or false depending on whether the propositions, which they express are 

true or false. The truth- condition theory is not fault free like every other theory. According to 

Igbeaku (2016), the theory does not explain what the speaker has to know in order to 

understand a sentence and it cannot explain the possibility of linguistic competence. 

The Componential Analysis (CA) holds that to arrive at meaning of a word is by analyzing 

a lexical item and contrasting it with another one. It is concerned with “breaking down of the 

meaning or sense of word into atomic semantic components” (Ikani 2011). The theory believes 

that distinguishing one lexical item from another can be done by reducing the lexical expressed 

in binary contrast of [+] or [ -] and the presence of a [+] value for a particular feature implies 

items, contrastive or supplementary. It is more appropriate for nouns. I ts shortcomings are the 

following among others; it can only account for words whose features are neatly organized and 

have binary contrast as semantic features. It fails to provide additional explanation to the 

symbols/features which are used to interpret lexical items and it is deficient since its scope is 

limited to lexical categories; it cannot account for sentences, adverbs and verbs ( Ndimele 1999 

,Ogbonna 2008, Anagbogu, Mbah & Eme 2010). 

 

2.2   Empirical Studies  

 Evans (2015) investigates a unified account of polysemy in English language. His main 

objective is to broaden the conceptual polysemy by addressing it from three angles of 
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conceptual polysemy, lexical polysemy and inter-lexical polysemy. In accounting for these three 

types of polysemous phenomena, he uses the theory of lexical concept and cognitative models 

(LCCM) – which provides a common theoretical architecture that facilitates a joined-up account 

of specific phenomena and of polysemy more generally. The major contribution of the paper is 

the introduction within the theory of the notion of a meaning spectrum- which facilitates 

analysis of aspects of lexical and inter-lexical polysemy. 

Raukko (2006) presents an opening to the discussion of the possible alternative 

relationship between polysemy and complexity. The problem according to him has to do with 

many perspectives on polysemy points (1) the word (that is polysemous) (2) of the many 

meanings (that one assigned to a word) (3) of a meaning in general (incorporating that meaning 

needs to be expressed) (4) or from the view point of the lexicon (Relating,eg, to the number of 

words in a lexicon. He argues through the play of six perspectives and concludes that there is 

not just one way of deciding how polysemy relates to complexity.  He said that the better we 

realize that polysemy usually involves claims of gradually changing meanings, the less we can 

assume easy segmentation and quantification. His major findings among others are that 

increasing polysemy can be seen either as increasing complexity or decreasing complexity, 

depending on the perspective. 

1. If a word acquired more meanings, complexity would increase  

2. Complexity would arise if one particular meaning could be expressed by two 

alternative means. 

3. Is more careful in assessing the meaning, the semantic relatedness between 

senses. 

4. The more general a shared meaning should be, the lesson features it could 

have, the more primitive it should be.  

            Lu and Sun (2015) explore research on English polysemous phrasal verbs and argue that 

in accounting for a large proportion in modern language, phrasal verbs pose numerous 

challenges to foreign language learners of English who usually view verb + particle combinations 

random. They observe that researchers apply cognitive linguistics theory into second language 

acquisition and report that the multiple senses of phrasal verbs are actually systematic and 

motivated. They also aver that the issue of unpredictability is obviously a problem for English 

language learners. This is because many phrasal verbs are polysemous and one phrasal verb may 

have multiple meanings. The study summarizes studies of polysemous phrasal verbs from the 

perspective of traditional and cognitive approaches. It analyses the shortage of traditional 

approaches on phrasal verbs and illustrates some drawbacks of empirical study based on the 

assessment of Boers (2011).  
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Ikani (2011) in his study of Igala polysemous words concludes that the word éti 

connotes ear or edge of something while éfù connotes ‘stomach or inside of something’ and 

that the two words are polysemous in Igala language. Although his focus was not particularly on 

polysemy in Igala language, he discussed the concept as aspects of sense and meaning relations. 

He categorically states that the word bank in English does not qualify as a polysemous word 

because according to him, it has ‘two meanings: ‘side of river and ‘financial institution’  

Igwe (2012) explores polysemy in Achi dialect of the Igbo language.  He classified the 

polysemous words in the Achi dialect in nouns and verbs.  

As in (Nouns) aja - (a) sand  

                                  (b) many, plenty, numerous  

                  nsogbu - (a)   ill – health  

                               -  (b) accident  

                 - (c) something troublesome  

(Verbs) (a) Idi  - to endure  

 

             (b) Idi - to tolerate  

   (c) Idi - to be patient  

1.  Inu mmiri -to drink water or wine  

2. Inu ara- to suck the mother’s breast.  

He emphasized that for polysemy to occur, there must be a tripartite criteria of phone, 

graphic and tonemic correspondences. He also established that polysemy is a basic source of 

human speech which can arise from sources like shift in application, specialized usages, 

figurative uses and foreign influences. These principles are relevant to this present study. 

Onoja (2014) investigates the differences and similarities in the English and the Igala 

linguistic systems using hyponyms. He employs the Whorfian hypothesis and the lexical 

semantic theory of Ferdinand de Saussure to analyse hyponymy as a notion of inclusion. The 

study analyses some selected hyponyms such as colour spectrum (omi), cook (ehi), bird (ewe) 

among others. One of the major findings reveals that English has eleven basic colour terms while 

Igala has four basic colour terms. The study also takes into cognizance the pedagogical 

implication of the differences to Igala learners of English. 

          Atadoga (2013) studies levels of meaning relations at word and sentence levels in Igala 

language. He uses descriptive approach and gives the following as examples of polysemous 

words at word level in Igala Language: a. éré foot –part of the body/lower part of something/ 

object. b. fé- clean, fé- sex. These examples given above are not explicit apart from being apt in 

nature, except in the case of example a., they contradict each other. In example a., the senses in 

éré foot- as part of the body/ lower part of something are related in terms of location. But in 
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example b, fv meaning clean and sex respectively are more of homonymy than polysemy. The 

senses of clean and sex are not related in this context of use. They are different meanings 

realized from the same lexeme Hence example b. is inappropriate as example of polysemy in 

Igala . 

           Kalakattawi (2005) focuses on one type of lexical relations, polysemy and discusses 

problematic issues of lexical representations while translating polysemous words in the Glorious 

Quraan. She explores two translated versions of the meanings of the Glorious Quraan with 

special attention on the lexical word ‘Fitnah’ which according to her occurs and reoccurs in the 

holy Quraan frequently. She observes that closeness to the source text is deadly required in 

sensitive texts as: religious texts, legal texts, etc. The paper applies a systematic linguistic 

procedure supported by comments in analyzing the meaning of the lexical word in the source 

text and the translated versions and argues that homonymy and Polysemy would seem to be 

two labels for the description of words with more than one meaning. She suggests a linguistic 

procedures followed by comments as helping tools in translating Polysemy in sensitive texts . 

 Beretta, Fiorentino and Poeppel (2005) examine the neural correlates of semantic 

ambiguity by meaning changes in MEG recordings during a visual lexical decision task in which 

the properties of ambiguous words were manipulated. They argue that words that are 

ambiguous between unrelated meanings were accessed more slowly than words that have no 

unrelated meanings, while words that have many related senses were accessed faster than 

words that have few related senses. They conclude that findings are inconsistent with accounts 

that posit that both kinds of ambiguity involve separate lexical entries, but instead offer both 

behavioral and neurophysiological support for separate entry accounts only for homonymy, and 

a single-entry model of polysemy. The findings also provide neural correlates for a behavioral 

study of lexical ambiguity that demonstrated that the frequently reported ambiguity advantage 

in lexical decision tasks is not due to the presence of many unrelated meanings but to the 

presence of many related senses. 

  It is obvious that a number of related literatures to this paper have been revie wed. 

Some studies relating to sense relations of meaning generally and polysemy in particular were 

reviewed with focus on theoretical and empirical studies. Some of the studies actually provide 

insight for this study. But the works have not addressed the worries of this study as pointed out 

in the introduction. Studies of works of scholars like Ikani 2011, Igwe (2012), Atadoga, (2013) 

and Onoja (2014) were critically reviewed. The works of Atadoga and Ikani trigger one of the 

objectives and research question 2 of this study. For instance, Ikani claims that the word bank in 

English does not qualify as a polysemous word because according to him, it has ‘two meanings: 

‘side of river and ‘financial institution’. This may not be completely correct. The meaning of  the 

word bank goes beyond the two meanings above. It could mean dependable or trust if viewed 
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from the perspectives of financial institution where one keeps, saves money and that of trusting 

on somebody as in: 2. They bank on him. The word bank becomes polysemous. 

It is also observed in this paper that Ikani’s explanations that éti connotes ear or edge of 

something and that these words are polysemous in Igala language appear contradictory, 

inappropriate, hence misleading. Éti as ear and edge are more of homonymy than polysemy. 

The reason is that éti in Igala language means ear. It does not connote ear but connotes edge. In 

this case, when éti ear and éti edge are considered in terms of sense and meaning relations, 

they are more of homonymy than polysemy. It is agreed that the form and tone marks for éti 

are the same but the meanings as it concerns ear and edge are not polysemous. 

In the same vein, éfù does not connote stomach rather it denotes stomach. It can as 

well connote in or inside as the case may be. In case it connotes in as in éfù ájá - in the market 

éfù úná - in the fire and éfù ilè – in the world. Efù - in, in these examples become polysemous 

lexemes as against the examples of éfù in and éfù stomach. This explanation is in line with the   

description of polysemy as a single word having two or more related senses where the noun 

screen is polysemous in  a fire screen, a cinema screen and a television screen just like having 

such examples like: 3. bank,  as in power bank, blood bank and financial bank. It is observed 

that as far as the knowledge of the researchers are concerned; much has not been done 

regarding polysemy in the Igala language. 

 

3.0.   Data presentation and Analysis 

This section presents the data collected using the instruments of observation and 

interview on some of the lexical items considered by the researchers as polysemous. Some 

sampled native speakers of the Igala language were interviewed. Some of the data were 

sampled for presentation and analysis in this section and subsections that follow. Find details of 

data in the attached appendix. 
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3.1     Polysemy in  Igala language 

The tables below provide the description of polysemous words in Igala. These are some of the 

lexemes grouped in the following subtitles. 

    

A

.

H

u

m

a

n

 

body-related polysemous words. 

B. Animal- related- noun polysemous words in Igala language. 

4. Éla (a) animal  

(b) meat 

 

5. Ino    (a) the honey bee  

 (b) something very 

sweet   

 

6. Ùjí (a) a hawk  

(b) a rogue  

 

     C.  Market- related polysemous words in Igala  includes the following: 

  Meanings (senses) Further explanation on the usage 

7. Áfò  (a) Name of person  

(b) market day  

Both use for identity. 

8. Èké   (a) Name of person  

(b) market day  

Both used for identity. 

9. Ùkwó       (a) Name of person  

(b) market day  

Both used for identity. 

10. Édè  (a) Name of person  

(b) market day  

Both used for identity. 

         

 

 

 

S/N Nouns  Meanings(senses) of the nouns  Further explanation on the usage 

1. Éjú  (a) Eye   

(b) representative  

 

2. Ùbì - (a) The human back 

(b) behind  

(c) absence 

 

3. Álu (a) mouth     

 (b) hole 

Related in terms of roundness or 

circular nature. 
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    D.  Others polysemous words in the Igala language are: 

  

11. Ùyò  (a) name of person, denoting 

happiness 

(b) happiness or celebration  

 

12. Ùfédò   (a) name of person denoting love  

(b) showing love 

 

13. Ùra  (a) name of person denoting richness  

(b) riches  

 

14. Ónè   (a) human, person 

(b) humane  

 

15 Élé       (a) name of person denoting gift  

(b) gift 

 

 

  E.  Verbs polysemous words in Igala 

S/N VERBS   

16. Lè ólù  (a) to sleep  

 (b) to die 

 

17. Úlè élè  (a) to walk  

(b) to embark on a journey 

 

18. Ájá 

ényà 

(a) to do business  

 (b) to price something. 

 

19. mó  (a) to drink water 

(b) to suck breast 

 

20 kpé  (a)  to divide something          

(b)  to share money. 

 

21 Jé   (a) to eat food 

 (b) to take bribe 

 

22 Kpána (a) to tear paper 

 (b) to break wood 

 

 

3.2   Data Analysis 

In this section the researchers present and analyse some of the data using descriptive 

approach. The analysis is divided into subsections in order to address issues relating to the 

objectives and research questions of this paper. It is observed from the data presented above 

that some nouns are polysemic in Igala language. Some of these nouns include parts of human 
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body while others are animal- related. They have different sense related meanings.  Let us 

consider the following examples: 

 

3.2.1   (A.) Human body- related polysymous words 

Words like Éjú (eye), Ùbì (back), and Álu (mouth) in items 1,2 and 3 respectively from 

the data presented above were some of the cases of polysemous words in Igala language. These 

words are grouped as human-body related polysemous words because they are words used to 

identify parts of the human body. The words are polysemic because their meaning realizations   

have related senses. For instance, in item 2 Ùbì (back) has meanings as in: human back, behind 

and absence. These meanings are related in terms of sense which they expressed. The same 

apply to Éjú (eye) and Álu (mouth) respectively. 

 

3.2.2   (B.) Animal- related polysemous words in Igala language.( nouns) 

In the data presented in group B, we identified nouns as animal - related polysemous 

words in Igala language. The example 1 above showcases the structural occurrences of É la 

which has the meanings as animal and meat. In this case, the word Éla is polysemic. Éla  as in 

animal and as a foolish person. These meanings can serve as examples of homonymy. Other 

words identified in this group are item 5. Ino, (the honey bee, something very sweet) and 6.  Ùjí 

(a hawk,  a rogue). Let us consider the examples of Ùjí below. 

4a    Ùjí m’ajuwe mi du. ( the hawk has taken my fowl.). 

b. Oma enekele le ch’ Ùjí iche. ( The boy is a rogue.). 

 

3.2.3   (C.)  Market- related polysemous words in Igala  

From the data presented, we have tagged this group of polysemic words in Igala as 

market- related polysemic words because most of the lexical items identified in this group are 

names of market days in Igalaland. These names are still used as names of people that were 

born on these market days. The lexical items as presented in items 7, 8, 9 and 10 respectively 

are Áfò, Èké , Ùkwó, Édè. It is observed that the case of lexical ambiguity may be reduced when 

these words are used in structures like: 5. Aja Áfò, Aja Èké ,  Aja Ùkwó, Aja Édè, that is Áfò 

market, Èké market, Ùkwó market, and Édè market respectively.  

 

3.2.4 (D.) Other polysemous words in Igala language 

Some words observed as polysemic words in Igala are Ùyò, Ùfédò, Ùra, Ónè, Élé in items 

11, 12, 13, 14, 15 respectively. These words as described in the data presentation have 

meanings or senses that are related. We have observed that;  Ùyò  means name of a person 

denoting happiness and also means celebration or happiness, Ùfédò as name of a person 
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denoting love and also meaning  showing love, Ùra as  name of person denoting richness and 

also means riches. Ónè on the other hand means human or a person and also meaning being 

humane and Élé is borne as a name of person denoting gift and also means gift. For instance, let 

us consider Ùyò and Ónè in the examples. 

 6a, Ùyò le t’aji. (Ùyò went to stream.) 

 b. A che n’ Ùyò nana unyi wa (we are celebrating in our house.) 

  7a. Ónè iche ich’ela n. (He is human not animal). 

  b. Abacha ch’ Ónè iche no. (Abacha is inhuman) 

 

3.3.1 E. Polysemous verbs in Igala 

 As we can observe from the data presented above, items 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 and 22 

that is Lè ólù, Úlè élè, Ájá ényà, mó ,kpé ,Jé and Kpána have been grouped as some of the 

polysemous verbs in Igala. They have been described as having different sense related 

meanings. For instance; Úlè élè has meanings as in: to walk and to embark on a journey, Ájá 

ényà means to do business and to price something, kpé has meanings as to divide something 

and to share money, Jé means to eat and also to take bribe, and  Kpána has meanings as in to 

tear paper and to break wood. We can as well look at structural occurrence of Lè ólù and mó in 

the examples below. 

8a.  Ata mi a Lè ólù. ( My  father is sleeping.)  

b.  Ata le m’ ólù du. ( The man is dead.) 

9a. Na mó omi. (I  drink water) 

b. E mó enya. ( He sucks breast) 

It is obvious that the verbs in the above examples are polysemic despite their different 

meanings in different contexts of usage. The sense relations of examples 8a, 8b ólù, and 9a, 9b 

mó are determined by the context of use. Although, the nouns in the structure are different the 

verbs still help to explain the idea of taking something through the mouth. . 

 

4.0   Summary of findings, conclusion and recommendation 

The main aim of this study was to address the case of polysemy as a sense relation in 

Igala language. The objectives were to draw attention to the issue of polysemous words and 

critique earlier studies done by earlier scholars on this aspect of Semantics in Igala. These 

provided insights of the research questions. It is obvious from our analysis that there are 

polysemous lexemes in Igala which were described in such words like Éjú (eye), Ùbì (back), and 

Álu (mouth) among others. We have equally made  attempts to describe the lexical items 

deemed polysemous by the native speakers from the perspectives the noun polysemic lexemes 

which were further grouped in such subtitles as human body-related, animal-related, market-
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related and phrase related among others . We also observed some slight inappropriateness in 

the illustrations of polysemic lexemes and gave reasons to draw attention between polysemy 

and homonymy. These we have done in the studies of Ikani 2011, Atadoga 2013 and Idakwoji 

2015 respectively. For instance, we observed the cases of éti ear and éti edge and fé- clean, fé- 

sex (Ikani 2011and Atadoga 2013) as more appropriate for homonymy than polysemy in Igala. In 

the case of Idakwoji who identified the meanings of élà as animal and a foolish person, we 

extended the meaning to capture meat to enable us showcase the difference between 

polysemy and homonymy. 

From our investigations and analysis, we have also discovered that some of the existing 

polysemic words in Igala language apart from being nouns can also be verbs. In the case of the 

verbs, Igala Language exhibits unique characteristics in terms of verb patterns with regard to 

polysemy. It is observed that some verbs are polysemic despite their different meanings in 

different contexts of usage. In the words of Igwe (2002) tone and vowel harmony help to 

differentiate one word-shape from another but verbs still differ in meaning despite their vowel 

and tonal harmony. This we have exemplified in the cases of 8a and 8b and 9a.  and 9b, 

respectively under  the  analysis column of this paper. 

 

4.1   Conclusion 

This paper has examined issues of polysemous lexemes in the Igala language. It has 

established that there exist polysemous lexemes in Igala. It has drawn attention to this aspect of 

its existence in the language and opined that polysemic words in Igala may be identified as 

nouns and verbs. The cases of polysemous verbs were also explained that their sense relations 

depend on the noun objects in the sentence where the words are used. The researchers 

conclude that a concise study as this will help in comprehending polysemic lexemes and can be 

useful to Igala lexicographers in compiling meanings of words in the language. 

 

4.2   Recommendations 

In the course of this study, we have realized that the paper cannot claim to have 

addressed all issues regarding polysemy in Igala language. Some the issues are yet to be 

addressed. It against the background that this paper recommends that there is need for further 

studies on lexical ambiguity and polysemy in Igala and the effects of homonymy and polysemy 

on lexical access in Igala.  
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Ụmị 
Ebumnuche nch cha a bụ ịtụle nkwugharị okwu n’Igbo izugbe. Ọ gbadokwara ụkwụ n’ịch pụta 
ụdị nkwugharị e nwere n’Igbo,  dịdị ya na usoro e si ekwugharị okwu mana e wezugara  n dụ e 
jiri kwuo ma   bụ kwugharịa okwu na nch cha a. E jiri atụtụ nke Z lkorskij na Mel’cǔk wepụtara 
n’af  (1967 na 1974) nke ha kp r  Atụtụ Ngh ta Okwu (ANO) mee nch cha a. Ebe mgbado 
ụkwụ atụtụ a bụ n’ mụmụ asụsụ  dịnala dị ka ngwa  rụ e ji ezipụta ngh ta. A gbasoro usoro 
s vee nk wa n’ rụ a. Ndị e sitere n’aka ha mee nch cha gụnyere nwoke na nwaanyị bụ ndị Igbo 
dị iche iche a mụnyere n’asụsụ Igbo kp m kwem bi na Nsụka. Njatụle (data) e jiri mee nch cha 
sitere n’ajụjụ  nụ, ihe e nwetara n’igwe k mpụta, ihe a gụtara n’akwụkw  na mmụta  ch cha 
nwere. Nch cha e mere gosiri na e nwere ụz  nkwugharị abụ  n’Igbo: nkwugharị nke mkpụrụ 
okwu na nke ahịrị okwu. A ch pụtakwara usoro dị iche iche e si ekwugharị okwu n’Igbo. Nke 
mbụ bụ site n’iji mkpụrụ okwu  z  nwere otu echiche n chite anya nke dibu n’ahịrị okwu, 
nhazigharị ahịrị okwu, nhazigharị usoro echiche, ibelata/igbubilata ogologo ahịrị okwu ka o pee 
mpe nakwa ime echiche okwu ka   dị  kpụrụkpụ. Site na nch cha e mere, a ch pụtakwara ụz  
ndị  z gasị dị iche iche e nwere ike isi kwughar ịa okwu n’Igbo dị ka ikwugharị okwu mkp aha, 
okwu nn chiaha, okwu ngwa, nk waaha, nkwuwa, nha na okwu ngụn nụ. Nch cha a 
gosipụtakwara  dịdị nkwugharị okwu at : nkwugharị nnabata ezi okwu na ido anya, nkwugharị 
nchịk ta na nhazi nakwa nkwughar ị mgbanwe ebe gaa n’ogogo nka mkpak rịta ụka. A na-
echekwube na nch cha a ga-ewulite mmụ  ndị  z  n’ịmụ asụsụ Naịjịrịa ga. Ọ ga-abakwa uru 
n’ịkpalite g vmentị ịrụpụta  ba akwụkw  n’asụsụ Igbo. Ọch cha tinyekwara aro nke aka ya.  
 

Abstract  
This paper studies paraphrase in Igbo. The context of the sentence/word and its paraphrase was 
not considered in this study. It provides and explains the nature and forms of paraphrase in Igbo. 
The theory of two renowned linguists Zolkorskij (1967) and Mel’cǔk (1974) called the meaning 
text theory (MTT) was used. This theory placed strong emphasis on semantics and considered 
natural languages primarily as a tool for expressing meaning. The method used is descriptive 
survey. The people used to elicit information include male and female Igbo indigenes residing in 
Nsukka. The method of data collection is through questioning, computer findings, literature 
reviews and the prevous knowledge of the researcher. The findings show that there are two major 
types of paraphrase in Igbo namely: lexical paraphrase and structural paraphrase. It was found out  
that there are ways of paraphrasing which include using synonyms, using varied sentence 
patterns, the order of ideas, shortening long sentences and making abstract ideas more concrete. It 
was also discovered that there are other ways of paraphrasing such as paraphrasing nouns, 
pronouns, verbs, prepositions, adverbs, adjectives, nominals etc. From the findings, it was also 
discovered that there are three forms of paraphrase namely: acknowledge and clarify paraphrase, 
summarize and organize paraphrase and shift logical levels of conversation paraphrase. It is 
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hoped that this study will among other things, advance the course of the current interest in the 
study of Nigerian languages. The findings of this study will also be of benefit in raising the 
interest of the government to build Igbo language libraries and training centres for raising of 
experts in Igbo language all over the world.  
 

1. Mkpọlite  

 Nch cha a gbadoro ụkwụ n’ịk wa  dịdị na ụdịdị nkwugharị okwu n’Igbo n’agbanyeghi 

 n dụ e jiri kwuo ma   bụ kwugharịa ya. Asụsụ bụ  gbara gharịị ma bụrụkwa isi sekpu ntị 

n’ịgbasa ozi. Iji nwee ezi nkwukorita, asụsụ gụnyere ma e wezuga ihe ndị  z  mmek rịta si ebe 

dị iche iche gbara  kpụrụkpụ dị ka ezi ngh ta, mkpụrụ ụda asụsụ zuru oke, mmebe na usoro 

okwu, ngh ta mkpụrụ okwu, echiche nakwa usoro ndịn rụ ya ga. Nke a kpatara e jirila kwuo na 

ngh ta asụsụ akwụsịghị n’ịmatacha ihe mkpụrụ okwu ga pụtachara. Njik ta ma   bụ nhazi 

mkpụrụ okwu ndị a iji mebee ahịrị okwu nwere ezi ngh ta dịkwa oke mkpa. Nhazi ma   bụ 

njik ta mkpụrụ okwu nwere ike iweta ahịrị okwu dị iche iche nwere  tụtụ echiche ma   bụ ahịrị 

okwu abụ  ma   bụ karịa nwere otu ụdị echiche. Ahịrị okwu abụ  ma   bụ karịa nwere otu 

echiche ka a na-akp  nkwugharị.  

 Nkwugharị bụ igosigharị ihe mmadụ kwuru n’ụdị okwu  z  n’enweghị mgbanwe   bụla 

n’echiche. Nkwugharị abụghị ihe  hụrụ n’ebe amụmamụ lingwuistik dị kama na ndị mmadụ 

etinyebeghị uche ha n’ime nch cha gbasara ya n’asụsụ Igbo. O so n’otu n’ime usoro zuru  nụ 

n’asụsụ mmadụ. Ọ bụ n’ihi na o nwebeghị nch cha   bụla e merela na ya n’Igbo izugbe tinyere 

na nke e merela eme, ndị nch cha lefere anya n’iwepụta  dịdị nkwugharị, usoro e si ekwugharị 

ya nakwa agwara dị n’okwu nkwugharị mere onye nch cha jiri nwee mkpalite mmụ  n’ime 

nch cha na ya. Naanị ebe e derela obere ihe na ya bụ n’asụsụ Bekee.  

 Dị ka anyị marala na nkwugharị so n’otu n’ime usoro asụsụ mmadụ, a na-eji ya amata ihe 

bụ ebumnobi mmadụ ma   bụ agh ta ihe onye na-ekwu okwu bu n’uche. Ọ bụkwazị iji mkpụrụ 

okwu nwegasịrị ngh ta ndị e nwere ike ide ede, ịsụ asụ ma   bụ ịgụ agụ mee ka a mata ebumnobi 

mmadụ dị ka Ngoesi (1993) si k waa. N’otu aka ahụ, e nwekwazịrị ike ihazigharị ihe e dere ede, 

ịsụgharị asụsụ ma   bụ ikwugharị ihe e kwuru na mbụ n’ụz   z  ma   bụ n’ụdị okwu  z  

n’enweghị mgbanwe   bụla na ngh ta ya.  

 Nkwugharị malitere n’agbata ndị Frenchị na Griik ndị na-asụ asụsụ Ịtalian na Room  kpụ 

n’agbata af  1540 ruo na 1550  (ya bụ na senchuri nke iri na isii). Cummings (1994) k wara na 

nkwugharị a nwere  dịdị at  gụnyere: nkwugharị nnabata ezi okwu na ido anya, nkwugharị 

nchịk ta, na nhazi nakwa nkwughar ị mgbanwe ebe gaa n’ogogo nka mkpak rịta ụka. Mana ụdịdị 

nkwugharị dị naanị ụz  abụ  - nkwugharị nke mkpụrụ okwu na nkwugharị nke ahịrị okwu.  

 Arụmụka so  dịdị na ụdịdị nkwugharị ndị a bụ na ndị  ka asụsụ ụf dụ kwuru na 

nkwugharị bụ nchịk ta okwu. Trupe (2005) kwuru na   ka mma ma zuo oke ịhụta nkwugharị dị 

ka mpaghara nchịk ta okwu dị mkpa n’isi okwu, ma bụrụkwa nka na-eme nchịk ta okwu ka   dị 

mfe. Ọ gara n’ihu kwuo na a bịa n’ogogo ahịrị okwu, na nkwugharị na-enye aka ịchịk ta ya  nụ, 

ma mee ya ka o dowanye anya site n’ime ka ngh ta ahịrị okwu ndị ahụ dị mfe. N’ebe ndị  z  n , 
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nkwugharị na nchịk ta okwu abụghị otu mana n’ezi okwu,  rụ ha na-arụ yitere onwe ha. Ọ bụ 

n’ihi nke a ka o jiri bụrụ ihe mgbagwoju anya.  

 Ndị  ka asụsụ k wara na e ji nchịk ta okwu agbarisi ederede buru ibu ma kpok ta ya 

n’ụz  dị nke nke n’agbanyeghi ngh ta mbụ ya ebe nkwugharị bụ ikwunwo n’ụz   z  okwu e 

kwuru mbụ nke na e nweghi ndịmiche   bụla na ngh ta ha. Otu o sila dị, mkpebi ndị  ka asụsụ 

ndị a bụ na n’ụz  usoro abụ  ndị ahụ, ma e kwugharịrị ya ekwugharị ma a chịk tara ya achịk ta, 

ngh ta ha ga-abụrịrị otu site na nhazi mkpụrụ okwu nakwa  dịdị ahịrị okwu ha. Ha ekwenyeghị 

na nkwugharị bụ nchịk ta okwu kama ha kwenyere na  rụ ha na-arụ yitere ma kwenyekwa na 

nkwugharị nwere oke na  n dụ n’ime nchịk ta okwu. Nch cha a na-emezi ugbu a ga-enye aka 

n’ịtụle nkwugharị  dịdị na ụdịdị ya nakwa usoro nkwughar ị ha tụmadị etu o si metuta Igbo 

izugbe.  

 O nwebeghị atụtụ   bụla e jirila mee nch cha n’isi okwu a n’asụsụ Igbo izugbe. Ọ bụ ya 

kpaliri mmụ   ch cha iji atụtụ ngh ta okwu (ANO) mee nch cha n’isi okwu a n’Igbo. 

N’imejupụta ebumnuche nch cha a,  rụ a gbalịzịrị ịza ajụjụ ndị a:  

(a) Kedu ụdịdị na  dịdị nkwugharị okwu e nwere n’Igbo? 

(b) Olee ụz  dịgasị iche iche e nwere ike isi kwugharị okwu n’Igbo izugbe nakwa agwara dị 

n’okwu nkwugharị? 

 

2. Ntụlegharị agụmagụ 

 A haziri mpaghara a ụz  at : ntụlegharị atụtụ, ntụlegharị nch cha n’isi okwu na 

ntụlegharị atụtụ nch cha. 

 

2.1 Ntụlegharị atụtụ  

 Anagbogụ, Mbah na Eme (2010) site n’Asadụ (2012) kwuru na asụsụ bụ ụz  e si 

ezik rịta ozi n’ụdị echiche, mmetụ aka, inwe mmasị na mmetụta obi site n’okwu  nụ ma   bụ 

ederede. Crystal (1997) kwukwara na o nweghị ihe   bụla mmadụ nwere ike ime ma e wezuga 

asụsụ. Ng esi (1993) kwuru  na e nwere ike iji mkpụrụ okwu nwegasịrị ngh ta ndị e nwere ike 

ịsụ asụ, ide ede ma   bụ ịgụ agụ mee ka a mata ebumnobi mmadụ. E nwekwazịrị ike ịhazigharị 

ihe e dere ede, ịsụgharị asụsụ ma   bụ ikwugharị ihe e kwuru na mbụ n’ụz   z  ma   bụ n’ụdị 

okwu  z  n’enweghi mgbanwe   bụla na ngh ta ma   bụ n’echiche ya. Ya bụ nkwugharị.  

 Nk wa sitere n’ wa ozi ịntanetị k wara na nkwugharị bụ mmek rịta dị n’etiti okwu abụ  

nwere otu ụdị echiche. O gosipụtara na e nwere ụz  nkwugharị abụ  - nke mkpụrụ okwu na nke 

ahịrị okwu. Ọ gara n’ihu k waa na ụz  dị iche iche e si eme nkwughar ị gụnyere iji mkpụrụ okwu 

 z  nwere otu ụdị echiche n chite anya nke mbụ, nhazigharị ahịrị okwu mbụ ahụ, nhazigharị 

usoro echiche okwu ahụ nakwa ndị  z .  

 Mel’cǔk (1992) k wara nkwugharị site n’atụtụ ngh ta okwu (ANO). Ọ hụtara ya dị ka 

nk wa lingwistiik nwek r  otu ụdị ngh ta amụmechiche  nụ. Ọka mmụta a gara n’ihu kwuo na e 

wezuga ihe nn chite anya ahịrị okwu ma   bụ mkpụrụ okwu ndị a, na ngh ta ha ga-abụ otu 

n’enweghị mgbanwe   bụla. O mere ka anyị gh ta na e nwere ike isite n’okwu ndị yitere onwe ha 
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nweta nkwugharị. Etu o sila dị,   k wara na nt ala atụtụ a butere  gbata uhie n’usoro nkwugharị 

nyere atụtụ ndị  z  e nwere ike iji tụlee mmek rịta amụmechiche ndị  z  ga.  

 Harris na Chomsky (1957) k wakwara maka nkwugharị. Ndị  ka asụsụ ndị a kwuru na 

mgbanwe n’olu na usoro odide nwere ike ịbụ ụz   z  e si ekwugharị okwu n’ụdị na ha nwere όtù 

ụdị ngh ta e nwetara na mgbanwe dị n’etiti ha. Levin (1993) kwukwara na mgbanwe nwere ike 

isite n’ihe nn chite anya nke mkpụrụ okwu ma   bụ ahịrị okwu ndị miri emi ma   bụ ndị emighị 

emi, nkeji ngwaa ma   bụ nnara nakwa nch pụta ezi ihe ndị  z .  

 Ndị  z  k wara nkwugharị bụ Culicover (1968) na Fujita (2010). Nk wa ha gbadoro 

ụkwụ na nke Hurford, Heasley na Smith (2007). Ha kwuru na nkwugharị bụ ngh ta onye   bụla 

n’ahịrị okwu ga na otu e siri kwuo ya bụ okwu. Ha k wara na mgbe   bụla e kwuru okwu, onye a 

gwara okwu ahụ kwesiri ịgh ta ya ma nwekwaa ike igosipụta ya bụ okwu n’ụz   z  

n’agbanyeghị echiche ma   bụ ngh ta o nwetara mgbe   nụrụ okwu ahụ mbụ.  

 Dras (1999) hụtara nkwugharị site n’akụkụ nka echiche. Ọ k wara nkwugharị site na 

nnomi amụmamụ echiche  ndabere n’ezie. Rus, McCarthy, Graesser na McNamara (2008) ndị jiri 

echiche ngụnyere were rụ   rụ k wara nkwugharị dị ka echiche ngụnyere ihu na azụ. Nk wa ha 

ndị a egbochaghị mkpa nkwugharị dị ka mwube otu ụdị ngh ta ma   bụ echiche yiri onwe ha 

kama o bufere ya n’okpuru ndị  z  dị ka mwube ezi ahịrị okwu na ezi echiche ngụnyere. Ọz  

kwa, nkwụsi ike ha wezugara ihe dị iche iche na-eme eme nke nwere ike ịbata na nkwugharị.  

 Bhagat (2009) hụtara nkwugharị n’ụz   z  dị iche iche na nka echiche. N’uche nke ya, e 

nwere ụf dụ okwu nkwugharị abụchaghị όt  n’okwu mbụ ha. Na nka echiche, ha nwere ike ịbụ 

nkwugharị ma   bụ ụdị nkwugharị maka iji ha were rụ   rụ. Nke a mere na ndị  ka mmụta ga ndị 

jirila ya mere aka  rụ gụnyere ya dị ka ihe nwere otu ụdị amụmechiche. Ọ bụkwa maka na nk wa 

ha dabara nke  ma na nke nka echiche butere mgbagwoju anya n’ụdị όkè nkwugharị.  

 Hirst (2014) k wara nkwugharị dị ka okwu (ikwu o kwu) maka  n dụ n’ụz  dị iche iche. 

O siri agụg  na nkwugharị abụghị myinechiche kama na e nwere ndịmiche ndịn rụ asụsụ na 

nkwugharị bụ ndị gụnyere nch pụta, echiche nsina, nhụtara dg. Mel’cǔk (2012) mgbe   na-ak wa 

nkwugharị kwuru na ahịrị okwu myinechiche yitere onwe ha na nkwughar ị si n’otu amụmamụ 

echiche pụta, ma gbakwụnyekwa na nkwugharị yitere onwe ha gụnyere isonyecha n’ime ak  na 

uche ụb chị   bụla.  

 Bussmann (2013) na Ndimele (1999) k wara na nkwugharị dị ka myinechiche, ya bụ, 

mkpụrụ okwu abụ  ma   bụ karịa ịdịkete nso na mpụtara n’ụdị na ha abụ  na-egosipụta otu ihe 

n’ụz  dị iche iche n’agbanyeghị echiche ya. Ha gosipụtakwara ụz  nkwugharị abụ  e nwere bụ 

ndị gụnyere nkemkpụrụ okwu na nkeahịrị okwu. Erk na Pado (2009) k wakwara nkwugharị dị ka 

iji ebumnuche odee wee bulite  rụ nke onwe. Na nkwughar ị, a na-ejiri okwu nke onwe ede 

ebumnuche odee site na mmalite wee ruo na ngwụcha. Na nk wa ha, nkwugharị nwere ụdịdị ahịrị 

okwu dị iche iche nakwa ngh ta okwu.  

 N’ikpeazụ, otu ihe doro anya bụ na nkwugharị bụ ịk wagharị okwu e kwuru mbụ n’ụz  

 z  ma   bụ n’okwu  z  dị iche. Na nke mbụ, ngh ta ya bụ okwu ga-abụrịrị όt  n’enweghị 
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mgbanwe   bụla. Nke a kpatara na  ch cha ji atụtụ ngh ta okwu (ANO) eme nch cha a n’Igbo 

izugbe n’ihi na atụtụ a gbadoro ụkwụ n’ mụmụ asụsụ ma na-ezipụtakwa ngh ta dị n’okwu e 

kwuru kp m kwem.  Ọ bụ ezi okwu na ndị  ka mmụta dị iche iche ejirila atụtụ dị iche iche wee 

mee nch cha na nkwugharị n’asụsụ Bekee mana o nwebeghi nch cha   bụla e jirila atụtụ a mee 

n’Igbo. O so n’ihe kpaliri mmụ   ch cha iji atụtụ a mee nch cha ya n’isi okwu a nakwa n’Igbo 

izugbe n’ihi na atụtụ a na-ezipụta ngh ta bụ isi a hụrụ kwaba okpu na ya bụ isi okwu.   

 

2.2 Ntụlegharị nchọcha n’isi okwu  

 Ọ bụ ezi okwu na o nweela ndị jirila atụtụ dị iche iche wee mee nch cha na nkwugharị 

n’asụsụ Bekee. Ndị a gụnyere: keck, Fujita, Bhagat, Demir na ndị  z  mana o nwebeghi onye   

bụla jiri atụtụ ngh ta okwu (ANO) mee nch cha na nkwugahrị n’Igbo izugbe kp m kwem. Ọ bụ 

nke a kpaliri mmụ   ch cha iji atụtụ a (ANO) mee nch cha n’asụsụ Igbo. Nke a bụ iji ch pụta 

ma e nwere nkwugharị okwu n’Igbo izugbe,  dịdị na ụdị ya ga, usoro e si ekwugharị ha, 

mmek rịta ma   bụ ngh ta dị n’okwu mbụ e kwuru na nkwugharị ya tinyere ma e nwere myiri 

ma   bụ ndịmiche dị n’etiti ha dị ka o si dị n’asụsụ Bekee.  

 Fujita (2005, 2010) mere nch cha miri emi na nkwughar ị. O jiri atụtụ nk wa mee 

nch cha ya. Ebumnuche ya bụ ịch pụta ma wepụta ụdịdị nkwugharị kacha ak wapụta ihe niile 

gbasara nkwugharị n’ogogo asụsụ   bụla. Nch cha ya gosipụtara na e nwere  dịdị na ụdịdị 

nkwugharị nakwa nkeji ha n’ukwu. Mana a ch pụtara na a bịa na nkwugahrị okwu na nkeji  dịdị 

na ụdị nkwugharị ndị a o kewapụtara enweghi ezigbo ngh ta so ha n’azụ. 

 Nch cha Bhagat (2009) mere yitere nke Fujita. Bhagat jiri atụtụ mgbak  lingwistiik wee 

mee nch cha ya. Ebumnuche Bhagat bụ ikewapụta nkwugharị na ụdị ya ga ma ch pụta nke kacha 

dị ire n’ rụ. Nch cha ya gosipụtara na naanị nkwugharị njiarụ  rụ a kp r  aha ma   bụ a tụrụ aka 

bụ nke nwere ike igosipụta nkwugharị n’uju ma   bụ n’ụz  doro anya. N’ikpe azụ, a ch pụtara na 

nch cha Fujita gbara iche n’ dịdị ya, tinyere na ụdị nkeji ha n’ukwu o kejipụtara, na ha enweghị 

ezigbo usoro ma   bụ nk wa zuru oke na nkwughar ị ha nke ga-ezipụta ngh ta ha n’uju.  

 Ugwuanyị (2008) mere nch cha na nkwugharị okwu n’olu Akụ nke dị n’Igbo-Etiti na 

Steeti Enugwu. O jikwara atụtụ nk wa nke Oluikpe (1979) na nke Katz na Fodor (1964) wee mee 

nch cha ya. Ebumnuche ya bụ ịch pụta ahịrị nkwugharị n’olu Akụ. Nch cha ya gosipụtara na dị 

ka ndị a mụnyere n’Akụ, na ha nwere okwu nkwugharị dị iche iche n’olu Akụ nke ngh ta ha 

pụtara otu ihe n’okwu mbụ ha n’enweghi mgbanwe   bụla. O gosipụtakwara na a bịa n’olu Akụ 

na e nwere ụdị nkwugharị abụ  - nkwugharị nke mkpụrụ okwu na nkwughar ị nke ahịrị okwu dị 

ka   dị n’Igbo izugbe. O nyekwara  mụma atụ nke   bụla n’olu Akụ.  

 Nch cha a na-eme ugbu a yiteziri nke Bhagat, Fujita na nke Ugwuanyị n’ebe ụf dụ ma 

nwekwa ebe e nwere ndịmiche na ha. Ha yitere onwe ha n’iwepụta ụdị nkwugharị e nwere mana 

ebe   n  gbazie iche bụ na nch cha niile mmadụ at  ndị ahụ mere hibere isi n’asụsụ Bekee 

tinyere na atụtụ ha jicha wee mee nch cha ha dịkwa iche na nke e ji eme nch cha a na-eme ugbu 

a. Ọch cha ji atụtụ ngh ta okwu (ANO) na-eme nch cha nke ya n’asụsụ Igbo kp m kwem. 

Nch cha ya yitụkwara nke Mel’cuk n’ụdị na atụtụ e jiri mee nch cha abụ  ndị a bụ otu. Ha abụ  
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jiri atụtụ a (ANO) wee mee nch cha ha. Ọch cha gbasoro usoro atụtụ a maka na nch cha a na-

eme ugbu a hibere isi na ngh ta okwu ma bụrụkwa isi sekpu ntị n’ rụ a.  

 Ndị  z  mekwara nch cha na nkwugharị bụ Demir, El-kahlout, Unal na Kaya (2012). Ha 

gbasokwara atụtụ ngh ta okwu na nch cha ha. Ebumnuche ha bụ ịch pụta otu nkwugharị T  k 

ga-esi kwụrụ n’ gbara, ya na ụdị nkwụgharị dị iche iche ha nwere. Nch pụta ha bụ na otu ndị 

mmadụ si ak wa nkwugharị n’etiti nkwugharị ahịrị okwu ndị T  k nwere oke mmetụta n’otu ha 

si akwụba ahịrị okwu ndị a n’ gbara. E nwere myiri na ndịmiche pụtara ihe n’etiti nch cha Demir 

na ndị  z  na nch cha a na-eme ugbu a. Atụtụ ha abụ  jiri mee nch cha ha bụ otu (ANO) ma na-

arụtụkwa aka n’ụdị nkwugharị e nwere dị ka    dị na nch cha a na-eme ugbu a mana ebe ha 

nwere ndịmiche bụ na nch cha Demir na ndị  z  na-ekwu maka nkwugharị ahịrị okwu ndị T  k 

ebe nke a na-eme ugbu a na-ekwu maka nkwugharị n’Igbo izugbe kp m kwem.  

 Keck (2006) mere nch cha na nkwugharị. O jiri atụtụ nk wa wee mee nch cha ya. 

Ebumnuche ya bụ ịch pụta otu ndị a mụnyere n’asụsụ Bekee na ndị a mụnyeghi na ya si 

ekwugharị ederede n’asụsụ Bekee. Ọ ch pụtara na ụz  otu abụ  ndị a nwara oke ha ịgbalarị 

ndegharị ma   bụ ịk pịgharị ihe niile etu e siri depụta ya n’akwụkw  kama ha webitachara ma   

bụ bite okwu ụf dụ site n’ederede ahụ na nkwugharị ha.  

 Eze (2010) mekwara nch cha nke ya na nkwugharị.  O jiri atụtụ nk wa mee nch cha ya. 

Ebumnuche ya bụ ịch pụta nkwugharị na asụsụ Bekee kp m kwem. Ọ ch pụtara na e nwere ụz  

nkwugharị abụ  na Bekee ma zipụtakwa na e nwere okwu ụf dụ a na-enweghị ike ikwugharị 

n’asụsụ Bekee dị ka aha mmadụ ma   bụ aha ihe dị ka chi si kee ya.  

 Onye  z  mere nch cha na nkwugharị bụ Dras (1999). Atụtụ o jiri mee nch cha miri emi 

na ya bụ atụtụ osisi eserese njik ta ụt  asụsụ nke   kp r  (TAG) n’asụsụ Bekee. Atụtụ TAG bụ 

usoro mgbak  nke nwere ike ịk wa atụtụ lingwistiik na-egosipụta na e nwere ike iwube mpụtara 

ma   bụ ngh ta asụsụ mbụ tinyere na atụtụ lingwistiik a nweziri obere  rụ n’ịkpa ók  n’etiti 

mwube nke a nabatara na mbụ. Ebumnuche ya bụ ịch pụta nkwugharị n’ dịdị usoro okwu, ya na 

ịk wa atụtụ lingwistiik na-egosipụta na e nwere ike iwube mpụtara ma   bụ ngh ta asụsụ mbụ 

site n’atụtụ TAG. Nch cha ya gosipụtara na e nweziri ike ikpok ta okwu n k r   nụ ma gosipụta 

ya n’ụdị mbụ ma site na ya nweta nkwugharị ya, nke ga-adaba n’ók  e nyere n’enweghi ndịmiche 

na ngh ta ha.  

 Nch cha Graesser, McNamara, Lauwerse na Cai (2004) n’ ime Brandon, Crossley na 

McNamara (2012) mere yitere nke Dras (1999). Ebumnuche Graesser na ndị  z  bụ imepụta 

igwe  mụmụ ji aka ya ewube nkwughar ị okwu na ụdị nkwugharị ga. Ha jiri atụtụ ngwa mgbak  

mee nch cha ha. Nch cha ha gosipụtara na ahịrị okwu mbụ ga nwere ike ịdị iche na nkwugharị 

ha ma   bụrụ na ahịrị mbụ ha ebughi ibu, site n’iji akara lingwistiik nwere ogologo ederede na 

okwu dị elu karịa nke mbụ ma   bụ  dịdị usoro okwu gbagwojuru anya wee kwugharịa ya. 

Nch cha ndị otu abụ  ndị a mere yitere n’ụdị na atụtụ ha jiri wee mee nch cha ha bụ otu (atụtụ 

mgbak ) mana ihe ha ch pụtagasịrị dịcha n’iche n’iche dị ka ebumnuche ndị   bụla siri dị.  

 N’ikpeazụ, n’agbanyeghi na  tụtụ ndị nch cha ejirila atụtụ dị iche iche wee mee nch cha 

pụrụ iche na nkwugharị, e nwebeghị nch cha   bụla e jirila atụtụ ngh ta okwu (ANO) mee n’isi 
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okwu a n’Igbo izugbe. A na-eche na nch cha a na-eme ugbu a ga-abụ mmepe ụz  na ntụzi aka 

nyere ndị nch cha  z  na-esota n’ime nch cha n’asụsụ dị iche iche e nwere n’ala anyị bụ 

Naịjirịa.  

 

2.3 Ntụlegharị atụtụ nchọcha 

Atụtụ ngh ta okwu (ANO) bụ Aleksander Zolkowskij na Igor Mel’cǔk wepụtara ya n’af  

1967 na 1974 n’otu n’otu. Ha wepụtara atụtụ a maka nk wa asụsụ  dịnala na mwube na nnomi 

ngh ta asụsụ. Ha k wara na atụtụ a nyere ezigbo ohere maka nk wa lingwistiik n’ihi ụdị agwa   

na-akpa. Ha mekwara ka a mara na atụtụ ngh ta okwu (ANO) gbadoro ụkwụ kp m kwem 

n’ mụmụ asụsụ  dịnala dị ka ngwa  rụ e ji ezipụta ngh ta.  

 Milicevic (2001), mgbe   na-ak wa atụtụ a, kwuru na atụtụ ngh ta okwu (ANO) bụ atụtụ 

e ji ewube asụsụ  dịnala nke a kp r  okwu nn omi. Ọ gara n’ihu kwuo na kemgbe mbido atụtụ a 

n’af  1960 ga, atụtụ a gbadosiri ụkwụ ike n’amụmechiche ma were asụsụ dị adị dị ka ngwa  rụ 

mbụ n’izipụta ngh ta. Ihe ngh ta n’atụtụ a bukarịrị n’obi bụ nkwugharị, myinechiche na  k wa 

okwu karịa nnyocha ha. N’ịk wami ihe ndị a, Nakhimovsky (1990) mere ka a mara na atụtụ 

ngh ta okwu na-agbara nzipụta ekwurekwu aka ebe n’ogogo   bụla (amụmechiche, agba ala 

usoro okwu, agba elu usoro okwu na amụmamụ mmebe agba ala okwu).  

 Atụtụ ngh ta okwu (ANO) ji usoro mgbak  lingwistiik na-ak wa data. Usoro a bụ 

mkpok ta iwu mbụ niile na nchịkwa ndịnime gbagwojuru anya, nke tụgharịrị iwu amụmamụ 

echiche mbụ ka   bụrụ ederede. Melcǔk (1981) jiri usoro a k waa  rụ mkpụrụ okwu mbụ n’asụsụ 

nnomi tinyere igosipụta ụdị mkpụrụ okwu ndị a n’uju n’atụtụ mbụ nke asụsụ  dịnala a kp r  

atụtụ ngh ta okwu. Atụtụ a bara nnukwu uru n’ihi na o wepụtara n’ụz  pụrụ iche usoro doro anya 

n’ịk wa lingwistiik ma site n’agwa   na-akpa nye onwe ya nke  ma n’igwe  mụmụ/k mpụta na 

igwe ntụgharị ahịrị na nkebi ahịrị okwu ga. Ọz  kwa, o mere ka a mara na ihe mebere okwu 

ndịnasụsụ (legzik n) nke asụsụ nwere ike ijik ta otu asụsụ na ibe ya n’ime amụmamụ echiche 

n’ụz  dị nke nke. E gosipụtara nke a n’atụtụ ngh ta okwu (ANO) dị ka  rụ mkpụrụ okwu.  

 Atụtụ  z  e jirila mụ  nkwugharị bụ atụtụ ndabere n’ezie. Nke a bụ atụtụ nke Tarski 

(1933) wepụtara maka ntụle echiche okwu. Atụtụ ndabere n’ezie na-ekwu na  n dụ ga-adịrịrị ma 

  bụrụ na okwu e kwuru ga-abụ ezi okwu. Tarski kwuru na atụtụ a bụ iji tụlee echiche dị n’ahịrị 

okwu nke gbadoro ụkwụ n’enyemaka   na-enye n’ n dụ ezi okwu dị na ntụlegharị uche dị n’ime 

ya. O gbasoro usoro nk wa wee tụchaa data ya. Usoro a nyere aka n’igosipụta na okwu ya, nkebi 

okwu ya na ahịrị okwu ga nwere ike ịbụ ezi okwu ma   bụ asị site na ntụle ha. Nkwugharị dị ka 

otu n’ime mpaghara amụmamụ echiche nke na-egosipụta echiche ma   bụ ngh ta dị n’okwu e 

kwuru jiri atụtụ a wee rụ   rụ mana o wepụtaghị ihe dị iche iche dị na na nkwugharị dị ka ụdịdị, 

usoro nakwa ihe ndị  z . Ọ bụ n’ihi mperi a o riri mere ụmụ amadị a jiri wepụta (ANO) iji wee 

tụlee nkwugharị.  
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 Na nchịk ta,  ch cha jiri atụtụ ngh ta okwu (ANO) mee nch cha a na-eme ugbu a. Nke 

a bụ iji gbasoo ihe Mel’cǔk na Aleksander kwuru na atụtụ a gbadoro ụkwụ na ngh ta asụsụ. 

Ngh ta bụkwa isi sekpu ntị n’isi okwu nch cha a maka na nkwugharị dị ka amụmamụ echiche bụ 

nke na-ekwugharị ma   bụ egosigharị ihe mmadụ kwuru n’ụz   z  n’enweghị mgbanwe   bụla 

na ngh ta ya, hibekwara isi na ngh ta. Atụtụ a ga-enye aka n’itule nkwugharị n’Igbo na kwa 

izipụta ngh ta okwu nkwugharị ụf dụ n’asụsụ izugbe kp m kwem.  

 

2.4 Nchịkọta ntulegharị agụmagụ  

 Na nchịk ta, ndị  ka mmụta dị iche iche ak wala nkwugharị dị ka ikwugharị n’olu onwe 

ihe e kwuru na mbụ n’enweghị mgbanwe   bụla na ngh ta ha. Nch cha ha mere n’asụsụ Bekee 

gosipụtara ụz  nkwugharị abụ  e nwere – nke mkpụrụ okwu na nke ahịrị okwu, nakwa nke ihe 

ndị  z .  

 Mana n’agbanyeghị nch cha dị iche iche e merela na nkwughar ị n’asụsụ Bekee, nke a 

na-eme ugbu a bụ n’asụsụ Igbo kp m kwem. Nch cha a dị mkpa ma bụrụkwa nke ga-aba uru nye 

ndị nch cha  z  na-esota. Nke a bụ n’ihi na   ga-abụrụ ha ihe ntụzi aka mgbe ha na-eme nch cha 

nke ha n’asụsụ ala Naijirịa ndị  z . Ọ ga-ewulitekwa mmụ  ndị na-etolite etolite n’imụ asụsụ 

Naịjirịa ga. Ọz  kwa, a na-echekwube na site na nch cha a, g vmenti ga-enwe mmasị ịrụpụta  ba 

akwụkw  ebe   dị ukwu maka  mụmụ asụsụ tinyekwara ebe  zụzụ ndị nwere mmasị n’ihe 

gbasara  mụmụ asụsụ Naịjirịa.  

 

3.0 Usoro nchọcha  

 A gbasoro usoro s vee nk wa wee mee nch cha a. Nworgụ (1991) k wara ụdị s vee a dị 

ka ịch pụta ihe dị adị, k waa ya ma nye ya mpụtara n’ụz  kwesiri ekwesi. Asadụ (2015) mgbe   

na-ak wa usoro   gbasoro na nch cha o mere gbadokwara ụkwụ n’usoro s vee nk wa a. Ọ bụ 

usoro a ka e jiri k waa mkpụrụ okwu nkwugharị na ahịrị nkwugharị tinyere ihe ndị  z  pụtara ihe 

n’ rụ a.  

 Ebe a n r  mee nch cha a bụ na Nsụka mana  ch cha gakwara n’ ba akwụkw  dị n’ụl  

akwụkw  dị elu dị iche iche dị ka Mahadum Naịjirịa, Enugwu n’ime steeti Enugwu, Mahadum 

Nnamdị Azikiwe dị n’Ọka n’ime steeti Anambra nakwa K leji Ọmụmụ Nkụzi G vmentị Etiti dị 

n’Eha-Amufu, Nsụka n’ime steeti Enugwu. gụ  ihe dị iche iche e dere maka nkwugharị n’asụsụ 

Bekee ma tụgharịkwa ha n’asụsụ Igbo. Ọ gakwara n’ wa ozi ịntanetị wee wepụta ihe ụf dụ dị 

n’ rụ a. O jikwara atụtụ ngh ta okwu (ANO) nke na-agbado ụkwụ na ngh ta na mmek rịta 

amụmechiche wee rụ   rụ a. O jikwara nwoke na nwaanyị dị iche iche bụ ndị Igbo mara asụsụ 

Igbo nke  ma ma birikwa na Nsụka wee kwara ngwa  rụ.  

 

4.  Ntụcha data: Nkwugharị n’Igbo izugbe 

   Nch cha a gbadoro ụkwụ na nk wa nkwugharị abụ  e nwere n’Igbo. Nkwugharị ndị a 

gụnyere:  
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(a) nkwugharị nke mkpụrụ okwu  

(b) nkwugharị nke ahịrị okwu  

E  jiri atụtụ ngh ta okwu (ANO) tụchaa nch cha a. Atụtụ a gbadoro ụkwụ n’ mụmụ 

asụsụ. Atụtụ a wekwara asụsụ  dịnala dị ka ngwa  rụ e ji eziputa ngh ta dị n’okwu bụ isi sekpu 

ntị n’isi okwu nch cha a ma bụrụkwa otu n’ime mmek rịta amụmamụ echiche e nwere. Anyị ga-

ak wa ụdị nkwugharị abụ  a n’otu n’otu. Mana tupu anyị agaba n’ihu n’ịk wa ha, a ga-eburu ụz  

k waa ihe bụ mkpụrụ okwu na ahịrị okwu dị ka ha si pụta ihe n’ụdị nkwugharị abụ  ndị ahụ na 

ka ha si metuta Igbo izugbe.  

 

4.1. Nkwugharị nke mkpụrụ okwu  

 Mkpụrụ okwu bụ okwu nwere ike ịkwụrụ onwe ya n’usoro ederede asụsụ ma nwee ụda 

ngh ta. Ọ bụkwa okwu na-enwe ngh ta   na-ezipụta mgbe   bụla   kwụ.  

 Nkwugharị mkpụrụ okwu bụ ụdị nkwugharị na-egosipụta ebe otu okwu ma   bụ abụ  

nwere otu ngh ta site n’iji otu okwu ma   bụ nkebi okwu n chite anya otu okwu ahụ ma   bụ 

nkebi okwu ahụ n’ahịrị okwu  z  (Anyanwụ, 2008; Ndịmele, 1999) 

Ọmụma atụ:  

Okwu mbụ Nkwugharị  ya  

1(a) J n nwere aṅụrị 1(b).J n nwere  ṅụ 

2(a)Nwoke a alụbeghi nwaanyị / nwunye 2(b).Nwoke a bụ okokporo  

3(a).E bugola ya n’ kwa onye isi n’ụl   rụ ha 3b. E bugola ya n’ kwa  ga kpata kpata n’ụl   rụ 

ha 

N’ahịrị okwu ndị a dị n’elu (1-3) a bịa na (1a) ihe e nwere n’okwu mbụ ya bụ ‘J n nwere 

anụrị’mana a bịa na (1b) bụ nkwugharị ya, ihe e nwere bụ ‘J n nwere  n ụ’. Anyị ga-ahụ na e 

jiri mkpụrụ okwu a bụ ‘ n ụ’ na (1b) wee n chite anya mkpụrụ okwu a bụ ‘anụrị’ na (1a). ‘Anụrị’ 

na ‘ nụ’pụtara otu ihe n’asụsụ Igbo. Ihe nke a pụtara bụ na mkpụrụ okwu abụ  ndị a nwere otu 

ngh ta. Ya bụ na echiche okwu abụ  ndị ahụ (1a) na (1b) bụ otu n’enweghị mgbanwe   bụla 

n’agbanyeghi na otu n chịrị anya nke  z .  

A bịakwa na nke abụ  (2a), ihe e nwere na ya bụ ‘Nwoke a alụbeghị nwaanyị / nwunye’ 

ebe (2b) ya bụ “Nwoke a bụ okokporo’. E jiri ‘okokporo’ na (2b) wee n chie anya ‘nwoke 

alụbeghị nwaanyị / nwunye’ na (2a). N’asụsụ Igbo, mkpụrụ okwu abụ  ndị a bụ otu. Nke a 

mekwara ka ngh ta ma   bụ echiche ha abụ  bụrụ otu n’enweghị mgbanwe   bụla ma   bụ 

ndịmiche dị n’etiti ha. Otu ahụ ka   dịkwa na (3a) ebe e nwere ‘onye isi’ n’ahịrị okwu nke mbụ 

ma nwee ‘ ga kpata kpata na (3b) bụ nkwugharị ya. E jiri ‘ ga kpata kpata’ na (3b) wee n chie 

anya ‘onye isi’ na (3a) mana mkpụrụ okwu abụ  ndị ahụ pụtara otu ihe n’agbanyeghi na otu 

n chiri anya ibe ya. Nke a mere na e nweghi mgbanwe ma   bụ ndịmiche   bụla na ngh ta ma   

bụ echiche okwu abụ  ndị ahụ.  
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Ndị  z  k wara nkwugharị mkpụrụ okwu bụ Vila, Harocio na Antonia (2010). Ha kwuru 

na ụdị nkwugharị a na-enwe ihe nn chite anya nyere mkpụrụ okwu nke abụ  site na nke mbụ 

n’enweghị ndịmiche na ngh ta ha. Ha k wara na mkpụrụ okwu abụ  ndị ahụ na-enwe otu 

ndịnime ma   bụ n’amụmechiche.  

Ụz   z  e nwere ike isi nweta nkwugharị nke mkpụrụ okwu dị ka Mel’cuk (2012) siri 

kwu bụ site n’iji mkpụrụ okwu myinechiche ma   bụ mkpụrụ okwu ngwa wee n chite anya 

mkpụrụ okwu ma   bụ nkebi okwu n’ahịrị okwu  z . Nke a na-eme na echiche ahịrị okwu abụ  

ndị ahụ na-abụ otu n’enweghi ndịmiche   bụla. Ọ k wara na myinechiche ahịrị okwu yitere onwe 

ha ka e were dị ka  nke zuru oke isite n’otu ụdịrị ahịrị amụmamụ echiche wee pụta.  

Ọmụma atụ ha bụ:  

 Okwu mbụ   Nkwugharị ya 

4(a) Maazị Ude makarịrị akụzi ihe  4(b) Maazị Ude kacha mara nkụzi ihe  

5(a) Ezinne sịrị m na   bụ onye Ọchịma 5(b) Ezinne gwara m na   bụ onye Ọchịma 

6(a)                                      Udoka gotere ụgb  ala 6(b). Udoka zụtara ụgb  ala  

 

N’ahịrị okwu ndị a n  n’elu, okwu ndị ahụ a kachara ihe n’okpuru bido na (4-7) bụcha nkwugharị 

ngwaa. A bịa na nke 4(a), okwu mbụ ya bụ ‘Maazi Ude makarịrị akụzi ihe mana nkwughar ị ya na 

(4b) bụ ‘Maazi Ude kacha mara akụzi ihe. Anyị hụrụ na ‘kacha mara’ na (4b) n chitere anya 

‘makarịrị’ na (4a) ma pụtakwa otu ihe na ngh ta dị na (4a). Ya bụ na ahịrị okwu abụ  ndị ahụ 

(4a) na (4b) nwere otu ngh ta n’enweghị mgbanwe   bụla batara na ha. Otu ahụkwa ka   dị 

n’ahịrị okwu nke (5a) na (5b) ebe e jiri ‘gwara’ na (5b) wee n chite anya ‘siri’ na (5a). Mkpụrụ 

okwu abụ  ndị ahụ pụtara otu ihe n’asụsụ Igbo ma bịakwaa nwee otu ngh ta n’ahịrị okwu abụ  

ndị ahụ. N’otu aka ahụ kwa, mkpụrụ okwu ndị ahụ a kara ihe n’okpuru na 6(a) na 6(b) bụ 

myinechiche. N’okwu mbụ ya, ihe e nwere bụ ‘Udoka gotere ụgb  ala’, ma na nkwugharị ya na 

6(b) bụ ‘Udoka zụtara ụgb  ala’. Anyị hụrụ na ‘zụtara’ na 6(b) ka e jiri n chite anya ‘gotere’ na 

6(a). Mkpụrụ okwu abụ  a dị na 6(a) na 6(b) nwere otu ngh ta. Nke a pụtara na ahịrị okwu abụ  

ndị ahụ enweghị mgbanwe   bụla batara n’echiche ha.  

 

4.2. Ụzọ dị iche iche ndị ọzọ e si ekwugharị okwu  

 E nwegasịkwara ụz  ndị  z  dị iche iche e nwere ike isi kwugharị okwu n’Igbo dị ka ndị 

 kaasụsụ dị iche iche si ch pụta. Ụz  ndị a bụ site na ikwugharị nkejiasụsụ Igbo ụf dụ dị ka 

nkwuwa, nk waaha, njik  mbuụz , nn chiaha, nha na ngụn gụ.  

Ọmụma atụ: 

Nkejiasụsụ  Okwu mbụ Nkwugharị ya  

7(a) Mkp aha Olee ihe mere gi n’ụkwụ? 7(b) Olee ihe mere gi n’ kpa? 

8 Mbuụz  (a) Ha kwuru okwu banyere omume ya  8(b) Ha kwuru okwu gbasara omume ya 

9 Nn chiaha  (a) Mụ na gị ahụbeghi tata  9(b) Anyị ahụbeghi tata 

10 Nha  (a) Ụmụ aka ahụ niile n  na klasị 10(b) Ụmụ aka ahụ dum n  na klas ị 
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11 Ngun gụ (a) Imirikiti mmadụ ka a kp r  oriri 

agbamakwụkw  ahụ 

11(b) Imerime/ tụtụ/igwe mmadụ ka a 

kp r  oriri agbamakwụkw  ahụ  

12 Nkwuwa (a)   gara ahịa ahụ  s   s  12(b)   jere ahịa ahụ ngwa ngwa 

 

 Anyị lee anya na nkejiasụsụ ndị a dị n’elu bido na 7(a) ruo na 12(a), mkpụrụokwu dịcha n’okwu 

mbụ ha dịcha iche na nkwugharị ha mana ngh ta ha pụtara otu ihe. Okwu ndị ahụ a kachara ihe 

n’okpuru na nkwugharị ha bido na 7(b) ruo na 12(b) ka e jiri nochite anya ndị ahụ a kara ihe 

n’okpuru n’okwu mbụ ha. mana mkpụrụ okwu nnochite anya ndị a na nkwugharị ha ewetaghị 

ndịmiche   bụla na ngh ta ahịrị okwu ndị ahụ ga, kama na o gosipụtara na e nwekwara ike isite 

na nkeji asụsụ Igbo ụf dụ nweta nkwugharị okwu e kwuru mbụ n’enweghi mgbanwe   bụla 

n’echiche dị n’okwu ahụ.  

 

4.2.1 Nkwugharị ahịrị okwu  

 N’ụdị nkwugharị nke a, dị ka Ndịmele (1999:65) siri wee k waa, e nwere ike inye okwu 

abụ  ma   bụ karịa otu ụdị nk wa n’ihi otu e si wee hazie mkpụrụ okwu dị n’ahịrị okwu ahụ ga. 

N’ebe a, a gaghị asị na echiche ma   bụ ngh ta ha ịbụ otu sitere n’ n dụ mkpụrụ okwu nke a ma 

  bụ nkebi okwu nke  z . Ọ k wara na e nwere ike inweta ụdị nkwugharị ahịrị okwu a site n’ụz  

dị iche iche bụ ndị gụnyere: iji isi ahịrị n chite mkp aha, mbugharị (ime ahịrị okwu ajụjụ) 

mgbanwek rịta nkeji nkwuwa, mgbanwerịta nnara na orita, ntimiwu dgz. O nyegara  tụtụ 

 mụma atụ ahịrị okwu dị iche iche mana ngh ta ha bụ otu n’agbanyeghị etu e si wee hazie 

mkpụrụ okwu ndị mebere nke   bụla n’ime ha dị ka:  

 

4.2.2 Ime okwu isi ahịrị  

A na-enweta nkwugharị site n’iji isi ahịrị okwu wee n chite mkp aha n’ahịrị okwu ahụ. 

Ọmụma atụ: 

13(a) Ofe dị n’ite ahụ  

  (b) O nwere ofe dị n’ite ahụ  

Anyị lee anya na 13(a), anyị ga-ahụ na ihe bu ụz  n’ahịrị okwu ahụ bụ mkp aha ‘ofe’ mana na 

13(b) ya e jiziri isi ahịrị ‘o nwere’ wee n chite anya ‘ofe’ na 13(a). Nke a ewetaghị ndịmiche   

bụla na ngh ta ha. Ya bụ na ngh ta dị na 13(a) na nke dị na 13(b) bụ otu.  

 

4.2.3 Mbụgharị (ime ahịrị okwu ajụjụ) 

Ụz   z  e si enweta nkwugharị nke ahịrị okwu bụ site na mbụgharị nke ime ahịrị okwu 

ajụjụ. Ọmụma atụ:   

14(a) Ị ch r  ole? 

    (b)   Ole ka ị ch r ? 

Okwu a a kara ihe n’okpuru sitere n’otu  n dụ gafee n’ n dụ  z  mana ngh ta ha ka 

abụkwa otu.   
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4.2.4 Mgbanwerita nkeji nkwụwa  

 A na-esikwa na mgbanwerịta nkeji nkwuwa enweta nkwụgharị nke ahịrị okwu dị ka:  

15(a) Ugbu a ka   bịara ahịa  

    (b) Kịta a ka   bịara ahịa   

Okwu a a kachara ihe n’okpuru n’elu bụcha nkeji nkwuwa keoge. Na 15(a), ihe e nwere bụ ‘ugbu 

a’ mana e jiri ‘kịta’ na 15(b) wee n chite anya ya na 15(a). Nkeji okwu abụ  a bụ otu n’asụsụ 

Igbo. Nke a mere na e nweghi ndịmiche   bụla n’echiche ha abụ .  

 

4.2.5 Mgbanwerita nnara na orita  

 Ụz   z  e si enweta nkwugharị ahịrị okwu bụ site na mgbanwerita nnara na orita nakwa 

site na mgbanwe olu. Na mgbanwerịta nnara na orita, mkp aha na-arụ  rụ n’amụmamụ echiche 

nke n’ụz  e si na-eme ihe ga-abụ uru ma   bụ ihe nrita nyere onye  z . Hirst (2014) mgbe   na-

ak wa nkwugharị kwuru na mgbanwerịta ụf dụ na-abụ uru nyere onye  z  ma bụrụkwa ụz  

nkwgugharị okwu nke mbụ.  

Ọmụma atụ:  

Okwu mbụ Nkwugharị  ya  

16(a) Odo zụtara akwa maka nne ya  16(b) Odo zụtara nne ya akwa  

 

Anyị lee anya n’ mụma atụ a dị n’elu dị ka o si metụta mgbanwerịta nnara na orita, okwu mbụ ya 

na 16(a) bụ ‘Odo zụtara akwa maka nne ya’ ebe nkwugharị ya bụ ‘Odo zụtara nne ya akwa’, anyị 

ga-ahụ na ngh ta dị na ha abụ  bụ otu. Nke a bụ maka na odo bụ onye mere ihe e mere ma nne ya 

bụ nnara na orita. Akwa ahụ odo zụtara maka nne ya ma   bụ   zụtara nne ya bụ uru nyere nne ya 

bụ onye natara ma   bụ ritere ya n’aka Odo. Nke a mere n’echiche ma   bụ ngh ta ahịrị okwu 

abụ  ndị ahụ 16(a) na 16(b) enweghi ndịmiche   bụla n’agbanyeghi etu e siri wee hazie ha.  

 

4.2.6 Ntimiwu 

 Ụz   z  e si enwetakwa nkwugharị okwu bụ site n’ahịrị ntimiwu. Ọf mata (2004) mgbe 

  na-ak wa ahịrị ntimiwu kwuru na   bụ ụdị ahịrị okwu anaghị ach  ka a naghaa ihe   bụla o 

kwuru. Ọmụma atụ: 

Okwu mbụ Nkwugharị  ya  

17(a) Unu gbara  s  bịa ngwa ngwa   17(b) gbaranụ  s  bịa ngwa ngwa.   

 

A bịa n’ mụma atụ a dị n’elu, anyị ga-ahụ na ahịrị okwu nke 17(a) na nke 17(b) bụcha 

ahịrị ntimiwu. Na 17(a), e nwere ‘unu’ ebe e wepuru ya na nkwugharị ya na 17(b) ma tinyezịa 

‘nu’ na ‘gbara’ o pụtazịa ‘gbaranụ’ iji zipụta na ndị a na-etiiri iwu a dị  tụtụ. ‘Unu gbara  s  bịa 

ngwa ngwa’ na ‘gbaranụ  s  bịa ngwa ngwa’ pụtara otu ihe n’asụsụ izugbe. Nke a mere na e 

nweghi mgbanwe   bụla ma   bụ ndịmiche na ngh ta dị n’okwu abụ  ndị ahụ.  
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4.2.6 Ụda olu 

A na-enwetakwa nkwugharị nke ahịrị okwu site n’ụda olu. Ụda olu bụ ka ogoolu si 

didebe elu na mgbanwe na-adị na nkeji okwu nke na-ebute ndịmiche na ngh ta ya. Ebe a na-

enwetakarị ụdị nkwugharị a bụ n’agwụgwa (agụgwa ụda olu). Ọmụma atụ:  

 Agwụgwa ụdaolu Mpụtara ya 

18(a) Tim tom ma efe  18(b) Rif  ma ụtụtụ 

19(a) Koko nko ngwa gị 19(b) Ajị ewu ak  n’ gwa  

20(a) Tum tum gem gem  20(b) Ọs  mgbada bụ n’ugwu 

 

Anyị lee anya n’okwu ụda olu bido na 18(a) ruo na 20(a) na nkwughar ị ha na 18(b) ruo na 20(b), 

anyị ga-ahụ na o nweghi etu ụda olu na mpụtara ya si yie. Echiche ya na-esite na nt ala  dị-be-

ndị, ya bụ na a na-amata ya ka a na-etolite. Ọz kwa, e wepu ụda olu ndị a, okwu ndị ahụ agaghị 

enwe echiche doro anya.  

 

5.0 Nchịkọta nchọpụta, mmechi na alo  

5.1 Nchịkọta nchọpụta  

Na nchịk ta, a ch pụtara na e nwere nkwugharị n’asụsụ Igbo. Ụdị nkwugharị a kere ụz  

abụ  bụ ndị gụnyere: nkwugharị mkpụrụ okwu na nkwugharị ahịrị okwu.  

 A ch pụtakwara na nkwugharị abụ  ndị a nwechara ụz  e si emebeta ha. Site n’iji 

mkpụrụ okwu  z  nwere otu echiche n chite anya nke dibu n’ahịrị okwu, nhazigharị ahịrị okwu, 

nhazigharị usoro echiche, ibelata/igbulata ogologo ahịrị okwu ka o pee mpe nakwa ime echiche 

okwu ka   dị  kpụrụkpụ. A ch pụtakwara ụz  dị iche iche ndị  z  e nwere ike isi nweta 

nkwugharị okwu n’Igbo bụ ndị gụnyere ikwugharị, nkejiasụsụ ụf dụ dị n’ahịrị okwu, okwu 

mkpoaha, nkwụwa, nk waaha,  

nn chiaha, mbuụz , nha, ngụn nụ, dg.  A ch pụtara na e nwere ike inweta nkwugharị nke 

ahịrịokwu site n’ụda olu nke a na-amata site na nt ala  dị-be-ndị. Nk wa nke   bụla n’ime ha 

gosipụtara na nch cha a na n’ụz    bụla e siri wee tinye ha n’okwu ma   bụ hazie ha, na a gaghị 

enwe mgbanwe na ngh ta ha nke mbụ na nke e kwugharịrị ekwugharị. E gosipụtakwara  dịdị 

nkwugharị at  na nch cha a. A ch pụtara na a bịa na arụmụka so  dịdị na ụdịdị nkwugharị, ndị 

 ka asụsụ dị iche iche tụlere  dịdị na ụdịdị ya ndị a: Ụf dụ na-esi agụg  na nkwugharị bụ 

nchik ta okwu ebe ụf dụ ekwenyeghị na nke a. N’ikpeazụ, ha kpebiri na nkwughar ị abụghị 

nchịk ta okwu kama na  rụ ha abụ  na-arụ yitere onwe ha.   

 

5.2 Mmechi  
 Site n’ihe ndị a a ch pụtagasịrị, anyị ga-ahụ na e gboola mkpa nch cha a site n’iji atụtụ 

ngh ta okwu (ANO) nke Zolkorskij na Melcuk wepụtara n’af  (1967 na 1974) bụ nke gbadoro 

ụkwụ kp m kwem n’ mụmụ asụsụ  dịnala wee ch pụta na e nwere ụdị nkwugharị okwu abụ  

n’Igbo, na e nwegasịrị ụz  dị iche iche e nwere ike isi kwugharị ma   bụ nweta nkwugharị okwu 
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tinyekwara ịch pụta àgwàrà dị n’okwu nkwugharị. E jiri ndị nwoke na nwaanyị a mụnyere 

n’asụsụ Igbo ma bụrụkwa ndị bi na Nsụka wee mere ngwa  rụ na nch cha a tinyekwara na 

 ch cha bụ nwa af  Igbo mara ihe ekwe na-akụ n’asụsụ Igbo were mee nke a. N’Igbo mkpa 

nch cha a, a gbasokwara usoro s vee nk wa n’ rụ a.  
 A ch pụtakwara na nkwughar ị okwu bụ  dịbaragboo na-anaghị enwe mgbanwe ma   bụ 

ndịmiche na ngh ta ha mbụ na nke e kwughar ịrị ekwugharị ma hụtakwa uru ihe ndị a bara ndị 

nch cha  z  na-esota.  

 Nch cha a gboro mkpa arụmụka banyere  dịdị na ụdịdị nkwugharị, o gisipụtakara 

nkwenye na mkpebin ndị  ka asụsụ dị iche iche dị ka o si metụta nkwugaharị.   
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theoretical linguistics and literature. It also provides in each volume an excellent survey 

of recent linguistic and literary publications marking important theoretical advances. The 
journal welcomes original scholarly contributions on all aspects of linguistics, literature 

and African language studies, synchronic as well as diachronic, theoretical as well as 
empirical or data-oriented scholarly researches.  
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